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I EDITORI AL)
AN OMISSION CORRECTED
(Piscataquis Observer)
The Observer is glad to correct an error ln last week's
!<•<••)• bv adding the name of Rev. Kenneth Cassens of Parkman to the number of ministerial subscribers tn the county,
making two in all. The error is the more regretted because
the subscription was the result of the Interest of A. C. Kimball
of Parkman In the paper and because It was paid for 16
months Instead of a year The editorial must have had some
merit for The Courier-Gazette published lt ln full.
The Courier-Gazette republished tht editorial because
it expressed an angle with which all newspapers too often
come in contact, and because it had a natural desire to see
what the reaction would be Doubtless by this time the
editor of the Observer has read the lengthy reply made to
Its editorial by Mrs. Clara Emery, spokesman for the
W. C. T. U. It Is difficult to view the matter from a com
mercial angle because lt would take hundreds of subscrip
tions from persons who endorse the attitude of the Observer
and The Courier-Gazette to offset the paper's financial loss
by not printing liquor advertising. And our reward, speaking
now of The Courier-Gazette, has come not alone from the
expressed satisfaction of the W. C. T. U. element, but be
cause lt represents the uncompromising sentiment of the man
who was so long active in the editorial management of this
paper. Dollars and cents, and the approval of the antiliquor element fade into insignificance beside that.

BATH’S MISSING BALLOTS

Bath Is “all het up" on the matter of the liquor referen
dum and the fear that the sale of hard liquor and wines or
consumption on the premises may be banned and the trade
go to Brunswick. We have no concern ln the Bath contro
versy, for it Is purely a matter for the citizens of that town
to decide, but everybody will watch with some Interest to
see what became of the 364 ballots which the secretary of the
Christian Civic League says are missing. In the Interest of
fair play it Is hoped there Is no snlgdom in the affair. Maine
has had all the snlgdom It wants for a long time to come.
THE SPIRIT OF THE BRITONS

“We are not going to surrender!” bravely shout the
British people while still counting their casualty list at 56.577
and property losses ln untdld millions. The moral and ma
terial support now being given by Uncle Sam must be a strong
factor ln this staunch expression of courage.

STATE COLLECTION
(Lewiston Journal)
Collection of all money due the State by the treasurer
Instead of by various departments is recommended by the
special legislative cede committee Is sound procedure. The
committee which reports at the reconvening of the special
session of the legislature. Oct. 21, will ofler this for Incor
poration Into law.
The treasurer’s office for years has been a joke. It Is
time it assumed responsibility commensurate with the expense
of maintaining lt. It Is good business, also, to have the
accountability In one offlce.
The committee favors paying 8tate employes twice a
month Instead of weekly. This would save *10.000 a year,
the auditor reports.
The suggestion to organize a council of ten for a continu
ous study of State government sounds too much like new
deal Washington
No more commissions or bureaus at
Augusta, or anywhere else, please.
The committee found that ln files taking up space needed
for live records are 35 tons of “primary accounting data”
whatever that Is. It would have it destroyed after ten years.
Ought to get something from the waste paper man for it.
What the State needs, and lt looks as though the Run
nels’ scandal did lt, Is a more strict attention by employes and
heads of departments to the State’s business. Not any more
study boards nor any hlgh-fangled methods of operation.

IMPRESSIONS OF MR WILLKIE

One of the ablest stall writers on the Boston Globe Is
ILouls M. Lyons, and to him was assigned the task of follow
ing Wendell L. Wlllkie during his tour of New England. There
Is no keener observer than a trained newspaper man, so
that what he says about the Republican Presidential candi
date will be read with special interest. Here lt Is:
Wendell Wlllkie reminded the old timers today of William
J. Bryan who once had a presidential mortgage on the Demo
cratic party. Wlllkie has all the Are and enthusiasm Bryan
had when he won his first presidential nomination ln 1866 by
his eloquent Cross of Oold speech.
He has Bryan’s boundless energy and his eloquence. Like
Bryan he prefers to speak extemporaneously. He talks the
language the man ln the street can understand. His radio
speeches are prepared ln advance by his ghost writers and
are edited by him before they are mimeographed for distri
bution. but his short talks are spontaneous outpourings of his
heart and soul and mind.
Critics *ay that sometimes he is Inconsistent, contradictory
and ungrammatical, but he takes with the crowd. He should
have been around ln the Bull Moose campaign. He would have
been a prize discovery for T. R. He is as strong as an ox, a
light sleeper and appears fresh and vigorous tn mind and body
after 12 to 18 hours of campaigning. He often surprises mem
bers of his entourage by appearing at 7 a. m , after only a
few hours’ sleep. He rises early, often as early as 5.30 a. m.
He has a good appetite and Is an excessive cigarette smoker.
Willkie worked as hard perhaps and as earnestly as he
ever did in his life over knots of factory workers who sat on
factory window sills and flat roofs. He told them: “If you
fellows will Just hear both sides. I’ll be satisfied however you
vote. All I ask Is that you don’t close your minds. Don't let
yourselves be kidded by bunk.”

LAST CHANCE TO ENJOY YOUR
SUNDAY DINNER THIS SEASON AT

BELOIN’S INN
CAMDEN, ME.

Found In Quarry

TURKEY or CHICKEN DINNERS
FULL COURSE SHORE DINNER
We wish to express our thanks to those who patronized us
and hope we may be able to greet you all again next season.
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After Yesterday’s Explosion

Belief that Horatio D. Hall had
taken his own life, as he had sev
eral times threatened to do, led
searchers Thursday to drag the
Creighton quarry a few minutes
walk from hts home on the West
Meadow road. Correctness of the
theory was shown when the body
was brought from its resting place
ln CO feet of water after men from
the White Head Coast Guard sta
tion had dragged only half an hour.
In the surf boat, used for this grim
errand were Boatswain's Mate El!mer W. Farnsworth, Clarence Beal
and Walter Stafford. The body was
removed to the Russell undertaking
rooms. Medical Examiner J. G.
Hutchins of Camden, having mean
time rendered his verdict of suicide
by drowning.
The recovery of the body marked
the climax of a three day search
the first steps of which were to
comb the entire Meadow Valley
section as already described in this
paper.
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick who di
rected the search, in which fully
150 men were engaged at one time
or another, must be credited with
having arranged and carried out
the most extensive and systematic
lgunts ever known in Knox Coun
ty, and it adds greatly to the pres
tige of a uniformly successful offi
cial.
While lt would not be possible to
thank all who aided in the search,
the sheriff's department feels espe
cially grateful to former Patrol
man John A. Post, whose services
were especially valuable at the time
of recovering the body. 8tate Patrollman Mitchell assisted In the
handling of the recovered body,
and Deputy Sheriffs Ernest Oray
and Robert A. Webster attended to
a multitude of duties.
Mr. Hall was bom ln Crlehaven
77 years ago and had made his
home ln Rockland about 30 years.
He is survived by his wime. Mrs.
Cora Hall; a son Alteverde Hall of
Hartford, and a sister, Mrs. Lydia
E. Cummings of Rockport.

(By The Roving Reporter)

Some friend, unknown to the
The motorist today can buy three
writer, evidently saw the query ln new cars for the price he used to
Thursday's Issue as to gourds, for pay for one. There are lots of ua
on The Black Cat's desk this morn who would be content with one,
ing was the following clipping:
even at the old price.
“Oourds should be washed with
a strong sulphur naphthol solution
The safest bet I know how to
after the first fro6t has killed the make Is that the man who writes
foliage. They can then be either the editorial points for the Boston
waxed or shellaced and will keep Olobe, Is a resident of Topsfield,
several months.”
Mass. The town certainly owe* him
With this clipping lt was learned a vote of thanks for the publicity
that a package of gourd seeds may he Is giving lt.
be purchased for 10 cents—mixed
varieties, ornamental and useful
The death rate from automobile
climber. Northrup, King & Co. of
Minneapolis gives these cultural I accidents in 1938 as compared with
directions: “This is a vigorous and 11929 was 3% lower on the basis of
quick growing vine, producing a population, 9% lower on the Haxta
dense foliage and useful for cover of number of cars ln use. and 30%
ing arbors or unsightly places. The lower on the basis of motor vehicle
ripe fruit keep Indefinitely and have mileage.
hard, smooth shells, highly prized
Arc you interested In next years
by children as toys. Seed had best
I be sown ln open ground when dan- auto number plates? If so you
; ger from frost Is over, and covered will find most of them pictured on
to a depth of H Inch. Thin later to the cover page of this week's Satur
day Evening Post, a few of the
about 12 inches."
States are missing. You will prob
There was a bumper crop of cat ably note that only three States
tails this year ln the alder swamp thus far listed have the Maine
to the southward of the old depot colors—red and white.
lot on the New County road. In
my boyhood days we used to dtp
One year ago: Thp Economy
'em ln kerosene and have torch Clothing Shop was opened—Mrs.
light parades — especially about Amariak K. Wheeler died at the
election time. And speaking of the age of 80—Perley Bartlett was
old depot who remembers the date elected president of the Farnham
when lt burned, and who remem class —George 8now landed at the
bers when a man named Stahl had Rockland airport ln a large Army
a candy shop and lunchroom ln the plane—Oeorge W. Simmons. 88,
passenger station?
died ln Waldoboro.

The Rotary Club
Handling of Farm Prob
lems As Told By County
Agent R. C. Wentworth
Parm problems as applied to
Upper picture shows the disastrous'effects of the blast. The stern was completely blown away, and the
Knox and Lincoln counties were
described for the Rotary Club yes sides of the boat were shattered.
Lower picture; Side view of the Naiad. The roof of the deck house was blown up against thr side of the
terday by that highly capable and wharf. The fire line is foamite to extinguish the gasoline lire.
—Photo by Sid Cullen.
ever Interesting county agent
The Burpee ambulance
Sulo Gronros told a Courier-Oa I Cates.
Ralph C. Wentworth.
An explosion on board the cabin
He told of the excellent results cruiser Naiad at Tillson wharf at zette reporter that the engine had conveyed the Injured man to Knox
been running about one minute | Hospital where he was attended by
being achieved by the use of land
9 30 yesterday forenoon completely
when he heard what he flrst Drs. H. J. Welsman of Rockland
lime: of the Increased production
brought about by the Dairy Herd wrecked that craft and terribly thought was a backfire. Looking and Howard Apollonio of Camden.
A late report from the Hospital
Improvement Association; of the injured John C. Gibb of 3 Upland aft he saw that the stem of the
growth and success of the poultry j road. Swampscott, Mass., a sales boat had apparently been blown this forenoon finds the patient still
industry; of the pest control work j man for the Gray Motor Company away and the craft was on fire. [ living, but with perhaps not quite
done in orchards, of the develop- '
The roof of the cabin had been an even chance of surviving his
ment of the blueberry Industry who was about to make a trip to blown almost to the top of the | terrible experience. He was given
wharf, together with other debris, a blood transfusion yesterday bv
and the growing Interest which is ' North Haven in the boat.
being shown in forestry work.
Sulo Gronros, son of the owner, and it was found later that many Dr. Welsman the volunteer being
“It isn t the eggs that make you. who was in command of the craft, windows had been shattered in cne of the enrolees at the Camden
lt Is the mortality that breaks you,” suffered slight burns, but was in the buildings near which the Naiad Hills C.C.C. camp.
Gibb's injuries are thus sum
he quoted one poultry farmer as the bow of the boat when the was moored.
saying.
On the opposite side of the marized: A compound fracture of
disaster occurred, and was able to
The 4-H clubs have been a help jump clear.
wharf the Coast Ouard boat Kicka I the left ankle, a compound fracture
carrying out some of the recomThe wreckage was towed to the poo was docked and sailors from of the lower left leg. a triple frac
ln solving some problems, and are Gronros boat wharf by Sherwood that craft rushed to the assis ture of the left thigh bone, a
mended practices.
Upham’s Irma U. Axel Gronros, tance of Olbb, who was bleeding j “questionable” fracture of the
The visiting Rotarlans were E. the owner was too much shocked terribly from his many wounds. skull, and contusions and abrasions
K. Leighton of Waterville. Mark yesterday to discuss the affair, but A tournequit was applied to one ’ of the head, face and body. The
Smith of Salem. Mass.. Frank E. the boat was believed to be a total I of the legs, which was terribly rumor that his eyesight had been
[ sacrificed was not correct.
Morrow, E. L. True and Alonzo loss. The craft was valued at mangled.
Mr. Olbb is 41 and married. His
The fire department was on the
P. Spear of Camden.
about *3000 and there was no in
scene almost before the sound wife was promptly notified by the
Homer E. Robinson conducted surance.
the singing class and Miss Ruth
The exact course of the disaster of the explosion had died away Hospital officials.
The Naiad vas a 42-foot craft
Seabury of the High School sub is not known, as the reports were and worked for some time before
stituted for Albert Dodge at the conflicting and mainly contradic flames were finally extinguished. 1 built by Mr. Gronros two and onepiano.
The alarm was sounded by Louts half years ago.
tory.

Pheasant Season
Open Time Next Month
In Four Counties
Including Knox
An open season on pheasants, but
for five days only, and in only four
of Maine's 16 counties, was yester
day declared by George J. Stoble,
commissioner of the Inland Fish
eries and Game Department.
The dates, as named In a notifi
cation received by Clerk of Courts

FARM FOR SALE
Seventy Acre Farm; House in
excellent condition, with bath,
and hot and cold water; good
Barn and other Outbuildings;
large Apple Orchards; about two
miles from Union Village. Price
will suit your pocketbook.
WILLIAM ANDERSON, Tel. 1245
West Meadow Road, Rockland
123‘lt

Number 123.

The Black Cat

Body of Horatio Hall
Recovered By Coast Guard
—Declared Suicide

Milton M. Griffin, are Nov. 11, 12,
13, 14 and 15, and the counties In
which the brilliantly plumaged birds
may be shot are Knox, Androscog
gin, Cumberland and Kennebec
The shooting period on each day
Is from half an hour before sun
rise to sunset.
The bag limit Is not more than
two pheasants per day, per person,
and not more than four pheasants
per person for the entire season.
The restricted areas are:
Camden, from the bridge in
Rockport on the east side of the No.
1 highway, to the Junction of Bay
View street on the No. 1 highway.
The Island of Monhegan.
Verona Island.
The towns of Southport and
Stockton.

Daniel C. Pray, desk sergeant at
the State Police Barracks, Thomas
ton, Is having his annual vacation.
Ray Foley has charge of the night
desk and Fred Tripp the day desk

AN ANNOUNCEMENT

One and One-Half Mile* North on U. S. Route No. 1

Choice of

THREE CENTS A COPT

* Rockland, Maine, Saturday, October 12, 1940

Entered as Second CUs« Mall Matter
By The Courler-Gaiette, 465 Main bl.

WESLEY WASGATT, M. D.

OUR HREMEN IN ACTION
Actual Demonstrations Of the Department
At Work Will Be Made Tonight
A public demonstration of the
work of the modernized Rockland
Fire Department is planned for 7
o'clock tonight. The exhibition
will be a revelation to every person
fortunate enough to see lt, for it
will include all modern methods of
fire department practice. Chief
Van E. Russell and Fire Commis
sioners Francis D. Orne and R.
Louis Cates will be in charge.
A diaphone alarm from Box 43
will come In at 7 o'clock tonight,
calling for a speed run and hydrant
hook ups. In the space between the
High School and McLain Building

various tests will take place and
there will be adder raisings, rescues
with various forms ot emergency
practices and first aid.
Following this phase will come a
box alarm from 46 which will take
the department to Schofield-White
Park where a large gasoline fire
will be extinguished demonstrating
foamite action on a gasoline blaze.
The new nozzles and a 3-line dem
onstration of the deluge set will be
made. The floodlights and all
equipment will come Into action
during this Interesting laboratory
experiment with Rockland’s capa
ble first line of defense against fire.

FOOTBALL
TODAY AT 1.30

Has opened temporary offices at 204 Broadway,
pending the completion of his permanent quarters
on Talbot Avenue. Telephone connection 1042-R.

AT COMMUNITY PARK, ROCKLAND

Dr. Wasgatt has been appointed
Acting City Physician

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL

MORSE HIGH OF BATH
vs.
ADMISSION 25 CENTS AND 35 CENTS

not be scared, folks; we71 use you
all right. If one sees the life here,
there Is no comparison to Summer
How They Are Faring At camp.
Lawry has been added to
Ft. McKinley As Told By myRichard
squad as assistant mechanic.
Our Staff Correspondent With my oldest boy, Milton. In the
18th Engineers, and Richard and
Fort McKinley. Oct. 11.
myself In the 240th, the Lawry fam.
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
lly la “In the Army Now.”
According to the paper, Hitler's
Come up and see us some time.
night riders have raided London
20-148-687.
again. Tlie original Night Riders'
Club was formed In Battery F under
Captain Robinson The boys feel A Ilex iNlratlon Request
that the Hitler organization Is an
Next Wednesday Is Registra
infringement of their club.
tion Day when men between the
We ire soon to have a non-com- j ages of 21 and 38 will rally to the
missioned officers' test and a lot of ■ call for National Defense. Mayor
the non-coms are a bit worried. I ‘ Veazie asks all employers to give
wonder what the party thinks who'
these men time off for registra
said we w’ere on a year’s pleasure tion and asks that the regis
trip. And I wonder also how he trants go to the polling place* as
would feel stranded here on a lonely early as possible ln order that
Island. It may seem like a pleasure the work may not pile up too
trip to some, but to moat of us it heavily at the close of the day.
has been work. I put ln 78 hours Registration hours, 7 ». m. to I
driving with only three hours sleep p. m.
on my flrst week here, driving
through fog so thick that lt seemed
like a wall of smoke. I ask you.
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday
kind readers, do you think that is a
night
with Miss Edna Payson.
pleasure trip?
However, the old spirit of the
40th, “Always flrst and faithful”
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
carried us on. I am writing this at
rf I had my 111
1 o’clock in the morning. Have would have made i
and Uaten
Just come home from an Inspection poetry
leaat once a week,
of the Ouard with the officer of the taste* la a loee of
day at night time. I wonder why Darwin
they call them officers of the day
COLUMBUS
when they are on at night?
October 12. 1402
Papa Hoyt and his problem child Behind him lay the (rwy Azores,
Vaughn were home the middle of Behind the Oatea of Hercule*;
him not the ghoat of ehoree.
the week I hope Vaughn did not Before
Before him only ahoreleee eeaa.
wear his shoes out this time.
The good mate aald; “Now muat wa
I notice that the Home Ouard Is For pray,
lol the very etara are gone.
gaining every day. It may not be Brave Adm’r’l. speak; what ahaU I aay?”
"Why.
aay 'Sail onl aall onl and on I- long before they will be with us.
The mechanics are busy as we have "My men grow mutinous day Uy day;
My men grow ghastly wan and weak.”
quite a lot of repair work on the
mate thought of home: a
older trucks. We are getting a lot The etout
•pray
of experience as Is and are looking Of salt wave washed hla swarthy
cheek
forward to a chance for advance "What shall I aay. brave Adm’rT, say.
If we sight naught but eeaa at dawn?**
ment when the time comes.
you shall say. at break at day:
The boys have been busy with "Why.
‘Ball onl aall onl sail onl and onl"*
their evenings on the Jig-saw puzzles
and sailed, as winds might
as brought by ex-Sergeant Robbins; They sailed
blow,
also some fine magazines. Here is Until at last the blanched mate aald:
now not even Ood would know
a chance, folks, to get rid of your “Why,
Should I and all my men fall dead.
surplus magazines. The boys here These very winds forget their way.
For Ood from these dread eeaa la
are very fond of reading.
gone.
We at the pumping station who Now speak, brave Adm’rl; apeak and
say"—
are tied down with the duties of the
He said "Sail on! aall onl and onl"
fort pumps and transportation are
They sailed. Then -rake
studying all we can about the Army They sailed.
the mate:
life. However, lt is a lonely life for “Thia mad aea shows hla teeth to
night;
|
the boys at times, for only a few
He curia hla lipa, he Use In wait.
irom each outfit are allowed shore
With lifted teeth as If to bite:
Brave Adm'r'l. say but one good word;
leave.
What shall we do when hope la
There are rumors that a once-used
gone?"
bowling alley is near the Post ex The words leapt like a leaping sword:
“Sail onl aall onl sail onl and onl”
change. I am working right on
that. I may send for my old pal, Then, pale and wan. ha kept hla deck.
And peered through '‘---"‘tit AtK
John Thomas, the grand old man of
that night
Of
all dark nigh tel And then a apeak—
bawling, to come up and take
A llghtl a light' a light! a ltghtt
charge. Sergeant Henan here Is a It grew, a etartlt flag unfurled!
great fisherman and could keep It grew to be Tima's buret of dawn.
He gained a world: he gave that world
John company for a while.
It's grandest lesson: “Onl sail onl”
We are still short of visitors. Do
—Joaquin MUM I

With Our Soldiers
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At The High School

Rockland High School’s Football Warriors

By The Pupils

Book Review

>

“Widow's Peak," by Harriet
Henry- Published by Dodd, Mead
and Company. New York.
A lovely Man-land Countryside
is the seat of this rather haunting
and unhappy story of a supremely
selfish widowed mother, whose
moral rectitude was far from per
fect and whose selfish love desires
spoiled what might have been a
worthy though lightweight mother
of a charmingly lovely and talen
ted daughter, handsome sensitive
and with an artists urge to write,
and another artist poor and liv
ing on the charities of the widow,
who loves him.
The author, Harriet Henry, is
modern in deductions and charac
terization, she writes with vivid
charm and understanding if one
enjoys a book over-weight with
sex longings. The story is soiled
by the sweet personality of the de
voted daughter in her effort to
stall her mother from ruining her
life.
An altogether delightful
character in the book is the psy
chiatrist Dr. Peter Bery, and his
part with the lovely Hisbeth makes
the book worth reading. The book
is bound ln soft-toned English
weave, good print and attractive
make-up as all Dodd Mead books
are.
K. S. F.

V

Student C-'in.-il of Senior High,
at a recent Tvetirg. chose its offi
cers as follows: President, James
Moulaison; vice president, John
Storer, and secretary. Doris Gatti.
Thee local men addressed the
student body at Senior Higij as
sembly Tuesday morning. Martin
Graves of the Post Office gave a
splendid talk on National Letter
Writing Week, showing the bene
fits derived from writing letters
to all concerned.
The chairman. Robert Chisholm,
introduced the next speaker as a
fishing companion on a deep sea
fishing trip last Summer and
enumerated a few unhappy events
of that day. Willis I. Ayer in his
remarks conveyed some hitherto
unknown information about the
chairman, and about Mr. Blaisdell.
and as for several years past re
UNION
Dr. Irving Tuttle is on a hunting ceived a hearty welcome from his
audience.
trip.
Frank A. Winslow, a friend of
Bryan Clark is seriously ill.
the school, gave his travel talk, “Si
Etna Walker of Taunton, Mass.,
lent Riders," covering interesting
is calling on friends in town.
places and events in Quebec. New
Mrs. Irving Tuttle and Mrs. Eva England. New Jersey, Pennsylvania
Sayward were Waterville visitors and New York, especially the |
Monday.
World's Fair. Mr. Winslow s abil- ;
W. S. Counce and family were ity to note special features in any
callers Sunday on friends here
thing he observes, makes his de
The Boy Scouts met Monday scriptions different and interesting. '
night with Scoutmaster Ross in In closing. Mr Blaisdell evened the
score by telling some unknown 1
charge.
Miss Wilma Hannon is taking a facts about Mr. Ayer in retalia
course in hairdressing and beauty tion.—Priscilla Brazier
At a meeting of the Girl’s Glee
culture In Augusta.
The Friendly B enjoyed supper Club Wednesday morning, these j
Tuesday at Oreen Gables in Cam officers were chosen: President, .
den. later attending a Rockland Geraldine Norton; vice president.
Betty Munro; secretary and trea
theatre.
Miss Edith Hawes entertained at surer, Mary Wotton; librarians.
supper recently, Mr. and Mrs. Wil Christine Newhall and Betty
liam Thomas and two daughters. Holmes.
William Shrout has entered the
Miss Cassie Poshkus and Mr Eaton.
Freshman class from Houlton. He
Naaarene Church Notes
has lived several years ln Tacoma.
The prayer service Thursday was Washington.
opened by the singing of the hymn
Miss Willins, the worlds fastest 1
‘•Lean Upon His Arms.” Special woman typist, will demonstrate on I
music, with harmonica, guitar and a Royal typewriter at this school ■
piano accordion, was than rendered next Wednesday at 2.30 p. m.
by Mr. and Mrs. Monroe and Miss
Two interesting movies, “Mobili
Olive Bragg all of Rockland. zation of Merc}',” (Red Cross) and
Throughout the service several "Internal Combustion.” a General
other selections were played and Motors picture, wefe shown at the
there was a duet by Mrs Monroe Junior High assembly Wednesday
and Miss Bragg Prank Robinson morning.
also of Rockland read as the
A Home Inspection Blank for j
Scripture the sixth chapter of II school children, prepared by the
Corinthians There was a brief City of Rockland Fire Department
message by one of the members of was filled out this week by all mem
the Union Church and an open bers of Senior and Junior High.
service followed.
Lucie Thompson from the sten
The pastor. Rev J. W. Ames, ography class and Lucille Melvin
having attended the Preacher's from the office practice class have
Convention this week in Waltham. assisted Principal Blaisdell this j
Mass., will be back to take charge week.
Office boys were Lyford
of the Sunday services. Worship Conary. James McPhee, Gordon
will be at 10 oclock: Bible School. Wotton. Albert Munro. Cecil El
11.15; N.Y.PS, 6 o'clock; and the well, Albert Smith. Onnie Kangas.
evening service at 7.
and Ronald Packard.
The subject of the Bible School
In the subscription contest, the
is “The Boyhood of Jesus.“
Black team has turned in $147
The N.Y.PS. topic will be pre worth of subscriptions, and the
sented by Miss Myrtie Hemenway. Orange team. $56.50. a total of
In the book reading contest, the $208 50. A radio will be given the
first two Books of the Bible are salesman having the largest sales,
now being ftudied.
and to his home room teacher, if
the school sells $300 worth. Coach
Matheson’s room Is leading the
Black team, and Mrs. Matheson's
room the Orange team. — Louise
Harden, general manager.
At a special assembly for Senior
High Wednesday afternoon, two
movies were shown: "Cherry Blos
som Time," which showed pic
turesque scenes of the cherry trees
in Washington, D. C„ and 'Tootsteps." a Red Cross picture show
ing the routine of Red Cross
nurses and the sacrifices they
make for the welfare of humanity.
—Betty Munro
Ruth Nichols. ’40. has joined the
Girls’ Choir and orchestra at
Kent's Hill. She was a member of
the Girls' Glee Club and orches
tra here for four years.—Doris
Gatti
An Autumn Social was held by
the Freshmen last night, with ac
Every wrhare you
huntjrou see th* tive cpmmittees working to make
famous h/g blue
the first social one of the best.
she//.
Decorations were in charge of
Shelby Glendenning, Irving Small.
Richard Stevens, Beverly Cogan.
EXTU REACH • EXTRA WALLOP
Austin Ulmer, Barbara Castner.
‘T TIGH VELOCITY" Shells...with Donald Walker, Carl Ilvonen, and
X X their progressive burning pow Robert Jones. Refreshments of
der, gas-tight wads, and carefully-sized Ice cream and punch were In
(hot . . . reach up higher and faster. charge of Pauline Havener, Alfred
They a-t-r-e-t-c-h 'way out to get game. Storer, Ruth McMahon, Osmond
Speed-intensity priming gets the charge
(way quicker. And after shooting you Palmer, Virginia Witham, Louise
aever have to clean your gun ... for Veazie, Joan Look, and Georgia
“High Velocity” shells are “Rustless" I Stevens. The entertainment con
sisted of a movie, being chosen by
Come in for a supply today.
the class officers. The faculty ad
u> Fatewtegr’’ •** "•■Xteww” are ragiataraS
SB
Irurf--- «■- •/ /’•ters CarteOga Oiewws.
visors, Miss deRochemont, Mr.
Matheson, Mrs. Ludwick. and Mr.
Nutter chaperoned. Onni Kangas
and Richard Thomas were the
clean-up squad. — Charlotte Gil
christ
At the last librarians' meeting,
Miss Ruth Rogers of the Public
Library gave a helpful talk on
cataloging and filling. June ChatHardware and Sporting Goods
to is head librarian, with Mary
328 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. Lamb, Ruth Witham. Lillian Sav
age, Marie Winchenbaugh. Louise
121-123 Harden. Helmi Lehto, Paulino Carroll, Naomi Rackliff, Jeanette

MS

H. H. CRIE&CO.

Bouts Pleased ’Em

Down The Alley
American League Will
Start Flattening the Thin
Sticks Tuesday Night

And he led them on safely, so
that they feared not.—Ps. 78: 53

DETERS
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Upper picture: Front row, left to right, Charles Call, Elmer Small, Mike McConchie, George Ellis, Bradford Ames.
Back row, James Duffy, Donald Cates, Franklin Call, Malcolm Ingraham, Donald Kalloch, Dominic Mazzeo, Coach Don
Matheson.
Lower picture: Front row, Bertram Snow, Joseph Pietroski, Joseph Sylvestri, Donald Cummings. Back row,
Donald Chaples, Lincoln McRae, Harold Lewis, Francis Galiano, Benedict Dowling, John Storer, Fred Allen, Douglas
Small.
—Photos by Sid Cullen.
Saunders, Elaine Ames, end Lu day. Mr. Whiting discussed his mond Palmer, Charles Seaman, and Beatrice Philbrook selling
cille Con non as assistants Later courses taken at Bates College Raymond Chisholm. Bickford Syl candy.
Lena Ouccinello
and
on in the year, some Junior and Summer School, and Principal vester, Richard Stevens, Edward Marion Harrington sold candy on
sophomore girls will be invited to Blaisdell. at Maine University. Olsen, Albert Hallowell, Robert, j the landing of the stairs.—Ruth
join this group—M. Lucille Con- There was also a discussion of the Jones, Horatio Cowan, Jr„ Sher- ; Wotton, club reporter.
Maine Teachers’ Association In wood Strout, Kenneth Mignault,
non, secretary
Lincoln McRae. Jr.. Richard Giles. RAZORVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Lord and son Wil definite Teacher Tenure Law.
Mr. Smith assisted in the Nurs Robert Paul. Morton Estes Hart- j
liam are now residing at 384 Broad
ing Service Drive among the fac well Dowling. Harlan Rollins. Byron , Mrs. Katherine McGrath and
way.—Charlotte Gilchrist
Keene, Jason Thurston, and Oor- son Carroll of Augusta were recent
The Librarians' Club is making ulty members of the school.
Kenneth Ames, formerly of Ma- j don Wotton. Mr. Edwards, teacher visitors at the home of Edith
a picture file for use in various
Overlock.
classes. They would appreciate tlnicus, now a junior ln Senior of mathematics in Junior High. I
will
direct
the
Club
this
year.
The Forest Chapmans are home
gifts of old magazines such as Na High, spends his spare time to ad
The Junior High subscription ’ from Deadwater where they have
tional Geographic and Life which , vantage. packing lobsters at Till
could be used in this valuable pro- [ son's Wharf. The first thing to contest is still going full speed, j resided since last March.
ject. If any reader has any maga- 1 do. he says, is to get the number with Miss Hughes’ room ahead on , Albert Brown and Annie Brown
zines to donate, please call the of crates wanted, and thoroughly the Orange Team and Miss Nichols' of Augusta were recent visiters at
high school and a student will call clean them. Then the lobsters are room, on the Black Team. The Maud Merrifield's.
bailed out of the wells, and picked leading salespeople arc Joyce Cum
for the donation.
Mi. and Mrs. Talbot Cooley have
The school budget has been over. The crates vary in size, hold ming on the Orange Team and moved to the Merle Marr house.
made out by Student Council for j ing from 100 to 150 pounds of lob Franklin Blaisdell on the Black
the year, with these items: In- ' sters. These are filled to the top i Team. The total for Junior High 1 • The Howard Jcrmyns of Hing
come. Activity tickets. $1300; Kippy and then shaken down in order up to date is $123.50—Pauline ham Center, Mass., are spending a
few days at their home here.
KarniVal. $500; Apple Day, $100; i to hold their full capacity. The Carroll, campaign manager
Working
in
the
Canteen
this
I
Mrs. Vlnnie Bowes. Mrs. Maud
canteen, $200; skating rink, $100; 1 lobsters are packed right side up.
basketball. $100; subscription con- ; so that they do not die. Then , week were Ruth Wotton and ! Howard and Edith Overlook were
test, $100; total income, $2,400. ; they are put in the delivery truck, Peggy Havener selling ice cream,1 visitors Sunday In Union.
Expenditures:
Football,
$275; ; and ice is put around the outside
basketball, $125; baseball, $75; | of the crates to keep the lobsters
track. $59: hockey. $50; dramatics, properly cooled.
A Girls Club has been organized
$25; Highlite, $200; motion pic
tures, $100; debating, $25; Girls' this week with these members and
Athletic Association, $25; skating officers: Estelle Jackson, president;
rink. $300; special assemblies, $120; ' Ruth Johnson, vice president; Ruby
TO HELP BUILD—BUY
music, $100; debt. $500; total ex ; Elliott, treasurer; Lucy Munro,
secretary; Barbara Seaman, Anna
penditures, $1,970.
MODERNIZE—REFINANCE
At next Tuesday's assembly will belle Staples. Theriece Bragg, ShirEASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS
be shown a movie, "Bound to Last," ' ley Firth, Hbba Kalloch, Vivian
and an explanation of some of Johnson, Emma Callahan, and
the activities to be undertaken in Virginia Barlow. Mrs. Wilhemina
the school library this year by Fogg will be speaker at next Tues. day’s meeting.
Miss Stahl and her librarians.
18' SCHOOL STREET...............
ROCKLAND, ME.
Freshmen boys admitted to the
At bi-monthly faculty meeting
120Stf
of Junior and Senior High. Mon Boys' Glee Club this year are Os

MONEY FOR HOMES

Rockland Loan & Building Association

And the Fight Fans Want
To See Lawless and
Fisher Rematched

The main event last night be
Following is the schedule of the
American .League, which opens tween Carl Lawless and Jackie
Tuesday night at the Community Fisher, ended ln a draw at the Park
Street Arena. It was as good a
Building:
Tuesday, Oct. 15—Elks vs. Mid- bout as has been on the program
Town; Post Office vs. Harding’s for some time with first Lawless
ahead and tl^en Fisher taking the
Wonders.
lead. It met with the approval of
Wednesday, Oct. 16—McIntosh vs. the fans and they will be rematched
Perry's; Snow’s vs. Texaco.
in the near future. And what a
Tuesday, Oct. 22—Mid-Town vs. fight that will be.
Texaco; McIntosh vs. Snow's.
The semi-final showed Young
Wednesday. Oct 23—Ferry's vs. Jack of Augusta, familiar in Rock
Harding's Wonders; Elks vs. Post I land. battling Bobby Pooller of Wa
Office.
terville. This was a hard gruel
Tuesday, Oct. 29—McIntosh vs. ling fight, and Jack won the deci
Wonders; Texaco vs. Elks.
sion. Slasher Porter, looking his
Wednesday, Oct. 30—Snow's vs. best for along time, won every
Post Office; Perry's vs. Mid-Town. round to take a decision from Flash
Tuesday, Nov. 5—Post Office vs. Bouchard of Augusta. Porter's left
Mid-Town; Snow’s vs. Perry’s Mar was in Bouchard's face the whole
ket.
bout, and it seemed impossible for
Wednesday, Nov. 6—Elks vs. Mc Bouchard to fathom his style.
Intosh's; Texacos vs. Wonders.
Kid Norman of Oakland landed
Tuesday, Nov. 12—Snow's vs. Elks; wicked rights and lefts to Young
Alexander's Jaw and k. o.'d him in
Wonders vs. Mid-Town.
Wednesday. Nov. 13—Post Office one minute of the second round.
vs. Texaco; McIntosh's vs. Perry's. This was a wild swinging affair with
Tuesday, Nov. 19—Perry's vs. Post Young Alexander of Thorndike lead
ing up to tl<? time Kid Norman
Office; Texaco vs. McIntosh’s,
Wednesday. Nov. 20—Wonders vs put over his haymaker, to stop the
first prelim. The opener had sub
Elks; Mid-Town vs. Snow's.
Tuesday, Nov. 26—Snow's vs. stitutions for Whoppstr Marston
and Young Miller, and had a mild
Wonders; Mid-Town vs. Elks.
Wednesday. Nov. 27—Te xaco vs. scrap between Petie Davis and
Young Wellington, both of Rock
Perry's; Post Office vs. McIntosh's.
Tuesday, Dec. 3—Post Office vs. land. The fight was stopped ln
the seconud round and declared no
Wonders; Snow's vs Texaco
Wednesday, Dec. 4—McIntosh's, contest. Thfc boys seemed to think
too much of each other, to really get
vs (Mid-Town: Elks vs. Perry's.
Tuesday, Dec. 10—Perry's vs. going.
Wonders; Elks vs. Past Office.
Wednesday. Dec. 11—McIntosh’s CLARK ISLAND
vs. Snow's; Mid-Town vs. Texaco.
Mrs Walter Duncan of Rockland
Tuesday, Dec 17—Snow's vs. Post visited Monday with her father
Office: Perry's vs. Mid-Town.
William Ellis, Sr.
Wednesday. Dec. 18—Elks vs.
Misses Dorothy Jackson. Frances
Texaco; McIntosh’s vs. Wonders.
Ggven, Harriett Johnson and May
Tuesday, Dec. 31—McIntosh’s vs. Fuller attended a party of their
Elks; Texaco vs. Wonders.
Sophomore class Tuesday at Saint
Wednesday. Jan. 1—Snow's vs. George High School.
Perry's; Post Office vs Wonders.
Mrs. Elizabeth Montgomery has
Tuesday. Jan. 7—Post Office vs. moved to Rockland
Texaco; McIntosh vs. Perry’s.
Mrs. Charles Baum has returned
Wednesday. Jan. 8—Wonders vs from Massachusetts where she has
Mid-Town; Snow's vs. Elks.
visited for several days.
Tuesday, Jan. 14—Wonders vs.
Mrs. Donald Haskell and son
Elks; Mid-Town vs. Snow's.
Phillip, Mrs. Elizabeth Haskell and
Wednesday. Jan. 15—Texaco vs. Nancy Webel of Rockland were
McIntosh’s; Perry's vs Post Office
guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs.
Tuesday, Jan. 21—Texaco vs. James Caven.
Perry's; Elks vs. Mid-Town.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wilson and
Wednesday. Jan 22—Post Office family and Mrs. Otis Lunt and
vs. McIntosh; Wonders vs. Snow's. family of Rockland were recent
Tuesday, Jan. 28—Elks vs. Mid- visitors at the home of Mrs. Jessie
Town; Pest Office vs. Wonders.
Williams.
Wednesday. Jan 29—McIntosh va.
Perry's; Snow's vs. Texaco.
Elks; Perry's vs. Post Office
Tuesday. Feb. 4—Mid-Town vs.
Wednesday, April 23—Texaco vs.
Texaco; Elks vs Post Office.
McIntosh; Mid-Town vs. Snow's.
Wednesday. Feb. 5—Perry’s vs.
Tuesday, April 29—Texaco vs.
Wonders: McIntosh vs. Snow's.
Perry's; Elk svs. Mid-Town
Tuesday, Feb. 11—Snow’s vs. Post
Wednesday, April 30—Post Office
Office; Texaco vs. Elks.
vs. McIntosh; Wonders vs. Snow’s
Wednesday. Feb. 12—McIntosh vs
Wonders; Perry’s vs. Mid-Town.
Tuesday, Feb. 18—Past Office vs.
y pew ri I e rs
Mid-Town; Snow’s vs. Perry's.
Wednesday, Feb. 19—Elks vs. Mc
Intosh; Texaco vs. Wonders.
All Makes—New and Used
Tuesday. Feb 25—Snow’s vs. Elks;
New Portables.
Wonders vs. Mid-Town.
$29.50, $34.50, $39.50. $54.50
Wednesday, Feb. 28—Post Office
ROCKLAND TYPEWRITER CO.
vs. Texaco; McIntosh's vs. Perry's.
Tuesday, March 4—Perry's vs Post 71 Park St. Rockland Tel. 297-W
Office; Texaco vs. McIntosh.
Wednesday, March 5—Wonders vs.
Hks; Mid-Town vs. Snow’s.
Tuesday, March 11—Snow's vs.
Wonders; Post Office vs. Mclntosh.l
Wednesday, March 12—Texaco vs.
Perry's; Mid-Town vs. Elks.
Tuesday, March 18—Past Office
You own soclally-corrsct aw*
vs. Wonders; Snow’s vs. Texaco.
Wednesday, March 19—McIntosh
graved personal stationery — at
vs. Mid-Town; Elks vs Perry's,
lowest priest lo history. Cenahte
Tuesday, March 25—Perry’s vs.
tlssl dis engraved initial, en
Wonders; Elks vs. Post Office
hanced by gold Imprinting.
W ednesday, March 26--McIn
25 sheets with engraved
tosh's vs. Snow’s; Mid-Town vs.
personal initial and 2$
Texaco.
Tuesday, April 1—Snow’s vs Post
matching envelopes. A
Office; Perry's vs. Mid-Town.
variety a< atyles. com
Wednesday. April 2—Elks vs. Tex
binations and colors..81
aco; McIntosh vs. Wonders.
Also a lull line oi other engraved
Tuesday. April 8—McIntosh vs.
social stationery needs at very
Elks; Post Office vs. Mid-Town
lew prices.
Wednesday, April 9—Snow's vs.
Perry's; Texaco vs. Wonders.
Tuesday, April 15—Post Office vs.
Pontage Extra
Texaco; McIntosh vs. Perry’s.
Wednesday, April 16—Wonders vs.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Mid-Town; Snow’s vs. Elks.
Tuesday, April 22—Wonders vs.

HAVE SOMETHING TO SHOW

For Your “Rent Money”
Buy a home through
a Savings Bank mort
gage and your "rent
money” in
many
cases will pay off the
mortgage.
Remember, a Savings Bank Mortgage is one of the

simplest.

Consider these advantages:

1.

Greater flexibility — each mortgage treated
individually to meet your own particular situ
ation.

2.

Monthly, quarterly or semi-annually payment
of interest, to suit your budget.

3.

5% on mortgages in good standing interest
paid when due—No Tax Liens, and the loan
amortized in I 5 years.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 1868.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

68St
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Specimen Questionnaire For the Registrants
SERIAL NUMBER 1 1. Name (Print)

ORDER NUMBER

(First)

(Mid die)

(Last)

2. Address (Print)

County Teachers
Milford Payson of Camden
Choice For Presidency At
Annual Convention

The annual convention of the
Knox Ccunty Teachers' Association
3. Telephone
4. Age in Years
5. Place of Birth
6. Country of Citizenship was held Thursday at the Rock
land. High School, with 300 in at
p
(Town or county)
tendance. Officers elected were:
Date of Birth
President. Milford Payson of Cam
den; vice president. Miss Mary E.
(Exchange) (Number)
(Mo.) (Day) (Yr.)
(State or country)
Taylor of Camden; secretary-trea
7. Name of Person Who Will Always Know Your Address
8. Relationship of That Person surer, Miss Mildred Merrifield of
Washington. Appointed to the ex
(First)
(Mr.. Mrs., Miss)
(Middle)
(Last)
ecutive committee for one year.
Oct. 14—Friendship—Parent-Teacher
Assn, meets at brick schoolhouse.
Allston Smith of Rockland, and for
Oct. 16—Draft registration day
9. Address of That Person
two years. Supt. Frank Rowe of
Oct. 16—Union-rail Fair at Seven
Tree Orange
Warren.
(County)
(Number and street or R. F D. number)
(Town)
i State)
Oct. 18—Knox-Lincoln Kent's Hill
Delegates chosen for Maine
Club meets at Grand Army hall.
Oct 18—"Down Easters" at Com 10. Employer’s Name
Teachers' Association meeting in
munity Bldg., auspices American le
Portland are Milford Payson. Miss
gion Auxiliary
Oct. 19 — Waldoboro — County 4-H
Taylor. Clayton Smith of Rock
Club Contest at High School audi
port. Garnold Cole of Thomaston.
torium
11. Place of Employment or Business
O’ 21 Shakespeare Society meets
Miss Relief Nichols, Mrs. Dorothy
with Mrs E F Glover.
Ludwick. Theodore Nutting of
(County)
(State*
(Town)
Oct 23—Annual fair at Goodwill
(Number and street or R. F. D. number)
Orange
Vlnalhaven and William Darroch
Oct. 23—Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau
I Affirm That I Have Verified Above Answers and That They Are True.
of Appleton. The alternates will
annual meeting at Community Build
ing. Rockland
be Allston Smith. Esther Simmons
Oct. 23-25 — Portland—State Teach REGISTRATION CARD
of St. George. Herbert DeVeber ot
ers' Convention
(Registrant's signature)
D.S.S. Form 1
Oct. 31—Halloween
Warren. William Thomas of Union.
Nov. 5—Presidential Election.
Miss Mildred Sweeney. Mrs. Evelyn
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 11—National Roll-Call of Red
REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE
Goodwin of Hope. Miss Marcia
“Nothing ever prettier," said
Cross begins.
This is to certify that in accordance with the
Davis and Ralph Winchenpaw of
Nov. 12 — Rockport
Garden Club i Charles W. Lee, yesterday, having
meets with Mrs viola Spear.
Selective Service Proclamation of the President of the United States Gushing.
reference
to
the
Ragged
Mountain
Nov 19—Thomaston—Third District
The delegate to the National
Council American Legion Auxiliary Autumnal scenery.
meets at Methodist vestry.
Education Association meeting in
Last name
(Middle name)
First name
Nov 21 Thanksgiving Day
Rockland High's football war
: S
Boston will be Milford Payson, and
Nov 28—Thanksgiving Day ln Maine.
•—•
riors take on the hard hitting
the alternate Miss Mary Taylor.
(No. and street orR F. D No.; city or town, county and State)
Allston Smith will go as a delegate
Rev. Corwin H. Olds is .sufficient Morse High eleven from Bath this
has been duly registered this............. day of.................-.......... 19....
to the Maine Mental Hygiene Asso
ly recovered in health to conduct afternoon at 1.30 at Community
ciation.
the services at the Congregational Park.
Fine speakers appeared on the
(Signature of registrar)
Church on Sunday.
: rt
Thirty-three members of the
program. Dr. Richard B. Kennan,
Register for__ _______
Dr Wesley Wasgatt has opened North Haven and Vlnalhaven
(State) executive secretary of Maine
(Precinct)
(Ward)
(City or county)
temporary offices at 204 Broadway.! Oranges crossed the bay this de
Teachers' Association in Augusta,
(Keep in touch with your Local Board.
* BE ALERT Notify Local Board immediately of change of address brought greetings from the asso
pending the completion of his per- Hatful morning, bound for the
ciation. and announced that a
manent quarters on Talbot avenue. Pomona session at Glen Cove.
CARRY THIS CARD WITH YOU AT ALL TIMES
DBS. Form 2
18—17105 quarterly magazine would replace
HU
a IM2-B.
MtUhel
the annual bulletin. He gave an
A Friendship Flr, .Ul be .
1L™?*
ted her resignation, to take effect outline of the coming State con
tme of the Comrades of the Way
«' H1^ ^hool and Me
Nov. 1. In her letter of resigna vention, which will have noted
meeting On Sunday. The com-j Rae vs Soul« at 7 oclock'and at 19
tion. sbe indicated the need of re speakers, and he urged the county
lief
from some of her duties. Mrs. to join the Maine and National
rades will have an out-door meet o'clock TUomaston vs. McKinney.
Church Meeting and
Constantine has been organist for associations. He extended an in
ing at the Pilgrim Homestead on
The air is always a-tingle with I
Supper Largely Attended about 25 years, succeeding Mrs. vitation to visit the M.T.A. offices
Juniper Hill, meeting at the Coun excitement when Morse High Bchool |
Faith W. Berry. The resignation in Augusta.
cil Ring at 4 oclock in the after and Rockland High School meet,
—Officers Elected
Dr. Howard A. Dawson of the
was accepted with regret and w’th
noon. Each Comrade is to bring and this is the annual occasion at
The annual meeting of the First deep appreciation of her faithful N.E.A. headquarters in Washing
food for his own supper, and hot Community Park, the hour when
ton. D. C„ told of the many serv
chocolate will be provided for all. hostilities begin being 1.30. Coach Baptist Church was held in the service.
Mrs. Cletta 'Whitmore and Mrs. ices the association has rendered
parlors
Thursday
night,
Rev.
J.
Matheson’s team has been giving a
The many friends in and about good account of itself, and should Charles MacDonald presiding Sup Lucy Rankin were co-chairmen over a period of years to teachers
ln a direct way. In his address
Rockland of the Reverend Edward have the fans solidly behind it today. per attended by 150. was served of the supper committee House
keepers were Mrs. Helen Knowl which had the subject of "Educa
C. Dart will welcome the word
by the BTowne Club.
ton, Mrs. Reita Holden, Mrs. Eva tion in a Democracy,’ he pointed
which has come of his continued
A meeting of all workers and cap
Greene.
Mrs Edna French and out that education is not an ex
The
meeting
opened
with
sing

success in the religious field. He tains in the Nursing Associationpensive venture, as many contend,
has Just been made rector of the i jjoj. scouts financial campaign is ing of hymns, led by Osmond A. Mrs. Margaret Adams. Waitresses for the money that teachers receive
Episcopal Church of Summerville. called for 4 o'clock sharp Monday' Palmer, with Mrs. Joseph Robinson were Miss Katherine Keating. Mrs from taxpayers, goes back to the
South Carolina, a most delightful' afternoon at the Chamber of Com at the piano Following the read Ellen Packard. Mrs. Helen Bray, taxpayers In a way, when the
and desirable appointment. Our merce office. It is hoped to have ing of scripture by the pastor, Mrs. Ruth Pendleton, Mrs. Donald
teacher spends the money she
congratulations to hun and that all reports complete at that time prayer was offered by A. Duncan Crie, Miss Muriel Adams. Miss
has earned. He quoted from StuAnna
Webster.
Miss
Thelma
Rus

community.
in order to definitely know what the Rogers of the Lincolnville Beach
debaker, who said that several
sell
and
Mrs.
Herman
Hart.
total is. The goal is 82500. a mini church,
democracies have been overrun,
Kenneth Hooper, chairman of the
At Monday night's meeting of mum figure.
not by war machines, but by propa
Orchardlsts
who
wish
to
obtain
nominating committee which com
Bluebonnet Troop of Girl Scouts,
ganda. Education generally is the
some
of
the
poison
for
making
prised Mrs. Clara Gregory and
five new members join?d. Miss
BORN
first line of defense, and no single
Marilyn Cates and Miss Dorothy
Miller—At Knox Hospital. Sept. 30. Mrs. Hattie Richards presented a mouse baits for their trees should agency contributes more to na
get
in
touch
with
County
Agent
to
Mr
and
MrL
S
Miller
of
Cush

list of officers which were duly
Pettee passed the ’'Tenderfoot" ing. a daughter
tional defense than a schoolteach
Wenbworth.
elected, as follows:
test, and a course in First Aid was
er. Educated people, even if only
Millard
W.
Hart,
church
clerk;
given by Mr. Dodge of Camden. A
MARRIED
The speaker for the opening trained as far as High School, are
Halloween party is planned Ibis
Marriott BUke At providence, oct. Mrs. Mary P. Ulmer, membership
definitely an asset.
month, and a card party will oe oeld J* Harold Marriott of Tenants Har- clerk; Sidney H. Pierce, benevo meeting Thursday of the Baptist , Miss Mary B. McAndrews of
. bor and Jane Blake of Towlngton,
Men's
League
is
Prof
Marion
J.
J
lences
treasurer;
deacons,
A.
B.
Thursday in the tower rocm at conn -By Rev Donald J Campbell
Carbondale, Pa., whose subject
Community
I Hull-MacAlman At Newcastle, Oct. Butler. V. A. Leach, C. H. Morey, Bradshaw of the Bangor Theologi followed along the same lines of
AZ
U. .V, building
uuuuzus.
j William Thomas Hull of Kittery and
cal
Seminary,
There
will
be
an
I
--------| Marguerite O. MacAlman of Rockland. F. H. .Ingraham, R. S. Sherman.
education in democracy, expressed
illustrated lecture on China and i
“Brigham Young. Frontiersman",
MRockiaiui. Oct. O. A. Palmer, J. W. Robinson, M.
the thought that there should be
Japan.
is coming to Strand Theatre Sun- I 10, Russell T Snowdeal and Lovella F. R. Snow. O. C. Cassens and F. A.
a branch from the government to
day, Monday and Tuesday, with
bjthp ot dockland.--By E. R. Carter.
keep the standard of education
Kennebunk Star: While operating equal throughout the United States.
Deaconesses, Mrs. G. C. Cassens.
Tyrone Power in the title role. Fea
a
corn
cutting
machine
last
week.
Mrs. Evelyn McKusic, Mrs. Abbie
tures for the remainder of the
DIED
In a democracy, everyone is equal,
William Stuart received a gash in but in quoting figures to campare
week are: Wednesday and Thurs
Barrows—At Warren. Oct. II. Wll- Morey, Mrs. Mary P- Ulmer, Mrs.
day, Ann Sothern and Ian Hunter, 11am
•■•••• E Barrows,
•»»..«..», aged 79
■- years. 1, Colby Post, Mrs. Nellie Magune, his right hand. Two stitches were the education status ln different
~
__ j c„,. 1 month. 12 daya. Funeral Sunday at
in Dulcy, Friday and Saturday, , o^oex from residence. Burial ln Mrs. H. W. Frohock, Miss Alice taken to close the wound. A half states, it was shown that oppor
Erskine, Mrs. Frances C. Ryer and hour later. Rev. O. W. Stuart, father tunities were not equal in all the
Jon Hall and Lynn Bari in Kit Medford. Mass
Hall At Rockland. Oct 7. Horatio
of William, was making a repair to States, and the condition should
Carson "
D Hall, aged 77 yean. 2 months. 21 Mrs. Frances Hall.
(lays. Funeral 8unday at 2 p m from
Membership committee. Deacons, the same machine when his left be remedied.
Russell funeral home. Rev. J. Charles
George S. Cunningham, retiring
A New Contest, 815.000 In Cash MacDonald will otDclate Interment deaconesses and church clerk. Ad forefinger to the first knuckle was
Appleton
visory committee; two deacons, two crushed in a gear. He was also at president of the Association, pre
Prizes. Play The Game of Check InSmith
At Rockland. Oct. 11. Helen
tended
by
Dr.
Simpson.
sided. and gave a report of the Na
and win a fortune. See today's M . widow of Edwin Smith of Thom deaconesses; church school super
aged 83 yean. 11 months. 5 intendent; director cf religious
tional meteing which he attended.
Daily Record or Boston American aston,
days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock
At the reading of last semester's
In the departmental meetings.
for all details.
123-lt from the residence of Miss Rita C. education, president Christian En Dean's List by President Gray dur
Smith. Thomaston.
deavor, chairman Missionary so
Dr. John R. Crawford, Associate
ing
chapel
exercises,
it
was
noticed
ciety; president. Woman's associa
Professor of Education at Univer
Winslow-Holbrook Aux. beano
CARD OF THANKS
tion; church clerk, church trea that it included two former stu sity of Maine talked to the sec
Tuesday, Oct. 15. 3 cards 25c; free
For all the lovely flowers,
flowers. letten
dents
at
Rockland
High.
The
two
cards and calls, we have received dur- surer, benevolences treasurer. Al
ondary department teachers, and
specials and door prize.—adv.
our Illness, we are very grate- fred E. Johnson and Walter E who reached this goal are Wilbur in
the elementary department.
123-124
Connon and Dorothy Frost. In
Staples.
Richard Crocker, principal of
Oeorge Tillson and his mother.
Baptismal committee. Mrs. Fran earning these honors, Connon and Madawaska Training School in
Free transportation from the
CARD nr THANKS
ces C. Ryer, Mrs. Colby Post, Mrs. Frost have not cofined themselves Fort Kent talked on the subject "On
government wharf in Portland to
We wish to express our apprecia Arthur L‘. Roke, Miss Virginia to studies, however, as both of them
the New Science Curriculum.-' who
Fort MlcKinley is offered all per tion to neighbors and friends .or tne
many kindnesses shown our loved one Egan. Mrs. Abbie Hsnscom, Mrs. are active in extra-curricula affairs is a member of the committee
sons who wish to visit friends there during his last Illness We also wish
The
following
day
Prin.
Blaisdell
Margaret Oregory, Mrs. William L.
which is working on the introduc
on Sundays. The boat leaves at to thank all who performed eo many
of Rockland High School received
thoughtful acta during our bereave8.40 a. m. and 5.30 p. m. The ar incut, and those who sent their ex- Gregory, Miss Alice McIntosh this welcome word: "It is a pleasure tion of elementary science into
Ralph E. Stickney and ‘.he deacons
the lower grades.
rival of visitors from home will be pre-stona of sympathy at the time
Mrs Cora Weaver Castner and family
Missionary committee; Mrs. H. to note the name of the following
Olayton Smith, principal of
welcome indeed to the young men Warren
former
student
from
your
school
W. Frohock. Mrs. W. O. Fuller.
Rockport Grammar School, pre
in training at The Fort.
122T26
Mrs. Mary P. Uhner. Mrs. Abbie on our Deans list for thecurrent sided.
Morey, Mrs. Helen P. Knowlton, semester: Paul W. Horeyseck. The
BINGO
Press and news committee; R. S. University is happy to offer con
Dr. Wesley Wasgatt has been ap
SPEAR HALL. TUESDAY NITE, 7.33 Sherman, F. H. Ingraham, Mrs. gratulations. P. F. Crane, Director pointed temporary city physician in
of
Admissions.
the absence of Dr. Charles D. North,
Door prize, dinner to be given away. Edith Follansbee and Miss Helen
York. Treasurer communion fund.
who is in a Boston hospital.
,
Merchandise value 810.00
Visit Lucien K. Green <te Son for
Mrs. Abbie Morey; nominating
Extra prize, Chenille Spread
EVERY SATURDAY NITE
Furs; Burdells Dress Shop for
committee,
Joseph
W.
Robinson.
123-124
Beano atG.A.R. hall Monday Oct.
At
Mrs. Corrlce Randal! and Ray Dresses. Complete stocks always 14. 2 p. m. Two iree specials.
on
hand.
New
merchandise
coming
GLEN COVE
mond Pendleton.
Chicken dinner for do»r prize.
Director of religious education; In every day at moderate prices.
123-V
Sec
them
today.
Odd
Fellows
Block,
Music By
Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald; evan
bchool
street,
Rockland.
107-tf
HAL’S RHYTHM AIRES
gelistic committee; O. A. Palmer,
F. H. Ingraham. Mrs. Abbie HanDANCE
Admission 35c and 25c, plus tax
scom and Mrs. Evelyn McKusic.
OCEAN
VIEW
BALLROOM
llTStf
Superintendent of Sunday school,
Every
Monday
Night
G. Car) Cassens; assistants, Ken
BUD CLARK and ORCHESTRA
neth Hooper and Leslie A. Packard;
GLEN COVE
Dance 8.30 to 12.30
secretary,. Miss Barbara Perry;
LEGION HALL
TURKEY SHOOT
Admission 30c, including tax
SUNDAY,
9.30
to
12.00
treasurer, Ansel Young; assistant
ALL DAY SUNDAY, OCT. 13
117‘ltStf
UBTh&Stf
secretary and treasurer, Miss Eliza
J.30 o'clock
Starting at 10 o'clock
beth
Morey;
auditor,
Mrs.
F.
A.
WINSTON’S FARM
Carter.
Admission 25 cents
SOUTH HOPE, ME. ON ROUTE 17
Sunday school superintendents:
Hunting Rifles and Shot Guns
123-lt
Intermediate Department, Mrs. J.
121-123
C. MacDonald; assistant. Miss Vir
ginia Egan; Junior Department,
Mrs. Elizabeth Williamson; assis
tant, Mrs. Ansel Wooster; Primary
Department. Mrs. Walter E. Snow;
assistant. Mrs. Addle Rogers; be
ginners; Mrs. Hattie Richards;
assistants, Mrs. Eva Stanley and
Ambulance Service
FUNERAL HOME
Mrs. Herman Hart; cradle roll, i
Mrs.
Charles
H.
Morey;
assistant
.
•
Ambulance Service
Mrs. Fred M. Kittredge; home de
RUSSELL
partment. Mrs. Mary P. Ulmer.
TELEPHONES
Music committee, Mrs. Elsa Con
888, 781-1 of 781-11
FUNERAL HOME
stantine, Mrs. Lillian Joyce and
I CLAREMONT ST.
TEL 882
118-118 UMEROCK STREET
Ansel Young.
ROCKLAND, MX
ROCKLAND, MX.
Mrs.
Elsa
H.
Constantine,
or

M-tf
118-H

(Number and street or R. F. D. number)

(Town)

i County >

(State)

g
(S’
Is

I

Baptist Annual

DANCING

BEANO

Tuesday Night

TRAP SHOOT

PPORTUMITY

BURPEE’S

ganist and choir director, presen
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CH U RCH ES
SERMONETTB
Universa lists
The Unlversalists held their
State Convention thia year in
the City of Auburn. Their hand
some brick edifice is truly in a
place where three ways meet.
As host church, these Elm street
people, know how to make their
guests at home. Only late last
year the congregation had the
church redecorated. The audi
torium is restful and the two
beautiful paintings on either
side of the altar must have pro
duced a feeling of reverence in
the convention body. The pas
tor, Rev. Weston A. Cate is a
man loved throughout the com
munity.
The last day of their sessions
was one of the finest of the
Summer, even though it was
mid-September. Happy groups
gathered on the lawns and en
joyed to the full the hospitality
so bountifully provided. They
chose their officers and left for
home the better lor having
come, and leaving Auburn en
riched by the good fellowship
that radiated from them.
Not many denominations hold
their State Conventions so late
in the year, but they had good
weather, and it seemed to me,
they would all go back to take
up the Winter’s work with the
courage that comes from the
inspiration that State Conven
tions generate in the lives of
delegates.
Is it not wonderful that in a
war torn world. Christians can
gather ln place, to discuss the
things of - God. unafraid and
without the intervention of a
screaming bomb—to preach and
talk and sing of eternal love
rather than the hate that de
stroys and murders Innocent
and unoffending people? The
State of Maine needs these lib
eral churchmen, and hopes and
expects from them another year
of usefulness.
—William A. Holman

The Happy Hunter
Lots of Game Is Being
Reported; Also Too
Many Leaves

' Favored by ideal weather and ac
Nations." Mr. MacDonald's sermon I companied by their well-trained
topic will be the last ln the series, dogs, hundreds of sportsmen spent
on "The Greatest Love Song," the several happy hours at their fa
subject being “The Greatest Promise vorite woodcock covers Wednesday
of Love.” The choir will sing at as they banged away to usher in
both these services.
the open season on those upland
• * a •
game birds.
“Divine Registration” will be Dr.
Only one handicap marred the
Wilsons subject at 10.30 tomorrow perfect sitting for woodcock hunt
at the Methodist Church. At 7 ing—the rather thick foliage ln
o'clock he will speak on "God’s Un many sections where leaves have
ordained Men." Mens’ class meets not thinned out to any great extent.
at 9.30; church school and Baraca
Hunters reported that woodcock
Class at noon and the Young People were quite plentiful ln many sec
at 6 p. m. Midweek prayer service tions, with the population spotty ln
comes Tuesday at 7.
some areas.
• 8 * •
The dally limit is four. The sea
At the Congregational Church the son will close Oct. 24,
Maine’s deer season opens in Oct.
unified service of public worship
and church school is at 10.30. with 21 in six Northern counties and Nov
the children sharing in the worship 1 in the other 10. The shooting
service and attending classes during must stop Nov. 30 in all sections.
the sermon. Due to repairs being
made in the church auditorium, the
services arc being held in the vestry.
SAFE WINDOW GLASS
The theme of the sermon by Rev
A DODGE FEATURE
Corwin H. Olds will be “The Search
For Serenity.” Comrades of the
Way will hold an outdoor meeting
! at the Pilgrim Homestead on
' Juniper Hill, meeting at the Council
Ring at 4 o'clock for a Friendship
Fire. Each Comrade is to bring
food for his own supper, and hot
chocolate will be provided for all.
• • • •

"Are sin. disease, and death
real?” is the subject ot the Les
son-Sermon that will be read In
all Churches of Christ. Scientist,
throughout the world' on Oct. 13.
The Golden Text is: He that is
our God is the God of salvation;
and unto God the Lord belong the
issues from death" iPsahns 68: 2Oi
The citations from the Bible in
clude the-following passages: "The
Lord Is exalted; for he dweileth on
high: he hath filled Zion with
Judgment and righteousness. For
the Lord is our Judge, the Lord is
our lawgiver the Lord is our King;
he will save us. And the inhabi
tant shall not say. I am sick: the
people that dwell therein shall be
forgiven their Iniquity (Isaiah 33:
I 241.
• • • •
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal).
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
ices for tomorrow will be appro
priate for the 21st Sunday alter
Trinity: Church school at 9.3ft and
Holy Eucharist at 10.30. Rev. Her
bert Pulsifer is in charge of the
parish during the absence or the
rector.
e t e •
"Working with Ood" will be the
topic used by Rev. C. A. Marstaller
at the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Church Sunday morning at 10.30.
Special music will include a solo by
Mrs. Wesley Thurston. Sunday
School meets at 11.45 with the sec
ond week of the school Advance
Program in operation. A special
invitation is extended to all who do
not attend Sunday School elsewhere
to Join in this new program. Mrs.
Hunt will be the leader of the live
ly Young People's Meeting at 6
o'clock. At 7.15 the pastor will
speak on "Spiritual Deafness" with
special music by the choir. Mid
week praise and prayer service
Tuesday evening at 720. Mrs. Harry
Mather will entertain the Ladies'
Aid Wednesday evening at her home
on Camden street. The Women's
Mission Society meets with Mrs
Alice Knight on Maverick street,
Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
• • • •
“God's Hall of Fame" will be the
subject of tlie sermon at the First
Baptist Church Sunday morning at
10.30. The church school with its
departments for all ages will meet
at noon. The Endeavorer’s Inspira
tion hour will open at 6 o’clock with
an informal sing. The people’s eve
ning service will open at 7.15 with
the prelude and big sing, assisted
by the instruments and choir. There
will be the second ten minute spe
cial dealing with the subject, "The
Bible and the Future Leagues of

At the Universalist Church at
10.45 Dr. Lowe will take for the
subject of his sermon “Finding
Ourselves." Mrs. Katherine New
man, substituting for Miss Stahl,
will preside at the organ. Miss Lotte
McLaughlin, soprano soloist, will
sing two numbers. Miss Dorothy
Dimick in charge of the kindergar
ten. will care for children from
three to five years of age, while
their parents are attending the serv
ice of worship. The church school
under the supervision of Mrs. Winola Cooper, will meet in the vestry
at noon; Young People's Christian
Union meeting in the church parlor Special safety glass so invulner
at 7 p. m.
able to shocks and so elastic that
• 8 • •
it may be used as a tap dancing
Frederick
Staples, Evangelist, platform, is standard in rear
graduate of Zion Bible Institute, windows of 1941 Dodge sedan
East Providence. R. I., will lead the models. Because the glass is not
services at Ingraham Hill chapel, flat like window glass, but curved
Sunday at 3 o’clock.
like a lens, sun and headlamp rays
produce no glare. Also, the are*
THEIR GREAT CHANCE
of the rear window is increased
The rising generation of the 47 per cent.
United States should lead the world
in every way. These future citizens
in embryo have been given the
best schools, the best musical train
For a limited Time Only
ing, the best ln the field of athlet
ics. The fact that a less financial
background for all the luxuries
should not count against them. II
should have stimulated their efforts.
Never before have we had so many
Church Schools
for
religious
training. Boy Scouts are given mil
lions in this country for their char
A clean, smooth sheet, for busi
acter building and Girl Scouts the
same with a number of other move ness—for school—for typewriter.
ments ln these lines.
High School Music Training is
character uplifting. We feel re
FOR 500 SHEET PACKAGE
assured that the rising generation
We Do Not Break Packages
will not let us down, but hold us up
to far higher levels of development
Mail Orderz Filled—15e Estes
And tlfrough this If we keep our
music of the highest and best it
will go far to create clearer and
ROCKLAND, MAINE
loftier vision in our youth.
K 8 F

SPECIAL OFFER!

500 Sheets 8^x11
Yellow Second
Sheets

Only 40c

The Courier-Gazette

VISIT OUR BOYS
ON SUNDAY AT

fort McKinley
The Oo&at Artillery boys at Fort McKinley are ex
tremely anxious to have their local friends visit
them Sundays. These boys are lonely and would
deeply appreciate callers.

FREE TRANSPORTATION
Free Transportation is furnished by the Gov
ernment.

SUNDAY FREE TRANSPORTATION
Government boat leaves Government Wharf,
Portland, at
8.40 A. M. and 5.30 P. M.
arriving at Fort McKinley at 9.30 A. M. and 6 P. M.

CIVILIAN BOATS
Civilian boats leave Custom House Wharf at
10.00 A. M., 2.00 P. M. and 5.00 P. M.
122*126

WISH IT WITH
FLOWERS!

Send a card. If you will,
to wish a happy birthday
to some one you love but
make sure that it is ac
companied by a gift of
fragrant flowers. Then you
can be doubly sure that
your thoughtful remem
brance will be gratefully
welcomed and appreciat
ed. Our floral assortment
offers you a wide choice.

THE HIGHEST FORM
OF CRAFTSMANSHIP
is exemplified in the memorials
carved here from rugged granite
and beautifully-marked marble.
Regardless of which type of
stone you prefer, you can bo
sure that It will be flawless ln
every detail and sculptured to
perfection. All monuments aro
correctly designed ln the mod
ern mode.

Wm. E. Dornan & Son,

INC.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION A THOMASTON
lllStf

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL 318-W

122-123
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WALDOBORO
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fc£RS TOU2SE MTLUaa
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 27

Into Elevator Well

W/iaf

Every-Other-Day
TENANT’S HARBOR

Dynamite Will Do"]

A reception to the new pastor.
Rev. Byrd Springer and Mrs.
Springer will be held Thursday
night at 7 30 in the vestry. Every
one is welcome.
Mr. and Mrs. John Reid have
employment in Camden for the
, Winter.
Miss Arlene Coolbroth is guest of
Rev. and Mrs. Newell J. Smith of
Milo.
Mr. and Mrs. Manfred Humphrey
and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Alien at
tended the New York World's Fair
last week.
Rev. and Mrs. Byrd Springer
have .tad as guests the past week
Mr. and Mrs. Valentine and young
son of Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Harris are
attending the New York World's
Fair.
Mrs. Ruina Andrews is enter, tabling her nephew, Garold Mosj man of Vinalhaven.
Misses Edith Price and Kathryn
, Dolan have closed their cottage
and returned to New York.

Serious Accident Befalls
Son of Former Friend
ship Woman

SENTERCRANE'S

Marvelous
Value

An accident suffered by Russell
Thompson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Joyce Porter Is visiting rela- Arthur J. Thompson,
Richards
street, Dedham, has confined him
tives in St&ffordsdville, Conn.
to the Boston City Hospital for sev
Miss Sarah Ashworth, a student
eral weeks and will prevent him
at St. Johnsbury (Vt.) Academy, is
,
. ... ,
I from walking for several months,
passing tne weekend with her- par- |
from mends
dQ
,0
ents. Dr. and Mrs. T. C. Ashworth. ,
hJm up Tbesp ghould be a(J.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Jameson £jressecj |0 Dowling Building, 3
spent last Saturday in Lewiston. I goutjlj Boston City Hospital, Boston.
Mrs. B. G. Miller has been spend- | The young man’s injuries were reing a few days in Portland with her eeived while going about his work
mother, Mrs. Emma Spear.
with a Boston firm. Sept. 24. He
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Keene are stepped into an empty elevator well
visiting relatives in Boston.
I and fell three stories. In falling he
Genevieve Creamer of Portland ls' grasped the elevator cable, seriousspending a week's vacation with her >y injuring his right hand. He
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Milton |landpd on top of the elevator cutCreamer
ting his foot badly and receiving a
. .,, ! compound fracture of the ankle.
Anthony Syopa of Albany. N Y.. Bruispd Rnd shakfn up hp was ta.
ls employed at the Waldoboro Press kpn t<> thp h
for treatment.
Marriott-Blake
Julia Kaler returned to Oorha.n ,
a
newspaper
Mr and Mrs. Robert Marriott anthis week.
Mrs. Thompson, mother of the
1 ncunce the wedding of their son,
The First Baptist Church will hold gccicjent victim, was formerly Cath! Harold to Jane Blake of Torrington,
worship tomorrow at 10.45 with ser- frlne slmmonSi daughter of Capt.
i Conn. The wedding took place at
mon from the text -If a man die and the, lhtP Mrs John A sinnnons
the Church of the Redeemer in
shall he live again?” The Order of oj friendship.
Providence Oct. 11 and was perEastern Star will attend this service i
______________
| formed by Rev. Donald J. Camp
in a body. Sunday school at noon; unoc
The bride was given in mart
This
photo was taken at the quarry v,
of »...
the Lawrence
Portland Cement Companv ...
in —Thomaston —
at —
3-30 , bell.
Young People s meeting at 6, eve- . -KUr
-—- —
■
»..■
.
.
, ,.
,
i. ■ til.
ning service of worship and song at
The foliage around Hobbs Pond is Thursday afternoon, when they set off the heaviest quarry blast ever tired in this region and possibly in New ‘'lg£
llel lal,R'r James E. Blake
7. The pastor will speak on the sub- a
lit leng to be remembered and England. There were 45 well drilled holes six inches in diameter, varying in depth from 33 feel to 45 feet and | ° _Jorrlu*ton
The attendants were Miss Irene
Ject 'Shadows Over the Church." i is
w ell worth a trip to see. loaded with up to 250 pounds of dynamite each as well as nearly a hundred 1 '* inch jack hammer drilled holei
Wednesday prayer meeting at 7.30
Thimble Club met Wednesday «f great depth. The total weight of the dynamite used was between five and six tons The operation was McDonald ol Island Pond. Vt and
Oeorge Pliakas of Providence. Alter
p m
I ,,.llh M
arate Hunt and sewed on under the direction of quarry superintendent John Pomeroy and safety engineer Oscar Wishman.
- Plioto by Sid Cullen
the ceremony a wedding dinner was
Rev. and Mrs. Harold W. Nutter articles for the December fair.
held at 'Tiie Little Red Hen" in
attended the Lincoln Baptist Asso- I Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Randall cf
Pawtucket. R. I
meeting
Wednesday
in
Warren
were
dinner
guests
Sunday
FRIENDSHIP
ciation
MEDOMAK
The bride was attired in wine
Tweeds and Plains,
of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Robbins. , Capt. and Mrs. Lew Wallace have
Morrill.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Carter visit wool and black accessories. The
Mrs. Olive Noyes and daughter rpturn(?d from a w
Quebec
ed friends Sunday ln New Harbor.
maid of honor was attired in gold
All Sizes and Colors,
ftftftft
spent a day in Bangor recently.
Mr and Mrs. Burton Teele and ! wool and black accessories.
PORT CLYDE _ ,
_
J Miss Dorothv Stoddard and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs Howard Beale have
ALENA
L.
STARRETT
| child spent last weekend with Mrs.! Immediately after the wedding
At the Advent Christian Church Helen Pettaplece were recent guests as «uest Mr Beales mother of
Correspondent
I Teele's sister in Rockland.
t dinner, Mr. and Mrs. Marriott left
the order of service But,day will be; j of
Noyps
Augusta.
ftftftft
Mr. and Mrs L. W. Osier and son Providence for this town where they
At 10.30 worship; at 11 45, Sunday
Mtss Mcry Bills returned Tuesday I The Parent-Teacher Association
I John returned Sunday from a week’s will spend the weekend.
Tri 40
school; at 6, Loyal Workers; at 7.
m
davs vlsit with friends In holds its first meeting of the seaevening service. At the morning
'
* son -Monday
- ......................
trip in Canada and Northern Maine.! The bride L- employed as a priat• 8 o'clock
at the
service the pastor will give the third | Ca^'‘ennd
wpie 5,-^ schoolhouse.
Norman Carter who has been very vaLe secretary at the Providence In EVerV DOdV S Column r OK SALE
Mrs. Cornelius Overlook enter*
J
-----------------------in a series of sermons from the book dinner guests Tuesday of the R E
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Winchenpaw tained at a party Tuesday, honor- ill at his home, was removed Mon- Wholesale Drug Co., and the groom |
of Malachi. ' God. Our Father." At ]
is employed by the Liggett Drug Co
Browns.
1 have returned from New York Ing her guest. Mrs. Stella Hussey dav to the Memorial Hospital.
Two cord lots. 87 Fitted 45 cord De
the evening service he will speak I This community was well repre- where they attended the World’s of Haverhill. Mass. The rooms
j^r and
HoytShuman
of In Providence.
livered
ROBERT ESANCY. Liberty.
briefly on the subject. “Our Dwell- i' sented Wednesday at Topsham. Fair.
They
will
reside
at
98
Waterman
Tel Washington 12-23
121*123
were tastefully decorated with Fall Hocklandvisited recently at M L
ing Place."Midweek prayer service Among those from here were Mr Mrs.
street.
Providence.
Ktis
lest
in
container
on
Main
fai
HOUSEHOLD
furniture
for
sale
at
Wilbur A. Morse is confined flowers' and light refreshments Shuman s.
j
____________
Finder please leave at Courler-Oazette go
WILLOW ST
122*124
will be held Wednesday at 7 in the and Mrs. Ollie Allen. Mr. and Mrs to tjle
________________________________
122*124
house by illness were served- Present were Mrs.
122 124
church vestry.
PRICE cheap, three and one-halt
£5 JS
WEST ROCKPORT
, wT=T
William Wright Mr. and Mrs. Allie Mr
dnd Mrs gldnpv Prior and F D. Stareett. Mra FYed Mathews.
1 tons hay; banking brush »3 and 45
Clifton Morse has returned home Allen, Mr. and Mrs. W. Robbins. T. .
phvlli, havp returned from Mr
Ftrelt Cunningham. Mrs.
WILLIAM MURRAY. Rockper load
Mrs Almond McLain is visiting The Wcodring Singers who gave a WAN 1 ED
after spending two weeks with his I
Rachel Noyes. taughter Phylks naviereturneairom pjora Ppabodj. Mrs. Phillip SimI port___________________________ 122*124
B. Noyes and Mis
. Brockton where they were guests ■'!, mons. Mrs. A. V. McIntyre. Mrs. Mr and Mr. William Kimball in program of Negro Spirituals at the
son in Montville.
DRY hard fitted and Junk wood (or
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Herick of Cam- Rev. and Mrs. Legrow.
guco
I Rockport Baptist Church Thursday
VALUABLE county and state (ran
The Willing Workers met Tues
William Cunningham. Mrs. Harold
now open (or reliable men—ex. sale Call evenings LOFMAN BROS
overnight guests Friday
Maurice Keene who has been were at the church here last Sun- chtae
1
Tel.
257-3._____________________ 122*127
day night with Mrs. Calvin Sim- of
denthewere
perienced ln selling household ap
Wallace Robbins. They mo-' . Mrs Hattle Woito.n U X!®1Ung her Boggs. Miss Stella Comery. Mrs
employed in Newport, has returned da>' morning and sang one selection. pllances
no Investment necessary [
PIOS
and shoats (or sale at City
mo ns.
tored last Saturday to Wilton and daughter Mrs. Nellie Brazier, in
Willard 3^^ horne
product Write Box "M A C " care Farm. 42.50
A group of 17 or more from this N»w
up according to size.
Mrs. Leah Davis who attended
The Courler-Oazette
123-125
Danvers. Mass.
aruj ^jj-s Edwin Boggs. Mrs. Hus123-tf
_________________________________
Geraldine, daughter of Mr. and village attended the Thursday conthe World s Fair in New York, has
SMALL
camp
or
cottage
wanted.
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver and Mrs. sey returned Thursday to HaverNEW milch Jersey-Guernsey cow (or
Three
or
(our
rooms,
porch
Reason

Mrs
Verge
Prior,
celebrated
her
cer
t.
returned home.
ssle. also nice pony Call alter 4 p m
Ida Wotton motored Sunday to hill, Mass., after being guest of seventh birthday Oct. 7. with » Mlss Blanche Col’.ins of Rockland able. "P. M " \ Courler-Oazette
-LAMO1
— New ORE,
County Rd
.......
Miss Gee „
of Massachusetts is
122-124 BERT COLL
North Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlock. Mr. party. Halloween decorations were spent Thursday with her parents
123*125
spending a vacation at the home of I EAST FRIENDSHIP
OIRL (or housework wanted, two ln ,
The Methodist Ladies' Aid met and Mrs. Overlock, with whom she In effect and ice cream, cake and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collins,
SEVEN-room house (or sale. Beech(amtly MRS EATON. 455 Old County
Mrs. Ada Brennan.
George Doe spent several day Wednesday at the home of __
_____ _________
Mrs _______
motored to __
Haverhill
returned cold drinks were served.
121*123 woods street, also set ol blacksmith
Mrs M. J. Oxton. Mrs. J. F. Ri . Tel. 645-J
tools.
Phone Thomaston. 15. DR
Maynard Gardner is attending; recently with his granddaughter.
Wotton and Mrs. Ida Wot- ‘ home Friday after being guests
DONATION o( sewing machine would ALLYNE PEABODY. Beechwoods St .
Heald. Mrs. Annie Clark and Mrs.
« *
be appreciated by Salvation Army. Will Thomaston
thea WrtrlrVc
World's THaii*
Fair tHie
this wasavlr
week. KAorril'i
Merrill Mrs Samuel Dinrwinillxw
Plppeeillo ni
at llnliriav
Holiday ton A brief business sesslon was overnight
Thursday at the «home onrilzull , c
123 128
R. J. Heald attended the sessions cal! (or TEL 514_____________ 122 124
Chadwick driving the mail truck 111 B»»ath.
NINE-room hou*e (or sale. 33 Glen
conducted, after which a light re- of Mr and Mrs. Wesley Overlock' ROCKVILLE.
of the Lincoln Baptist Association
EI.DERLY
people
wanted
to
board,
St RALPH P CONANT, 202 Camden
his absence.
William Palmer of Prospect Har- past was served by the hostess, as- in Magnolia. Mass
lad es cr gentlemen, nice room, bath SV___________________________ _122 124
Harold Crockett of Rockport has
Wednesday in Morrill.
reasonable. Write "S. A F '
Mrs. Harlon Hupper and three bor lias been visiting his niece. Mis sLstpd by OUvla Hoflses
Mrs. Harvey Lindsey. Mrs. Ralph ’ been spending a few days with tits
jjrs Emma y Leach expects to terms
BLUE and green Hubbard and Decare Courler-Oazette____________122-12.4
children who have been visiting in Frank Miller.
1
___________
llclou, stius'h Winter cabbage (or
Ludwig and children, Kathryn and j grandparents Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy ]eave Monday for St. Petersburg.
TWO rooms wanted lor light house- sale
OVERNES8 SARKESIAN 157
6oyt.li Portland and Westbrook, re
Mrs. Ethel Bradford is at tiie Q|Rlrt|UTft|u
Raymond of Thomaston were guests , Tolman, while his parents Mr. Pa where she will spend the Win- kecolnc (or the Winter DAN MUNRO. Talbot Ate.. TEL J68-W
121*123
121*123
turned home Sunday.
Clarence Dorman home In Rockland . 0IMUI11
Mr ind UN
Mrs Nathan Pease were Wednesda>’ ot Mr. and Mrs. Mau- 1 and Mrs. Ernest Crockett have been ^r. She will motor to Saco with Long Cove Me
PRFSH picked Brussells sprouts and
WRN1TUR1
wanted
to
upholster.
Rev. John T. Holman Ls spending I for a few days.
i brocholll (or sale, also fancy collectbeir rice Lindsey.
Mrs. Lindsey of, hi Boston.
.. .. Miss Hazel Parker who will return
(O- and delivered T J FI.EM- 1 tion at gourds and everlasting straw
a few days with his family.
| Mr. and Mrs. Austin Orne will go dinner guests Sunday of
Thomaston was given a surprise
Dana A. Sherer is a patient at )lome From that city Mrs. Leach INO. 19 Birch St .Tel 212-W 113*118 t( (lowers; No 1 potatoes. 80c per bushel;
Capt. J. O. Chadwick and son I Sunday to West Boothbay where Mr. mother, Mrs. Marie Morton.
Hubbard and Delicious squash: ruta
, that night in observance of her Knox Hospital under treatment wdj
accompanied by Mrs
baga turnips and sweet elder STIL2S
Cecil Morton and family were
Leon of Pleasant Point and Miss I Qme has employment.
birthday and refreslunents were i for diabetes.
Mrs. Charles H Kuehne during the remainder of I
I FARM. Tel. 256 14. opposite Oakland.
Celia Chadwick were dinner guests | Bernard Emerson of Prospect visitors Sunday at Mark Dunton’s. , sprvpd
I
_________________________
121-123
More) has been spending a few < southem trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Buzzell at
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. U. G. Harbor was a visitor this week at A.
25 HORSES lor sale, matched pairs,
days
with
Mrs
Sherer.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harvey
Lunden
moTHE
Bemis
house.
6
rooms,
all
Mrs. Louis Gordon was pleas
odd ones: 450 up Cash, trade or
tended Pcpham Fair Wednesday.
Davis.
q. Jameson’s.
Timken heat, located at 23 and
Mr. and Mrs William Dalton of tored to Portland and into the White modern,
term'
WILLIAM HALL. Whitefield.
antly surprised Monday night toy
Holmes St., city, available (or rent Me
.
Tel 17-11_________________ 122*125
123 125
a group of relatives who gathered Amherst. Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mountains last Saturday returning Immediately. TEL 102. city
LEHIGH
Valiev stove and nut coaf
APARTMENTS o( 3 or 4 rooms to let (or sale. 414
Pocahontas lumpy
WE HAVE IT ’...COME DRIVE IT
"t
™ Mlss May pogjer visited friends with
bath, heated, (umlshed or un- soft. $9. fitted 50;
and
Mrs
Edw
Farmer
of
Togus
dry hard wood. 11 50 (t.
her birthday anniversary. She re
(urnlahed; all newly done over Oa J. B PAULSEN.
TeL
Thomaston 62
rage
Inquire 192 Limerock St.. Tel
ceived among other gifts hand were callers on Mrs. Florence Wednesday in Wells.
120-tf
ffi6_________________________ 122*124
Bolduc
and
C.
P.
Tolman
last
week____________
somely decorated birthday cakes
24-FT, power boat, (or sale, with bew
MOLERN 5-room apartment to lv (our
cylinder motor E K MALONEY.
a friendship is like a dollar, for 153 Main St., Thomaston. CHESTER
from Mrs. Arnold Robinson and end.
121*123
123-125 South Cushing
----- — 111—
you can lose It or fritter it away OVERLOOK
I Mrs. Donald Mathews. Present
DO
LL
house also doll s furniture (or
COL'RIF.R-GAZETTE
WANT
ADS
a
sight
easier
than
you
can
gain
HOUSE
on
Hill
St
.
to
let
Inquire
were Mr .and Mrs. Louis Gordon.
sale. TBL 1098-R.
121 -tf
ERNEST C. DAVIS. 294 Broadway
WORK WONDERS
R.
McINTdSH apples, ail grades and
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mathews.
123-125
prices (or sale, also new sweet cider.
Mrs. Inez Mathews, Mr. and Mrs.
FURNISHED heated apartment to HILLCREST
HOMESTEAD. U S Rt 1.
let at 14 MASONIC ST
121*123 South Warren
__________________ 120-tf
Roy Smith and daughter. Phyllis.
TWO
apartments:
3
furnished
rooms
FANCY year old (owl (or sale, 20c
Mrs. Alice Gordon, and Mrs. Ar
with toilet; and 4 unfurnished rooms a pound Orders taken and delivered.
nold Robinson.
with bath. Inquire 12 Knox St.. TEI. V L PztCKARD Tel. 347-M
119 tf
156 W
121 tf
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gordon at
DRY wood (or sale, fitted Junks.
ROOM to let at 26 BEECHWOOD ST
fireplace, undercover
K W D!BAN.
-----tended
the
South Montville
Thomaston
122*124 South Hope. Tel Union 11-11
118*123
Grange Fair.
HOUSE to let o( 5 rooms: bath, elechouse and garage (or sale
rlcltv at 171 South Main St
A W onSIX-room
Camden St Bath, ltghts. hot water
Miss Minnie R. Watts has been
DEAN. 249 School St., Waltham Mass heat. Price 41800
Can be paid (or
_______________________________ 122-124 as rent. V F STUDLEY.
spending the week at the home of
Tel. 1154 or
118 tf
KITCHENETTE apartment to let. al 3 .0 283 Main
Mr. and Mrs Ed. Young in Cam
so four rooms with bath. 77 Park St.
Hard wood per (oot. fitted. 4150;
den.
TEL 330 or 1154
121-tf S'wed,
4140; long. 1130 M B. Ac C O.
118-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let (or PERRY. Tel 487
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Walker
Winter 21 Talbot Ave . TEL J R
8 ML boat (or sale. 18x6', round
have closed their cottage 'Gal
121-123 bottom, center-board, gaff-rlgged; new
ashiels” at Martin Point, Friend
SINGLE house to let. 7 rooms, bath; ly painted and afloat ROBERT HILL8.
69-tf
adults only. C. M BLAKE, wallpaper 119 Summer 8t.. City.
ship. and have re-opened their
store. Tel. 1061
121-123
D Ac H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
home in the village for the Win
SIX rooms to let. bath garage, wood 414 50 per ton. del Household soft coal
ter.
shed Newly refinlshed Inside and out 48 per ton. del. Nut size New River soft,
At
28 Otis St Inquire 12 Myrtle 8t not screened 49 ton del.; screened. 410
Miss Mildred Jackson who is a
121*126 ton del. M B Ac C. O. PERRY. £19
first year student at Gorham Nor
118-tf
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove 8t. Tel 1 Main St., Tel 487.
579-W
.
MRS
FLORA
COLLINS
121 -tf 1
mal School is entering several
FOUR-room house to let. Owl's Head
extra curricula activities at the
village 8hed, running water, garage. 1
School, being now a member of
garden plot, CALL 386-5._______120-123 .
the Dramatic and Outing Clubs,
OFFICE to let. central location, '
NOTICE: This ls to notify all per
steam heated. TEL 133.
118-tf sons
the Camp Fire Girls and the Y.
that after this date I will be
THREE-room furnished apartment to responsible for no bills contracted by
W. C. A.
let Apply at 12 WARR!EN r~
8T., or 11 my wife. KIxabeth Leach Collamore.
Mrs. Fred Mathews. Mrs. Flora
JAMES 8T.
116-tf as she li5s left my home without lust
ALBERT T
COLLAMORE.
Peabody and Mrs. Clarence Spear
FURNISHED apartment of 3 rooms. • cause.
122*124
to let, suitable for couple; garage if , Thcmastori,______
Illustrated: Dynamic 6 Cruiser 4-Door, $1020* (Same
motored recently on a three days
desired. C. A EMERY, TeL 436 M
MEN. Women! Want Vim? Sttmu_________________________________ Ufl^K 1 lants. tonics In Ostrex tablets pep up
trip through the White Mountains
model 8, $1055*)- Prices include chrome fender ornaments.
MODERN tenement to let at 50>j bodies lacking vitamin B-l. Iron. Cal
witl} Mrs. George White of East
Summer St. Tel 253-M. A. C McLOON. cium. Phosphorus Get 35c size Ostrex
or climbing, press through on
ERE’S driving at its sim
Orland.
•
Trail of the Lonesome Pine
City ____________________________ U5-tf today First package satisfies or mak
er refunds low price. Call, write G.
the accelerator and a special
plest— and best! With
Candidates initiated Wednes
HOUSE with bath to let at 5 Rock H MOOR Ac CO, and all other good
pick-up gear sweeps you ahead
Hydra-Matic, you start, go
land St. Inquire SHAFTER. 15 Rock drug stores.____________________ 118*132
day at the meeting of E. A. Star
land St.
111-tf
instantly. Available on all
and stop—without a clutch to
rett Auxiliary. S.U.V. were Mrs.
Indies— Reliable hair goods at Rock
Olds models for 1941—Custom
FURNISHED, heated room. $4 week. land Hair Store. 24 Elm St Mall order*
press—or gear-shift to manipu
Charles Ring and Mrs. William
FOSS
HOUSE.
77
Park
St..
Tel.
330 solicited
H O RHODES. Tel 519-J
Cruiser, Dynamic Cruiser and
late. You cruise in superCunningham.
118 tf
120-S-tf
low-priced Olds Specialsmooth fourth. And if you
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Copeland of
Six and Eight. Try it today!
want extra “pep” for passing
Woolwich were overngiht guests
Sunday at the home of Mrs. Flora
PRICES
Sedan prices start
Peabody.
BEGIN AT
at $898, ★deliv

WARREN

1 1 » /> 1

j

I

I rnn P i I r

en£h

LOST AND FOUND

jjrs

TO LET

I

■»

OlMrCAK
WITH

PARK THEATRE, SUNDAY-MONDAY

NO CLUTCH!

MISCELLANEOUS

H

PARK THEATRE TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

ered at Lansing,
Mich. Transpor
tation based on
FOR SPECIAL SIX rau ntes, state

$

852

BUSINESS COUPE tnd locaI t'axe, {if

any), optional equipment and accesso
ries—extra. Prices subject to change
without notice. A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE
★ Hydra-Matic Drive optional at extra coat

„ OLDSMOBILE
WITH HYDRA-MATIC DRIVE*!

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

rocklandTmwne

TO A TAXI DRIVER
(Just returned (rom vacation)
I'm back In the traffic again.
Out where the cars never end:
Where the Fords and Chevrolets
Clog and block the broad highways—
I'm back In the traffic again.
I'm back ln the traffic again.
Vacation days are o'er.
That I spent with my old dad,
Bcstest pal I ever had:
I'm bark In the traffic again.
I'm back lr. the traffic again.
I’ve left ell my pleasures behind;
Now my life's filled with cares
While I try to please my (ares;
I'm back in the traffic again.
Away (rom the sound of the sea,
Where peace reigned supreme.
Now I only can dream
Of when I'll be out of the traffic again.
Margaret Elwell
Spruce Head.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.

PLEASE
The way The Courier-Gazette Want Ads get results will
please you. W’hat's more, you'll get them more cheaply
than any other way. And that will please you some more!
You ran't beat ’em—whether you want to Buy, Trade,
Rent or Sell.
A scene from the Demon Barber of Fleet Street, one of the two major

features of the double horror bill.

Call 770—Ask For An Ad-Taker!
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Every-Other-Day

' t-H Club Notes
Seventy-eight were ln attendance
I at the Joint local contest program,
I Sept. 30 of the following four 4-H
«»«»
Tell How They Enjoyed
! clubs: Pownaltooro Good Will of
MRS OSCAR O LANE
Camden Zone Meeting—
AND THE
t West Aina; Sheepscot 4-H girls of
Correspondent
Program Feature
Sheepscot; True Blue 4-H girls of
: South Newcastle; and the Tip Top
D.D.G.M. Eleanor Gregory of
Braving fog, rain and all round
‘ club of Wiscasset. Leaders of
Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S. will inclement weather, a party cf
—
'
' .......... . ■
•! these clubs are. respectively. Elmake official visits the coming week j
Tenant’s Harbor. Oct. 15 in j wood Humason. Mrs. Ruth LeighAgriculture
Vinalhaven Lions with their ladies
to inspect these chapters: Monday,
Wallace Spear, chairman of the charge of Mrs. Ola Hupper and j ton. Mrs. Stella Potter, and M"s.
rode
the
waves
to
Camden
via
Oriet Chapter of Union; Tuesday,
membership committee, gives the Mrs. Beatrice Smith. Mrs. Mar Helena Hodgdon. Forty-three club
Harbor Light, Rockport; Wednes Rockland Tuesday night to partici
following report on the member garet Marshall and Mrs. Josie members were represented, A pro
day, Beach. Lincolnville; Thurs pate *n the District Governor's
Seven Tree Grange of Union will
ship campaign. There is a total Davis are on the dinner commit gram of music, 4-H club stories
day, Forget-Me-Not, South Thom night sponsored by the Camden- hold its annUEl falr Wednesday
two humorous skits by the Sheep
of 241 members to date Simonton tee.
aston; Friday, Ivy Chapter, War
afternoon, public supper to be
scot girls, an account of the trip
community was the first to obtain
Rockport
Club
in
honor
of
the
newly
Hope.
Oct.
16
at
the
Orange
hall
ren.
served from 5.39 to 7. An enter
30 points, having equalled last in charge of Mrs. Harold Burgess. to National 4-H Camp by Elwood
elected district officers.
tainment and dance will be the
Rcilstration Day for sel»cttve
year's membership and obtained Mrs Mabel Wright and Mrs. Humason, and awarding of re-en
Delegations were present from al!
service ls Oct. 16. American Legion clubs in this rone, with the excep evening cttractlor.s, the entertain
75 percent renewals.
Georgia Brownell are on the din rollment ribbons by Lucinda Rich,
hall will be open from 7 a. m. unul tion of Waldoboro; also from Be - ment to consist of two short plays,
club agent, was presented.
Next week there will be two ner committee.
“Screw loose Court Corvettes" and
9 p. m.
The boys’ and girls' clubs of
fast-Brewer, and Waterville Clubs,
meetings of solicitors of the county
Rockport, Oct. 17, at Mrs. Mln“Ycur Order, Fler.se."
Dr. Ral'.ah Earle and Mr. and which are outside the rone.
to check final results. One will etta Paul’s. Mrs. Harold Nash of Friendship, Mr. and Mis. Henry
• a • •
Mrs. Herbert Patrick returned
be held at North Nobleboro Com Camden will conduct the meeting. VanDeman, leaders; the boys’
F^ualing if not excelling its splenAt Hope Granve ia Monday rx
Tuesday from an automobile trip ^id record as a "go-getter" club, the
munity Hall, Tuesday night, Oct. Mrs. Maude Walker. Mrs. Loana club of Cushing, Mr. VanDeman,
to Philadelphia.
Mrs. Charles , Camden tlons put cn one of the voun2 candidates wer? given the
15; and' the other will be at Rock Shibles, and Mrs. Ella Overlock leader; and the girls' club cf WalChilles. made the trip with them, j p^st meetings and entertainments It first two degrees. This makes 25
dobor, Mrs. Mildred Abbotonl. lead
land Farm Bureau hall, Wednesday are cn the dinner committee.
but remained for a longer visit as has ever been the pieasure of tbe young persons who have Joined since
er, met Jointly for their local con
night, Oct. 16. All solicitors with
South Thomaston. Oct. 17 in
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Earle ; vinalhaven Club to participate in June ar*d more are expected this
their wives and husbands are in charge of Miss Mary Bartlett. Mrs. test progiam. Oct. 4. at the Friend
Sr.. Fred Chilles of Whitinsville, ( a^d aa tue word was passed around month. Colored slides and a lecship church vestry. Frances Cook,
vited.
Myrtle Makinen and' Mrs. Ruby
Mass., also accompanied them.
on the return home there were many Iture bv ®®r. Nutlng, landscape exRequests for agricultural con Makinen are on the dinner com president of the Friendship girls'
announced the program as follows:
Extension Service, furMiss Laura B. Sanborn who was rueful faces among those who had P*1-1 al
servation materials are being re mittee.
nished part of the entertainment.
Sor.g, "America the Beautiful;"
guest of relatives the past week been unable to go.
ceived at the Rockland office. This
Orff's Corner will hold a leader
Due to the looks of the weather. There was also a comedy sketch by
returned Wednesday to Augusta.
year the cost to the farmer for meeting on “Design in Handwork” American Flag Salute; 4-H club
Capt.
Foy
Brown
made
a
run
for
Mrs
®
ale
Wilson
and
Mrs.
Mabel
ground limestone is 60 cents per at the Community House, Oct. 11. pledge; song — "Dreaming" by
Miss Faye Coburn has returned
ton and 20 percent superphosphate This will be conducted by Mrs. Friendship girls; purpose of a
from a visit ln Rodkland and Cam Rockland instead of Camden, and Wright.
even
this
did
not
faze
the
resourceMr
and
Mrs
E
N
Hobbs
and
Mr
ls 10 cents per hundred. The Hazel Ludwig and Mrs. E. Maude local contest. Lucinda Rich, club
den.
No news ran be as important to you as your own safety!
ful Camden Lions for in a few and Mrs. R. E. Brown were among
amount that each farmer can ob Mrs. Hilda Boggs are on the din- agent; piano selection, Edith Bur
Mrs. Minnie Parker has returned minutes after landing the Vinai- those (rom
Gran«e wbo at‘
tain depends on the soli building Greenlaw. Mrs. Fannie Gray and gess, Waldoboro; demonstrations—
to Swan's Island having been the haven party was wheeling on its way
I*omona last Saturday in
payment
of the farm. Informa ner committee and will be assisted biscuit making. Frances Cook and
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Or
to Camden-by-the-Sea.
i
tion on these materials may be ob by Mrs. Ada Elwell. Mrs. Maude Thibodeau; table setting. Kath
cutt, Sr.
erine Murphy and Joan WinchenOn the way over the voyage was interesting talk on "Rubber.’
tained from the community com Ralph, and Mrs. Julia Burgess.
Mrs Cleo Shields entertained the
baugh; potato spraying, Elbridge
enlivened by views of the airplane 1
mitteemen or farm checkers.
Mrs. Nina Perry of Owl's Head
"Night Hawks," Thursday at "Drew tender Curtiss, which was making' Work was done on scrap books J
MacFarland and Leonard Stetson;
With
the
Homes
will
conduct
a
meeting
In
her
com

Drop" camp.
and transplanting, Kenneth and
night trials, and on the way home and quilts at the meeting WednesThe following leader meetings munity on Christmas Cakes and
Sidney Orne; song, "Follow tiie
E. G. Carver returned Thursday the Vinalhaven Lions did their day of Megunticook Grange Sewing
will be held this week and next on Cookies," Oct. 16. Mrs. Blanche
Gleam;" Awarding of fair prize
from a visit with Mr and Mrs. good deed for the day by setting off Circle of Camden. At the business
"Scrapbooks":
Mann is chairman of the dinner
ribbons. Mr VanDeman; awarding
Vernon Hollaway at New Haven, to the ship a couple of belated em- j session of the Grange that night. [
Nobleboro. Oct. 10, in charge of committee. This same meeting
Conn.
ployes who has missed the last boat the first and second degrees were
Mrs. Doris Buchan. Mrs. Jennie will be held ln Whitefield Oct. 17 gifts. Frances Cook. A social hour
of group singing and refreshments
Mrs. Ralph Thompson has re off and faced being shot at sunrise! worked on a group of candidates,
Hall and Mrs. Ruth Erskine are and will be under the direction of
(As told by Phillips N Case, president of the Blair Manufacturing Co.)
followed.
turned from a visit with relatives or sumpin', if they did not show up The first degree was exemplified by
on the dinner committee.
Mrs. Oeorge Hausen. Mrs. Oeorge
at a certain time.
jthk regular officers and the second
As it turned out, they could not • and a man overboard—and he knew
The Blue Bird 4-H Club of Dam.
ln Rockland.
Edgecomb, Oct. 11. at the Grange Russell and' Mrs. Gladys Tibbetts
ariscotta Mills presented Its local
Prof. Percy Gilmore of New
In the party, which was headed > by the Young Peoples Degree team, have picked a better moment in j that he would be the victim.
hall in charge of Mrs. John Jack- are on the dinner committee.
Bdunswick, N. J. who spent three by Kik Lion E L. Glidden. were' newly organized and directed by which to make the dash
ThatThus for a long time, which must
son of Wiscasset. Mrs. Lottie RichUnion will have a meeting on contest program before the Par
months at Green Gabes camp at Keith Carver, Lion and Mrs. Leo Mrs. Mary Nash. Visitors were circumstance, combined with rehave seem€d * tbose,
the arda'
Pearl “cKay and Mrs "Variety in Vegetables," Oct. 16, ent-Teachers' meeting. Wednesday
the Kittredge Farm left recently Lane Lion and Mrs Leroy Arey.| present from Eastern Star Grange
, .„
,
L
x schooners rigging, the dories were , Louis White win be on the dinner conducted by Mrs. Eda Goff. Mrs. evening. Oct. 2. Mrs. Helen Plum
alternately lifted by the great seas , committee. .
for New Hampshire before going Lion and Mrs. Andrew Gilchrist, I of Hampden. Mt. Pleasant. Rock- markable skill in handling the boat,
Jessie Stewart, Mrs. Carrie Teague mer Is local leader and was in
Lion and Mrs O V Drew. Lion P°rt. Pleasant Valley. Rockland. was their salvation. In much less I high up abreast of the schooner's ]Friendship, Oct. 11, in charge of
Soutn for the Winter.
and Mrs. Florence Calderwood are charge of the following program:
Song, "God Bless America" sung
Past Noble Grand of Ocean Donald Poole and Miss Betty Brown, i and Hope Grange.
time than it has taken to tell about rigging, almost within reach of the Mrs. Harold Burgess of Rockland, on the dinne committee.
Bound Rebekah Lodge, Florence Lion A C. Christie and Miss Bar- | The program arranged by the lec- it. they shot abreast, and passed the fourteen men and one woman ma- j Mrs. Abbie Stevens and Mrs. Mabel
"Christmas Suggestions" will be by Marjorie Peaslee, Marjorie
Lawson, will go Monday to attend bara Brown. Although it was in ‘urer, Mrs. Mildred Philbrook, in- wreck. Quickly Levi put the wheel rooned there, and then dropped back Beale are on the dinner committee, the subject of the meeting in York. Pauline Barnes, and June
the wee sma' hours when the voy-j eluded: Opening song. Grange hard over; the Priscilla was thrown into the deep trough far below, while
Rebekah Assembly in Bangor.
Montsweag. Oct. 11 at Mrs. Made- North Edgecomb October 17 and West; story of "My Season's Work"
Mr. and Mrs. Vernard Mossman ageurs reached home and bed. R Choir. under direction of Charles down by a .sea and heeled over the fishermen struggled heroically line Colby's. Mrs. Gertrude Mun- will be in charge of Mrs. Nellie by Ethel Burnham; State 4-H Club
Song, Marjorie York; bed mak
and Mr. and Mrs. Osburn Caldej- was voted by all as a most enjoyable
rdJ Lading. “Heads Up.' Mrs. until the cockpit floor was all but at the oars and calmly worked their sey will have charge of the meet- Clifford.
wood have returned from an an- trip and one to be long remembered. Ha2e!
P^VWn" perpendicular and solid green wa- dories rearer and nearer—perilously ing. Mrs. Madeline Colby. Mrs.
Boothbay has a meeting Oct. 17 ing demonstration. Marjorie Peas
ual automobile trip.
•me evening's program included
by c,htef A len F Payson, ter poured over the gunwale, while near—to the towering hull of the Helen Gross, and Mrs. Gladys the subject to be "Making the lee and Ethel Burnham; Mummy
Fox Island 4-H Club met Friday these featuresI which wa3 folIoWed bV a question those ln her hung on like flies on a wreck.
j Light are on the dinner committee, Most of Your Appearance." This Song sung by Marjorie Peaslee,
night with Miss Mary Maker.
introduction of guest Lions and
C^^’!J,an wall; but a second later, the boat
Following the rule of the sea, Mp.
■
will be in charge of Mrs. Elsie Marjorie York, Pauline Barnes,
and Ruth HS^on; rounded up under the schooner's Haskell came first. It was not an ' pelling than the stark fca? of the Stover and Mrs. Ettie Maclnnis and June West; club story. Mar
Those who attended District ladies and welcome bv King Lion “«*•
Governor's Night at the Lions Club William P Kelley: introduction of ^ad‘n«; "^ue- a P°«" by
stern, following which both anchors enviable privilege to be the first to unknown which must have pcs- Mrs. Annie Adams will have jorie Peaslee; song. "Playmates"—
the same quartet; and club story,
in Camden Tuesday were: E. L. toastmaster Past District Oovernor Guest by Harold Arnold.
were quickly hove over and given make the desperate experiment. 1 sessed her as she stood on the rharge of dinner.
Glidden, Keith Carver, Mr. and George W Dyer; Introduction of
plenty of scope so they would not Indeed It must have seemed cruel, brink of death, was the compelling
To membership campaign meet Pauline Barnes. The girls passed
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange drag. The wreck was listed off shore but less cruel that it would have intuition that she could not fau to ings for solicitors ln Knox and fudge to the audience following
Mrs. O. V. Drew. Mr. and Mrs. L. past _
____ officers;
______ _ ______
district
remarks by
holding an allday session today j to such an extent tl-Jrt her deck been to wait and so have the sus- keep faith with those brave men— Lincoln counties will be held as the program.
W. Lane, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Arey, ZoneChairmanand Dept District (ts
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Gilchrist, Governor;greetings fromLions In- 1 at p«'obsc°t view
Grange. Glen I was at a steep angle and presented pense prolonged. Yet looking down that come what may, she would 'ollows; Lincoln county, Oct. 15.
Local contest programs repre
The. officers for the degree a high wall which the seas con- at the ice coated forms of the men jump for her life when command- it 8 p. m . at the North Nobleboro sent the completion of a year of
Donald Poole, Miss Betty Brown. ternatlonal, International Director Cove. tu
Alexander Christie and Miss Bar Fred H. Gabbi “On Freedom's work will be Master, Charles Watts stantfy attacked. Even so, at times ■ in the widely tossing dories whose ed There could be no faltering Community Hall. Knox county, 4-H work and Ls the final require
of Wessaweskeag Grange, South these enormous waves broke entire- determined eyes were focussed on no hesitation, no hand stretched Oct. 16. at the Farm Bureau hall ment completed by each club Club
bara Brown
Shore," Gilbert Laite. Address of
Harvest Sunday will be observed the evening. District Governor Wil Thcmaston; Overseer, C. Meservey ly over the vessel so that her hull her, she was Inspired by their forth in assistance; team work and Rockland at 8. The meetings will members hand in their project
Ames cf Pleasant River Grange, was completely obscured from view., bravery and met the challenge co-ordination of effort were vitally be followed by a social hour and records, and stories and display
tomorrow at Union Church. Pleas liam F Niehoff.
Vinalhaven; Lecturer, Lillian Rack At the same time the seas swept (courageously. Doing her best ex- essential; she knew what was ex- both wives and husbands of solid rxhibits of their work. These pro
ant River Grange w’ill attend the
Presentation of ten year perfect
11 o'clock service. Rev. Kenneth attendance button to Past District liff. St. George Grange, St. George; around the bows and stern and be-. plicitly to obey the necessarily pected of her, and she was ready, tors will attend.
grams are public.
Steward, Charles Gregory, Penob came reunited some hundred yards brusque orders of the dorymen, and _
Cook will preach on the subject Governor Oeorge W. Dyer.
scot View Grange, Glen Cove; As to leeward. In this way a pocket assisted by her husband and the !
"When the Wind is Against Us."
The Hoosier Hot Shots, presented
The vested choir will sing the an by members of the Camden-Rock sistant Steward. Harold Nash, Me was formed immediately to leeward members of the crew. Mrs. Haskell J
of the wreck where the Priscilla climbed from her cramped position
them “Our Thanks to Thee" and port Lions Club: Opening number, gunticook Orange. Camden; TreaH. L. Coombs will be soloist; Mrs. a medley, Old Time Hot Numbers; urer, F. L. S. Morse of Pleasant was for the time being able to ride ! in the fore crosstrees, and step by
tep. graduaally descended by the
Leola Smith, organist; Sunday Peculiar Syncopation, Ken and Valley. Rdfkland; Secretary, Scott at anchor in comparative safety./
School meets at 10; Epworth Sam: Make Believe Island, Billy Rackliff of Wessaweskeag Grange;
Without delay Levi and his crew ratlines as far as possible and still
League at 4; Christian Endeavor Williams; Specialty, Everett and Gate Keeper, Nathan Hopkins; prepared to attempt the perilous remain out of the clutches of the
Ceres. Lucia Houkins; Pomona. task of rescuing the thirteen sailors, enormous breakers which pounded
at 6; evening worship at 7 will
Dave; I Get a Kick Outa Com, Dave Sara Young; all of Megunticook
Captain Haskell and Mrs. Haskell on the deck or broke clear over the
have an inspiring message by the
Crockett; Dark Town Strutters' Ball. Graage; Flora, Leona Risteen of
pastor. Prayer meeting Tuesday
from their dangerous positions high quivering hull, burying it repeatedly
The Hot Shots; Trumpet Solo. Ken Penobscot View Grange; and Lady
in the fore and main rigging, under thousands of tons of turbu
will be at 7.
Libby; Specialty, Dave and Norman; Assistant Steward, Mary Nash of
Whether they could do it or not was j ient water. The feat was made all
•‘I’m So Romantic." Sammy Lank- Megunticook Grange,
at best a gamble but if loss of life | ‘he more hazardous because the
ton; A Surprle Number, “Doc”
• • • •
there had to be. it might Just as well schooner was listed well over on her
Polisner and his violin; Grand Fi
Seven Tree Grange of Union held occur promptly as later, either from side, because everything was coatnale, "God Bless America.”
an Interesting meeting Wednesday freezing or being carried away with ed with ice, and because the violent
Install Officers With Pomp The cast: Dave Crockett, Sammy night and furthered plans for the the masts should they go by the tremors produced by tMe impact
Lankton, Norman Fuller. Otis Dean, annual fair next Wednesday.. Lyle board.
—Gift Bestowals and
of every sea might all too easily
Everett Grieve, Billy Williams, Ken Norwood and bride were present and
room*©*
Accepting this situation with the cause a foot to slip or a hold on the
Supper Other Features
Libby, Saul Polisner, Warren Prince treated the company to candy aftid calm stoicism- of their breed, the rigging to be broken at a time when
_ond
’h‘“o^O‘*,,‘a’iO,nai
Installation of officers of Ocean and George Dyer,
cigars.
crew of the Priscilla quickly dropped such mishap meant certain death.
Bound Rebekah Lodge was held
At length all was in readiness to
overboard four dories which were
nC£ ’»>«" b’’
Tuesday with D.D.P. Lillian Gray of Harbor, Maude Davis of Auburn, been employed in Isle au Haut for manned by Patrick Kelly, Eugene attempt the rescue; the four dories
PERFO«'*aNC
Camden as Installing officer. Her and Jennie Davis of Portland
Benefit. Louis Doncett and Henry were clustered together almost di
several months. Is home. '
8upper was served with Hazel
staff included Deputy Marshal
Anna McVeigh and Dorothy I Kelly respectively. For those un rectly below where Mrs. Haskell
Laura Fuller of Camden, Deputy Roberts ln charge. Florence Erick-: Dunham are in New York City for acquainted with this type of boat, was perched precariously in the
Warder Blanche Kittredge, Deputy son was in charge of the dining the wintcr
the dory with its narrow bottom rigging At one moment the dories
Chaplain Helen Orcutt, Deputy
Mrs. Nina Philbrook has re and high flaring sides is as treach riding high on a great sea were al
Secretaries Beulah Gilchrist and
turned from Stonington where she erous as a canoe, but in the hands most on a level with her; an instant
his formidable example of preci
Arllne White, Deputy Treasurer DEER ISLE
has been guest of her daughter Mrs. of the experienced fishermen ac later they were wallowing ln the
Cora (Peterson, Deputy Inside
customed to tending trawl s on trough far below. The only chance
sion machinery you see here is the
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford L. Eaton James Hardie.
Guardian.
Georges and the Grand Banks far of rescue was to jump boldly and
Miss Josie Shepard is ill.
were guests Sunday of relatives in
new 1941 Buick Fireball engine.
New officers are; N. G., Nellie
off-shore in the North Atlantic, in accurately at precisely the right in
I Brooksville.
Robinson; V. G.. Sophronia Tolman;
stant;
accurately
in
order
to
land
___
, _OToole
___________________
To sleep away the day and toheavy seas' fog and in snowstorms.
Mary
who spent the Sumengine which last year developed 107
It takes its name from what happens in
R. S.. Hilma Webster; F. S., Villa mer at "Hitzholm" has returned to dance away the night while life n° ?raa'1 1x3at can, begin 10 compare amidships in the bottom of such* a
side it.
horsepower now pours out a superCalderwood: treasurer. Sada Rob Sherborn, Mass.
speeds on its way is but an "idiot's -*lth the doiY for seaworthiness. tiny target; with perfect timing so
bins; chaplain, Annie Patrick; con
efficient 115 — on regular-priced gas
Miss Shirley Eaton who has delight”.
AJ,me.2 W th nothing more formid as the dory would be there instead
ductor, Arllne White; warden,
The pistons in this power plant arc
able than a pair of stout oars apiece, of somewhere else. It was a des
oline!
Eleanor Conway; musician. Dorothy
the four rugged men, one in each perate risk for anyone to take but
found in no other automobile engine.
Billings; RSN.G.. Cora Peterson;
dory,who pulled away from the there was no alternative.
There’s even more to Buick's story in
LS.N.G., Mary Oray; RS VG , Eve
Picture if you can the tense drama
Priscilla toward the wreck, battling
Cupped in new contours to complement
the
wonders worked by Compound Carlyn Young; LJSV.G., Jennie Maker;
against mcuntalnous seas which of that harrowing moment as the
“BRIGHAM YOUNG"
the dome of the cylinders, they roll the
O. G., Elva Teele.
threatened constantly to swamp brave woman stood waiting on the
buretion.
The ceremony was exceptionally
their tiny craft, were the pick of ice coated ratlines, or rope ladder,
inrushing fuel charge into a flattened
well dene. Oifts were presented
A standard part of Buick Super, Cen
far above the schooner's deck, out
Edgartown's fishermen.
and turbulent ball, packed fat with po
DX)P. Lillian Gray and D.D.M.
Bad as it was to be buffeted about of reach of the solid walls of water
tury, Roadmaster and Limited engines,
tential power.
Laura Fuller, by Noble Grand Nellie
by those great seas with nothing which would have swept her In
available on the Special at slight extra
Robinson; also a gift to the retiring
under them but their small dories stantly to a watery grave, but fully
Concentrated about the racing-car type
charge, this fuel-supply system steps up
Noble Grand Florence Lawson, by
it was as nothing in comparison to exposed to the rain of cutting
R. S. Hilma Webster.
the task which lay ahead; the feat spray which continually licked1
spark plugs, that explosive hall is fired
power still more and delivers up to
Remarks were made by D.D.P.
of attempting to take the fifteen about her like tongues of flame
with such extra thrust that the same-size
10% or 15% more miles per gallon of
Gray. D.D.M. Fuller, Bessie Bowers,
human beings off the wreck without shooting upward from a great fire.
gasoline.
secretary of Maiden Cliff Rebekah
loss of life, for It would l-ave been Drenched to the skin and chilled
Lodge of Camden; Myrtle Taylor of
suicide to row alongside of the great to the marrow by the deathly cold
BUICK PRICES BEGIN AT
Thus in any 1941 Buick engine you get
Puritan Rebekah Lodge of Tenant's
hull, against which the seas would north air, imagine the thoughts
instantly smash the frail dories which must inevitably have raced
plus-power from less gas — even the
delivered at $
into kindlings as though they were through the woman's distracted
165-hp. 1941 engines giving more miles
egg shells. The utmost they could brain during that interval of awful
Flint, Mich.
per gallon than last year's 107-hp. en
hope to do would be to row near suspense as she clung frantically to
VINALHAVEN
Tramptrtathe
shrouds
with
numbed
fingers;
enough to the wreck so that those
gines at speeds above 40!
& ROCKLAND
tion based on
for the Business Coupe
in the rigging would have at least seconds in which she could do aught
•
•
••
^According to the Encyclopaedia fir itanmca, a infer meteor
STEAMBOAT CO.
rail rates, state and local taxes (if any),
some change of Jumping for It suc but gaze helplessly, and perhaps
ROCKLAND, ME.
cessfully.
hopelessly, down Into tlfe grim faces
which trai ch with a leriei of explosioni like the ihock
optional equipment and accessoriet — extra.
Could the fishermen bring their of the fishermen who, in frail dories
wavei cf a great projectile it called a “Fibeball.'*
Service to:
Prices subject to change without notice.
dories within leaping distance of which were tossed about like so
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haut, Swan’s
the stranded schooner and at the many chips in a maelstrom, volun1
-----------Island and Frenchboro
same time escape death themselves? tarily waged battle against the un
That was the grave problem which leashed elements in the slim hope
WINTER SERVICE
confronted each of them as he cau that they could save her and the
Subject lo change without notice.
tiously rowed, inch by inch, in under other souls aboard the ill-fated
the lee of the great hull. It was a ship.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
EXIMRIAR OF GENERAL MOTORS VALUE
Think how the tension of tem
nerve-wracking ordeal for each
P. M.
A. M.
doryman knew that he had to rely porary inactivity must have accen
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Leading members of the superlative east of Darryl F. Zanuck’s pro solely on hLs own skill, nerve, brawn tuated in her mind with terrifying
Ar. 3.30 duction of “Brigham Young,” by Louis Bromfield. Tyrone Power, star of and a pair of oars; knew that to be clarity the realization that the next
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45 the 20th Century-Fox film, is shown at left with Linda Darnell, who has caught in the schooner’s suction, move—the leap for life—must be
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1000-W
Lv. 1.30 the leading feminine role. Dean Jagger (right) portrays Brigham Young. knew that to lose control of his made by her unassisted and alone.
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
119-tf
At the top (left to right) are John Carradine, Brian Donlevy, Mary Astor, boat while riding high on a great As what subsequently happened was

VINALHAVEN

The Island Lions

The Grange Corner

‘I SEE BY THE PAPER”

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

TO THE RESCUE TRUE STORY
What Happened To the Six-Masted
Schooner Mertie B. Crowley In 1910

hitched our wagon

Vinalhaven Rebekahs
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T

STRAND, SUN.-MON.-TUES.

935

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.

Jean Rogers and Jane DarwelL

sea, would mean a stove-in

boat shortly to prove, even more com-

I WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM I
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Every-Other-Day

"Guest Sunday" ac the Methodist
ton. During a brief business meet
ing Miss Margaret Ruggles, Mrs.
Church. Members and regular at
THE LYRIC MUSE
Charles Shorey and Mrs. Percy E.
tendants are expected to take
ftftftft
Demmons were appointed to serve |
ftftftft
their friends and those who are
as
a
nominating
committee
to
re

8B3KLEY T. WUJJAMB
USA O, CtaAMFHJW
JUNE con
not
regular attendnits are in
port at the next meeting which
Correspondent
Oorrespondena
Correspondent
vited co be guests of the Church.
will be the last Thursday in April.
ftftftft
ftftftft
ftftftft
It was voted to repaint the town
The theme of the morning wor
K aa»'
Tel. 190
waste-paper cans. At the con
Tel. 71J
ship at 11 wHl be "Called to a
clusion of this business a social
Oreat Fellowship.” The Epworth
The Town Hall has been desig League will meet at 6. The Sun
Mrs. Charles Prescott pleasantly hour of guessing games furnished
David
A.
Nichols
was
installed
Publication
Limited
to
Brief
Of interest to every reader of this for the air force and Navy than
nated as the place for registra day School Rally Day and Promo
entertained friends at dinner Wed much enjoyment. Mrs. Josephine
Thursday night as chief patriarch
Poems
tion Oct. 16 of all male residents tion Service will be held at 7 with
nesday night. Her guests were Stone was awarded a prize for her paper will be the following letter they can take. They have to put a
of Megunticook Encampment, I. O.
of
Original
Composition
of the town between the ages of a special program to which all
Miss Carolyn Elwell. Mrs. Clinton clever answers. Each member had received by Harry E. Thurlow of lot in the Army and what a disap
O. F. in a ceremony made unique by
By Subscribers
pointment. You should hear them
21 and 36. A large corps of work parents and friends are invited.
Kelley. Miss Doris Olsen. Mrs. Car- dressed to represent a flower and
the fact that his father, Oeorge E.
92 Washington street, Camden, a play hell when they have been re
ers will be on hand to assist the
roll Reilley. Mrs. Bernard Whit the costumes and ideas were unique
Marguerite Chapter of VinalNichols,
Orand
Senior
Warden
of
reglstrars. registration to be con- | haven Orlent Cha,pter of Union
ten, Mrs. Herbert Prescott. Mrs and amusing. Refreshments were postal clerk, from relatives ln fused and put ln the Army.
WORD
OF
APPRECIATION
the
Orand
Encampment
of
Maine,
England
:
We
are
hoping
to
live
and
see
this
ducted between the hours of 7 a. and Forget-Me-Not Chapter of
Russell Hoffses and Mrs. Cheste- served by the hostess assisted by
Editor of Lyric Muse:—
was the Installing officer. Other
Police Station. job 0Ver and see what sort of diffrrVose.
Mrs. Prescott will leave Mrs. Lee W. Walker, Mrs Percy
South Thomaston will be special
Pardon me if J express to you my new officers are William M. Smith, m. and 9 p. m.
Todmorden Road. Bacup.' ent world lt will make
next week for Boston where she E. Demmons and Mrs. Fred J.
Frederick Quimby went Thurs guests of Harbor Light Chapter
sincere enthusiasm and deep ap high priest; Leon Y. Stinson, senior
Lancashire.
England,
j
can
’
t
understand
the
evacuation
will Join Mr. Prescott who will be Overlook and included ice cream
preciation of Stephen Allen Laven warden; Winfield 8. Richards, day to Massachusetts where he will O.ES. on the occasion of its an
August 20 scheme at all as there are certainly
there several weeks wrtile the S S. in flower shapes and colors."
nual Inspection next Tuesday night
der's wonderful poem. “Monhegan scribe; Norman E. Fuller, treasurer; spend the Winter with relatives.
We are having poor weather for some going, but I think they are
Acadia is ln dry-dock.
The Thursday night prayer
Sunrise.
Mrs. M. W. Spear with Dr. and with Mrs. Eleanor Gregory of
Fred
E.
Hanson,
Junior
warden;
Mrs. Ralph Ayers with Mr. and meeting at the Baptist Church will the time of year, very cold, and It is those from the most vulnerable
I cut it from the Lyric Muse Harold F. Orey, guide; Virgie W. W. Mrs. Oeorge Ingraham of Cam Vinalhaven, D.D.G.M., as inspect
Mrs. W. Edward Mason went Sun be the fourth in a series on the raining very hard at this very places first. I think lt was the lows column. Oat 1 and have kept It Gardiner, flrst watch; Alvah L. den returned Wednesday from a ing officer. A large number is ex
pected from each of these Chap
day to Keene, N. H. where Mrs. Twenty-third Psalm and the sub minute. I hope that when Marv of the French Navy that caused the “right at «ny efbow" ever since, and Hibbert, second watch; Charles J. few days stay in Boston.
has her next holiday and finishes partial stoppage.
Ayers will spend the Winter with ject is “Restoring the Soul.”
have read it a dozen times a day, Herrick. Third Watch; J Herbert
Services Sunday at the Baptist ters. Supper will be served at 6
school,
it
will
be
the
great
celebraThese
air
raids.
In
addition
to
A meat supper will be served at
her sister and brother-in-law Mr.
whenever I could spare a few mo Gould, fourth watch; Joshua T. Church will begin with worship at o’clock.
St. John's parish hall Wednesday tion of victory and the war over, as damage, are certainly nerve-wrack- ments.
and Mrs. Wallace E. Mason.
Ingraham, inside sentinel; William 11, with sermon by the pastor,
I can't see It being over before then ing u, anyone. I think it will be
Conceit: A high-hat for a lowAn all-day meeting of the Bap at 5 30.
The poem is intensely personal, E. Diplock, outside sentinel; John Rev. C. Vaughn Overman; subject,
worse for children and old people.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Macgowan although I sincerely hope so
tist Ladles' Mission Circle will be
but he Is not afraid to write down T. Alley and Herbert W Keller, “An Anticipated Light;” Christian brow.
I saw Jack for a short time Just We have to turn out when the warnheld Tuesday at Mrs. Letitia Star- were hosts to the "Rook CluA"
exactly the way Monhegan affected Guards of the Tent. Assisting in Endeavor meets at 6 and usual
rett's home. From 10 o'clock un Thursday night. Prizes at rook before I came back: he was only jng u sounded—tin hat and gas him. While his lines are original, the installation were Orand High evening service will be at 7.
til noon the time will be spent do were won hy Mr. and Mrs. Albert home for a few hours and then. respirator and all. It would do you as they should be, they are easily Priest Frank L. Douglass. Orrin E.
Dr. and Mrs. John Crawford of
ing white cross sewing and ln the Anderson and the other guests away mayb* for >'ears In f“ct, 1 good to be here when lt is over and understood. What could be plainer Farnham. Emery L. Smith, Charles Orono were dinner guests Thurs
were
Mr
and
Mrs.
Weston
Young
thlnk
11
wlU
**
years
before
ht
everyone
is
having
a
chat
and
a
afternoon a program will be pre
than—
P. Hall. Ellis E. Walker and. Ray day at the home of Prin. and Mrs.
FOR FALL
sented by Mrs. Clara Sawyer who and Mr. and Mrs. Theodore i comes home again as 1 feel sure h* i lau«h You would think it had “. -r._,
Like stiffs Id a dissecting room”
Oeorge Cunningham. Dr. Craw
M. Burns, all of Augusta.
»>*•
•
Rowell
gone
out
to
the
East
—
Egypt,
been
a
foot
bail
match
or
something.
LARGE LINE OF
will use as her topic "Youth on
birds bunt out of their shells of
Mrs. C. J. Orassow has returned ford was one of the speakers at
Mrs Carrie Philbrook returned
or Africa
There are some more policemen "The steep
the Highways."
the Teachers' Convention in Rock
to
Hope
after
spending
a
few
As popcorn bursts Its kernel ''
Mrs. Andrew Breen and daugh vesterdav after a week spent with' Alfred L,< havlng a fe* days ho11' come to our place with it being a “' Slowly
over the top.
weeks with Mr. and "Mrs. Oeorge land on that day.
day He sald he was ln at mother's police station when the warning "He pokes
ter, Nancy of Port Clyde called her son Chester Philbrook and Mrs
an orange lollv-poo,
The Baptist auditorium was well ,
H. Thomas.
‘
The
whole
place
to
bedizen."
Philbrook
at
Owl
s
Head
Sunday
night.
They
put
Lord
Hawgoes
to
cover
the
district,
and
there
Thursday on another daughter.
filled Thursday night when tlie
Those from here who attended
We have seen the sun rise Just
Correcting with apologies a stateHaw on the wireIess “sshe had ' are alr raid wardens and auxiliary
Miss Alice Breen at the home of
Wooding Singers, a choir of Negro
ment made
the______
recent_________
account
never h*ard hlm befor* 1 never, firemen and Home Ouard knocking I like this, and may have felt it in the Lincoln Baptist Association singers from Philadelphia the ma
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Libby.
________
___ __ln____
Good Quality, Good Weight
The local Baptist Church was of the meeting of General Knox Ilst*n t0 hlm- 1 thlnk ** U daft “bout, and it is quite common for a this way. but did not have, or use. meeting ln Morrill Wednesday were jority being recent university 1
Sizes 38 to 50
well represented at the meeting Chapter. DAR. ln which Mrs What do they think of him over jfew of each to gather outside our the ability to paint with words, Rev. and Mrs. W. F. Brown, Mrs. graduates, gave a full program of
Etta
Fernald,
Mrs.
Frances
Stahl,
this
descriptive
picture.
Orace
Dudley
Wood's
mother
was
there
ln
your
P
lace?
Lel
me
kno
*
!
Place.
We
have
a
cigarette
and
a
of the Lincoln Baptist Association
Negro spirituals. Every number
Miss Teresa Arau. Mrs. Margaret
C-O Reader
chat for a short time until time
held Wednesday in Morrill. Those erroneously referred to as “the ln your reP,y
was enthusiastically received. Not
9pruce.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Adin
Hopkins,
ft ft ft ft
who attended were Mr. and Mrs late- Mrs Cassandra Dudley- Mrs i Wel1' what do you think of the comes for all services to be dised ln the audience were many ,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cleveland.
INDIAN SIMMER
Opp Woolworth's
Rockland
Fred Wyllie, Mrs. Carrie Butler. Dudley is a member of Oen. Knox Uteat news of the great air battles’ missed.
from the surrounding towns.
I For The Courier-Oazette 1
Miss
Pearl
Huntley.
Miss
Flora
I
think
our
lads
have
given
Hitler
It
would
surprise
you
the
speedyMrs. Gray and Maurice Wyllie of Chapter and resides at present in
Mrs. Oeorge Cunningham ls in |
a bit to think of. I think the more way everyone turns out when the Leaves are changing to crimson and Wright, Mrs. Myrtle Oxton, and
Warren, and Mr. and Mrs. J. B. California.
charge of the dinner being served
gold.
Rev. and Mrs. Sidney Packard.
Paulsen and son Richard. Rev. and
Members of the Christian En- he sends over the more he will lose warnings go. It seems surprising
Days grow shorter, the evenings
today at Pomona Orange which is
Probate Notice*
Rev.
J.
S
Pendleton
of
Waterville
cold.
Mrs. Donald Perron. Mrs. Letitia deavor wlB meet at the Baptist 1 #m not sa>'inB h* u doing no dam- j where they come from, especially as Yet flowers flaunt their colors bright.
being held at Penobscot View
STATE OF MAINE
presented
the
Association's
program
Starrett. Mrs. Lucy Sillery, Mrs. Church at 4 30 Wednesday to go age- he ls doin6 Plenty UP and down 1 it has up to now been always in the
And toss ln the wind and rain at
Orange hall.
To all persons Interested ln either
for
the
year
and
other
speakers
were
night.
in
Carrollis
truck
to
Sagamore
the
country,
but
it
is
only
what
we
night
time.
Abbie Shaw. Miss Frances Shaw
Rev. and Mrs. C. Vaughn Over of the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rock
Park for a weinie roast.
expect You can rest assured he: I believe Alice and mother get up Oraas turns brown, as the days go by. Rev. O. F. Bolster. District Secre man were entertained Thursday at
and Millard Glllmore.
land. ln and for the County of Knox,
Pumpkins ripening where they lie. tary, Rev. Alger Geary of Portland,
115 Pa>ln6 for it dearly in aircraft and sit ln the little cellar under the Cora Is yellow ln silken shield.
Mrs. Alonzo Spaulding enter In the Churches
on
the 17th day of September In the
the home of Rev. and Mrs. Sidney
While shadows lengthen acroee the and Mrs. Rosalie Lamson of Orono, Packard in Camden as special year of our Lord one thousand nine
There will be no service at St and Personnel.
. stair case.
tained at luncheon and bridge at
hundred and forty and by adjourn
Held.
a missionary on furlough from
We have had several air raid' we could hear the planes over
her Holiday Beach cottage Tues- James' Catholic Church Oct. 20
guests when the women of the ment from day to day from the 17th
Is the Summer hum of bees.
China
day of said September. The following
day. prizes at bridge going to Mrs. due to a service being held at the warnings and have heard planes our way last night for quite awhile Missed
Methodist and Baptist Churches matters having been presented for
Empty nests swsy In the trees
Mr. and Mrs. Harleigh McMinn
Alton Orover and Mrs. Charles prison on that date Services at mostly ln the night, but thank the ‘ and see the searchlights trying to As wind harps play their old refrain;
the action thereupon hereinafter In
of
Friendship
and
the
Union
Prelude to winter's song, again
are occupying their new residence
dicated It Is hereby ORDERED:
Smith. The other guest was Mrs. St. Bernard's Church in Rock Lord, he has. up to the present, find it on them, but we could not
Ladies' Circle of South Waldo
That notice thereof be given to all
There's
beauty
In
every
leaf
and
vine.
at
10
Mill
street.
Bob and Annie.
Clement Moody.
land are: Mass at 8 and 10 45 a. m dropped nothing here. I pray to see them.
boro met there for an enjoyable persons Interested, by causing a copy
Gaudily colored. In Fall sunshine.
Rally
Day
will
be
observed
at
all
of
this order to be published three
Ood
he
doesn't,
but
of
course
lf
he
Nature tinted by gay caress.
Oeorge McManus Is a patient at
St. John's Church. At 9 a. m.
get-together. The Overmans were weeks successively ln The Courier-Oa
Indian Summer: the earth In dress. services Sunday at the Methodist
does, we shall be the same as those
the Eye and Ear Infirmary in Holy Eucharist.
zette
a newspaper published at Rock
formerly
associated
with
the
UNION
Rose B Hupper
Church. Morning worship will be
land In said County, that they may
Portland.
St. Georges Church. Long Cove, ln the places he has done so—Just
Tenants Harbor
South Waldoboro Church and this appear at a Probate Court to be held
Mrs Jessie Stewart entertained
at 10 30 with sermon’by the pastor,
carry on and asmile.
n.uc The
*.« determl-,
friends recenU
honof
ftftftft
Mrs. -Elizabeth Howard of Hope at 420 p. m. Evensong.
event was a happy reunion. Din at said Rockland on the 15th day of
Rev. Weston P. Holman, on the
October A D IMG at nine o'clock in
M Orlffln., blrth_
THE TRUANT
ls visiting her sister Mrs. Scott
Baptist Church. Sunday School nation here is great and the morale O/ Mr5
ner was served at noon.
the forenoon, and be heard thereon
subject
"Make
Up
Your
Mind."
A.
[For The Courier-Gazette]
Young.
at 9.45 a. m. At this time there wonderful. In fact, everybody seems day. A chicken dinner was served
Mrs. Nellie Staples, worthy ma lf they aee cause.
F.
Sherman
will
be
in
charge
of
the
disappointed
now
when
the
news
WTLLIAM W. HALL late of Salem.
For
three
score
years
you
watched
the
The first Fall meeting of the j will be a special Sunday School
and an enjoyable day passed. Mrs.
Exemplified
moon
music. Bible classes and church tron of Harbor Light Chapter, O. Massachusetts, deceased
Parent-Teacher Association was Class for boys of High School age comes on if there has been no great i Griffin received many pretty and And now
copy
of Will and Probate thereof, to
E.
S.
has
been
invited
to
act
as
you tell with pridi
school will meet at 11.45. Mrs. Stella I
gether
with
a
Petition
for
Probate of
I A moonbeam danced a rlgadoon.
held Thursday night. Following and over. Rev. Mr. Perron will air battles. It ls a proper password .,^f.,i
useiui guts
| played truant from the tide
McRae , superintendent.
Happy- Associate Conductress at Prim Foreign Will, asking that the copy
the business meeting which was be the leader. The subject of the in the street, especially by people
of said will may be al.owed. flled and
rose
Chapter
Belfast,
on
Visitors'
Rev. and Mrs, T. Chapman jgo m0Onbeam stirred your chamber Hour service will be at 7 o'clock. '
recorded In the Probate Court of Knox
conducted by the new president, Junior sermon at 11 o'clock Is who have not heard the latest news.
with song service and talk by the I Night. Nov. 1. Mrs. Leole Oxton. County Presented by Frank Poor of
of Bangor ue
are guests
guesU of friends
fiends in
ln '
w,fllV^d lnto your ,leep
Oarnold Cole, an informal recep The Larks ln the Field" and the “How many have they brought down °f
marshal of Harbor Light, has been Swampscott. Massachusetts.
pastor on the subject. "Christ and
The only jig that chokes the snore
tion was held to introduce new morning sermon Is entitled “Law now?” or "What's the score?” and (town.
BAILEY GRINNELL late of Wash
the Common People." The soloist invited to fill that station Oct. 16 ington. deceased. Will and Petition
teachers to parents. Refreshments Enforcement.” Music
for
the when we have had no warnings in I Mrs. Sophia Shepard and Miss Is where the lightning* leap,
at Crystal Chapter. Damariscotta. for Probate thereof, asking that the
will
be
Mrs.
Allen
Payson.
The
mid

sensed wa* thunderWere served by Mrs. Bowdoin Graf morning includes a soprano sulo the night
_ and go out in the morning, i Augusta Ross are boarding with Th« ctoJJ*
Miss Louise Pompeney and Miss same may be proved and allowed and
week devotional service will be held
that Letters Testamentary Issue to
It stood your hair on end.
ton and Mrs. Edwin F. Lynch. The “In My Father’s House Are Many people say. “He was quiet last night. Mrs. Alma Lamond ln Waldoboro
Mabel
Phillips who have been Frank H Grinnell of Somerville. Massa
And then you waked and shrieked
in the vestry Thursday night at 7
attendance banner was awarded Mansions," by Jewell, sung by he let us have a nights sleep for i The Missionary meeting was held
chusetts. he being the Executor named
aloud
spending
a
month
at
the
Francis
o'clock and choir rehearsal Friday
ln said will, with bond.
Miss Margaret L. Simmons choral once.” The spirit is marvelous.
' Thursday with Mrs. Bertha Bryant To man who can defend.
the first grade.
Gilbert cottage on Russell avenue,
CHARLES D SYLVESTER late of
Thursday Club met at the home response by Beethoven and a choral 1 K is good to see the Locals out— I Mrs Jennie Thurston has re He yanked a cord and there wa* light night
returned Friday to Utica, N. Y.
Friendship, deceased
Will and I*etlWhich showed your pillowed head.
Miss
Dorothy
Lord
leaves
today
anthem.
“
Songs
of
Praise
the
)
what
Is
known
now
as
the
"Home
|
turned
from
Boston,
where
she
untlon
for Probate thereof, asking that
of Mrs. Stanley Macgowan this
Huh la a ruler through the night.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rhodes. the same
may
be
proved
and allowed
for
Northfield.
Vt.,
to
assume
a
po

Wife reigns al’. day instead
week starting the afternoon bridge Angels Sang" by Hosmer, with ln- Ouard "—having route marches, and derwent treatment at a hospital.
Jr. have returned from a week's and thst Letters Testamentary Issue
sition as medical secretary for Dr.
C. P Hyler
to
Nellie
C
Sylvester
of
Friendship,
Parties from Rockland attended
season. Prizes at the three tables cldental solo by Raymond K. then every night turning out to take
absence, during which they visi she being the Executrix named
Rockport.
ln said
Harvey B. Whiting.
were awarded Mrs. Arthur S Tay Greene. Mrs. Blanche Lermond i their place at various posts on the the Nazarene Church Thursday and
ftftftft
ted
friends
in
Northampton.
Mass.,
will, without bond
Mr. and Mrs Robert Dexter and
lor. Mrs. Orvel F. Williams and Mrs. will be at the piano and Miss Phyl- j hills and outskirts of the town. Some furnished music with accordion, gui
HERBERT
E
MESSER
late
of
Union,
POEM FOR A WINDY DAY
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cookson are then motored over the Berkshire deceased Will and Petition for Pro
Warren Knights.
lis Kalloch at the organ. Chris- are lads of 16 or 14. and others are tar and harmonica. Two women
•[For Tbe Courier-Gazette|
Trail, visiting Mr. and Mrs. May bate thereof, asking that the same
Dr. B. L. Noyes and Gordon tian Endeavor meets at 6 o'clock, men getting on.
Quite a lot are sang duets, playing the accompani i If ever a wind blow* this way toward on a ten days' trip to New York nard Overlock at East Bennington, mav be proved and allowed and that
City, Philadelphia, and Washington.
Letter, Testamentary Issue to Merle
our houee.
Spaulding of Stonington called led by Miss Gwendolyn Barlow j those who went through the last ments. their voices blending beau
j Vt. On arriving in Bath they M Messer and Grace M Messer of
J If ever our orchard gets a whiff of D. C.
Wednesday on Mrs. Alonzo Spauld whose topic is “What It Means to war. They keepup their work in tifully.
'
stayed
Tuesday
night
with
Mr.
Union,
they being Executors named
breeze.
Mrs. Dwight Lord entertained at
ln -aid ylll, without bond.
Mrs. Eugene Oorden is caring lor I Last Pippins will start falling from
ing enroute to Augusta.
be a Christian at Home.” At 7 the daytime.
and
Mrs.
Steward
Rhodes.
1
the boughs.
ESTATE DALLAS C MURCH. late of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hathorne o’clock the evening subject ls "How
As far as food—although we are her father, Orrin Pierce of South A rain ot golden leaves will leave the dinner Thursday night in honor of
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Crockett Vlnalhaven. deceased. Petition for
Miss Dorothy Lord and Miss Bar
tree*
Allowance
presented by Winifred M.
have come home after spending to get What You Want."
rationed for some things—to tell the Thomaston who is seriously 111.
We ll see a happy mlrch com; to the bara Heald. The other guests were went Thursday to Fitchburg. Mass, Murch of Vlnalhaven, widow.
Mrs. Alice Ames was pleaseantthe Summer at their cottage “Nim
ocean.
Federated Church. Sunday School truth we are doing well and have
for a weeks visit w’th relatives
ESTATE ERNEST L STARRETT. JR.
Pearl Knight, Mrs. Earlyn
Into colder blue, and wear Miss
rod” in Cushing.
at 9.45 worship at 11. Music in no cause for grumble. We are get iy surprised on hei birthday oct. a Whipped
while Mr. Crockett is having a va and RUBY E’ STARRETTT minors, both
ing froth.
Warren, petition for license to sell
John Spear entertained a group cludes the anthem "The Lord Is ting as much as we want, although when a few friends arrived to help We ll «ee the scarecrow with hie armi Wheeler, Mrs. Robie Ames, Miss cation from his duties at E. E of
certain real estate situated ln Waldo
Beda Emery and Miss Freda Bur
motion.
of friends at a weinie and ham- In His Temple,” by Holton. The they have gone up in price, espe- her celebrate the occasion. Birth We'll ln
boro
ln the County of Lincoln, and
Ingraham
Co.
see our little weathervane point kett. The table
decorations were
described In said Petition, and
burg party cn the beach at Hath- morning sermon is entitled '“Mb- ; daily bacon, cigarettes and beer. Ol day cake, ice cream and fruit were
North.
Next Sunday will be observed as fully
the proceeds placed at Interest. Pre
pink
flowers
and
candles.
ornes Point Thursday on the oc ulation
and Peace."
Epworth ; course they are luxuries, and people j served.
sented by Irven A. Gammon of War
On quiet afternoons no wind climb*
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Burkett are
ren. Guardian
high
casion of his ninth birthday. A League meeting at 6 o'clock will are going on their holidays just the (>d<j y>n<,ws installation
deputy
chaplain,
Mrs.
Cora
Calder;
In swift chromatics over vale and
ESTATE MARGARET M STARRETT
spending the weekend ln Boston.
jolly afternoon of outdoor sports be led by Miss Eleanor Gregory same. They say lt Is good to go to
hill.
Warren, petition for license to sell
installed Oct
5 bv DDOM R The elms are hushed the hemlocks
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Jagels are deputy inside guardian. Mrs. Min ot
certain real estate situated ln Waldo
was enjoyed. John received manv with a mission topic. The subject Blackpool lf it is only to see the|
nie Luce.
never sigh
boro ln the County of Lincoln, and
guests
of
his
mother,
Mrs.
Emily
pleasing gifts among which were « the
.. 7 eel.* tho^nd,
.tmen ,„d .oUlert
As lf a dusk fell early, soft and still.
A program of entertainment in fully described In said Petition, and
Jagels. and will leave Monday to
prefer at least a sanguine
the proceeds placed at Interest Pre
two birthday cakes, one made by is "The Birth of World Religion.” drilling, not only English, but Polish.
Henry D mug But Ibreeze
cluded a piano solo, Mrs. Adelia sented by Charlotte F. Hawea of Union.
—
make
their
home
in
Natick,
Mass.
one of the guests. Christina Olson
Mrs. Aaron Clark was hostess to Czechs and other foreign troops,
Enough to shake a few leaves from
Guardian
Rossiter;
vocal
duet,
Miss
Ruth
noble
grand;
Howard
Gerald,
vice
Harold Rolfe has moved to the
the trees.
of Cushing. Other guests were Al- the W.C.T.U. at the meeting last
EBTATE JAMES A. FLYNN, late of
You see how things are—there is
Harold Vinal
Alton Fremch house on Cross Owen and Donald Welt, with Miss Rockland, deceased First and Final
vero Olson and Winfield Demuth night. Red Cross refugee sewing no real great worry, although every grand; A. E. Ames, recording sec
Vlnalhaven
Mary Thurlow as accompanist; Account presented for allowance by
retary;
R.
I.
Williams,
financial
street.
ftftftft
of Cushing. Henry Hastings. Paul was done, and Miss Crandon report one knows we are In a tight corner,
Alan L. Bird of Rockland, Adminis
secretary; R. Bliss Fuller, treas
'Our Lines of Communication" leading, Mrs. Cora Calder. There trator.
MY MOTHER'S MELODEON
Simpson. Leon Simmons. John ed items of interest from the re but smiling all the time.
were
also
remarks
by
officers
and
urer installed by D.D.G.M. pro tem
ES5TATE LUCY E WINCHENBACH.
will be the subject of the sermon
[For The Courier-Gazette 1
Mattson, Robert Davis, Gay Stet cent State Convention. Eight of the
Yes, all the soldiers—nearly all.
late of Thomaston, deceased. First
Sunday morning at the Baptist 8U5!.te'
and Final Account presented for al
son, Louise Spear, and Willis mite boxes have been taken in; and have uniforms like our Jack. Now. Clarence Benner of Waldoboro; 1 In the alienee of my lonely room
Miss Orey and Mrs. Fuller re lowance by Everett O. Winchenbach
Carl Heath, warden; Murray Sim My mother's old melodeon mutely
Church by the pastor. Rev. W. F.
Spear. Jr.
any members who find it inconveni lt ls battle dress for all, even officers.
stands.
ceived gifts presented by the Noble of Thomaston. Executor
mons.
conductor;
D.
L.
Carroll,
Brown.
The
Church
School
classes
It's
once
fine
finish
dulled
by
passing
The Pathfinders of the Federated ent to take them may notify Mrs. Of course, some buy a different hat
ESTATE MARK E ROWH.I., late of
years
chaplain; Henry Lenfest. RSS.;
will meet at 9 45. The Intermediate Grand Mrs. Mabel Stinson. A past South Thomaston, deceased. First
Church enjoyed a weinie roast Clark and she will call for them , and tunic for use when they are on
Yet polished falhfully by loving hands. Young People s Porum will meet ln Noble Orand s Jewel was Presen‘-«’d and Pinal Account presented for al
A.
E.
MacPhail,
L.
S.
S.;
John
Cun

Thursday at Sagamore Park 19 The next meeting will be held with leave, but not many. It Is not
key* are yellowed now with the vestry Sunday at 5 o'clock AU 1116 ret*ring Nol)1c Orand, Miss A lowance by Fred W. Rowell of Norway.
ningham. right supporter noble It's Ivory
Maine. Executor.
age.
members and guests attending. Mrs. Truman Sawyer the 25th.
smart at all, not half as smart as grand; W. L. Merriam, left suppor
Aa
toll
to
time
It's sweetest tones have boys and girls of the church and “lr.t!MC_.BohndelL by ;Mrs
ESTATE ORACE A. FLOOD, late of
Transportation was provided by
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard O. Pack ours in the last war. but they say it
fled;
deceased. First and Final
parish whto are in the seventh and Crosby, past president of the Re Rockland,
Mrs. Percival Pierpont and Rev. ard of Needham, Mass., are week ls more serviceable and comfortable, ter noble grand; J. S Griffin, right And hands that once played there
Account
presented for allowance by
bekah Assembly of Maine.
supporter vice grand; Burleigh Es
caressingly
eighth
grades
in
school
are
invited
Winnifred C. Vtdlto. Executrix.
Mr. Leach.
end guests of her sister, Mrs.M.E. and I don't think it is as expensive.
heath the grasses, still and to attend and make plans for future
Refreshments were served.
ancy. left supporter vice grand; H Are lying
ESTATE HERBERT L SIMMONS,
The Beta Alpha will hold its Webber,
dead.
The air force is a lot smarter. Of 8. Hills, inside guardian; Justin
late of Friendship, deceased. Petition
meetings
and
socials.
Officers
will
for License to Sell certain Real Estate,
semi-annual election of officers at
Although the musics gone from out
The Tri-County Osteopathic So- course, it is a nice color and that
Ames, outside guardian.
ln said Friendship, and fully
be elected at this meeting. The
it's frame
Notices of Appointment situated
the meeting at the Baptist vestry clety will meet Monday night at makes a lot of difference.
described In said Petition, presented
These officers of Mt. Horeb En Bright visions of the past around It Young People's Porum will hold its
Monday night. Supper will be Webbers Inn, where dinner will be
cling It Is marvelous the number of lads
I, Charles L. Veazie. Register oL Pro by Mertland O. Simmons of Friend
first meeting of the year at 6 o'clock bate for the County of Knox, in the ship. Admr.
falls I see my mother
served at 6 o’clock preceding the served at 6.30. The guest speaker who volunteered for the Air Force. campment were installed by D.D. Aa twilight
there
ESTATE PERLEY H FISK, late of
GF., A. E. McPhail with a staff of
in the vestry. All young people of State of Maine, hereby certify that
meeting.
of the evening will be Dr. G. C. There are more lads volunteering
Q
“ we gBther round t0 High School age and over are in ln the following estates the persons Owl's Head, deceased. First and final
were
appointed
Administrator*.
Execu

account
presented for allowance by
The Garden Club held the last Shibles of the Portland Osteopathic
tors. Guardians and Conservators and Oscar S. Duncan. Exr.
meeting of the season Thursday Hospital, who will read a paper on Pettapiece of the Portland staff will P.;, R. Bliss Fuller, S. W.; A. E. In goldeii notes the music swells once vited. Muriel Grass, president will on the dates hereinafter named:
ESTATE JAMES A. BETTS late of
more—
JACOB EDWARD GBOENHFJMER Camden, deceased First and Anal ac
at the home of Mrs. James Creigh - a professional subject. Dr. Carman also present a paper; and Dr. lister Ames, scribe; Henry H. Hills, J. W; With magic charm It soothes my wca-y be in charge. Tlje mid-week service
Clarence Benner. O S. D. S. Carroll,
will be held Thursday night at 7.30 late of Warren, deceased Edna May count presented for allowance hy Nina
heart.
Gross, president, will conduct a I. S.; Emerson Perkins, guide; Ed Time backward flows. I'm ln the days and the young people's choir will Nixon of Upper Darby, Pennsylvania A. Betts, Exx.
was appointed Admx.. Aug. 27. 1940.
of yore
ESTATE MARGARET F AMES, late
business meeting following dinner.
win Gammon, first watch; John When life was sweet and sorrow had rehearse Friday nights at 6.30.
and qualified by filing bond Sept 6 of Camden, deceased
First and final
1940 Alan L. Bird of Rockland was account presented for allowance by
Edgar Ames is confined to his Cunningham, sceond watch; John
no part.
appointed Agent ln Maine.
Rebekah Officers I nsU1 led
Edward E Ames. Exr.
home by illness.
Connell, third watch, Carl Heath The dear old songs so seldom heard
ANNIE J. GARDINER, late of Rock
ESTATE LAWRENCE F. KALLOCH.
today
The new officers of Maiden Cliff port. deceased. Elsie C. G Pierson of late
About 50 members and guests of fourth watch.
of Warren, deceased. First and
Again surround my soul with tranquil
Waterbury. Connecticut was appointed final account presented for allowance
the Epworth League enjoyed a so
Rebekah
Lodge
were
installed
Wed

place:
The high priest-elect, Charles
Exx . Sept 17, 1940. without bond
cial evening at the Methodist ves Young of Warren was unable to be And though It's voice ls stilled, ln nesday night. These officers are: Frank H. Ingraham of Rockland was by William M Teague. Exr.
fancy's sway
MARY E MESSER, late of Rock
appointed Agent ln Maine.
try last night. Games were played present owing to ill health. Con I'll hear
the glorious tones till life Noble Orand, Mrs. Mabel Stinson;
land. decea-ed Will and Petition for
I.ENORA M SIMPSON, late of Cam Probate thereof, asking that the same
shall cease.
vice grand. Mrs Nenia Smith; sec den.
under the direction of Miss Marjorie sequently his guards of Tent were
deceased. Fred T. Simpson of
be proved and allowed and that
Nellie M. Ervlne
retary, Miss Bessie L. Bowers; Camden was appointed Exr Sept. 17, may
Woodcock and Charles Fager. with not appointed.
Tenants Harbor.
Letters Testamentary Issue to Edward
1940
wlthotit
bond.
C.
Payson
of Rockland, he being the
JreasuJer,
Miss
Eleanor
Hansen;
Mrs. W. C. Richards assisting at the
KATIE A LINNEhL. late of Thom Executor named ln said Will, without
with the winners. Games will trustee for three years. Miss Mar aston.
piano. At the conclusion of the Basketeers in League
deceased. Sarah C. Ltnnell of bond.
A Tri-County Basketball League start promptly at 7.30.
garet I. Crockrtt; conductor. Mrs. Thomaston was appointed Exx. Sept.
evening Misses Sally Oray, Eleanor
NETTIE W WITHERSPOON, late of
Cold Fall weather is creeping up on yon as
1940 without bond.
North Haven, deceased Will and Peti
The schedule is:
Minnie Luce; warden. Miss Eie- 17.JOSEPHINE
Gregory and Jean Crie served re was organized Wednesday at the
tion
for Probate thereof, asking that
BURNS,
late
of
Rock

quietly as your pet cat stalks an unsuspecting
High School during a meeting of
Nov. 22—Rockport at Appleton; nor McCobb; right supporter of the land. deceased Robert C. Burns of the same may be proved and allowed
freshments.
and
thst Letters Testamentary Issue
was appointed Exr. Sept. 17.
mouse. For each day, these warm Suinmer
noble grand, Mrs. Mary Mitchell; Rockland
Mrs. Luther Clark who with Miss the athletic coaches of Appleton, Waldoboro at Erskine.
to Leigh F Witherspoon of North
1940 without bond
Dec.
6
—
Erskine
at
Appleton;
Waldoboro,
Rockport,
Union
and
left
supporter
of
the
noble
grand.
Gladys
Fernald
of
this
town,
Miss
Haven,
he being the Executor named
CHARLES E. YOUNG, late of Owls
breezes become a wee hit cooler—warning you
Union at Rockport.
Mrs. Mary Fales; musician. Miss Head, deceased Frank A Young of ln said Will, with J»nd.
Oeorgie Harkness of Rockland Mrs. South China.
ESTATE CARL RAYMOND ORAY,
Head was appointed Admr Sept.
to stock lip with a supply of heat-parked D& II
Dec. 13—Appleton at Waldoboro; Jessie Innis; chaplain, Mrs. ACelia Owls
Officers were selected thus: Presi
Flora Barnard of Camden and Mrs.
late of New York, N. Y . deceased.
17, 1940 without bond.
Flrat
and final account presented fur
Union
at
Erskine.
dent,
Sumner
Hancock,
Jr.,
of
Wal.
Rossiter;
inside
guardian,
Mrs.
Alice
Gordon
of
Warren,
left
Thurs

EDA L. SCHERMEkHORN. late pf
Anthracite. Why not protect tlie comfort of
by Harrlette Flora Gray,
Jan. 3, 1941—Appleton at Union; Mary Alley; outside guardian, Her South Union, deceased. Amy Fuller allowance
day for a trip through the White doboro, principal of Waldoboro
Exx.
of Warren was appointed Admx Sent
your family hy ordering D&II Anthracite
bert Keller; right supporter of the 17. 1940, and qualified by filing bond
Mountains, is expected to return Junior High and athletic coach Rockport at Waldoboro.
ESTATE CLARA E CROCKETT, late
of Rockland, deceased First and final
Jan. 10—Erskine at Rockport; vice grand, Miss Lilllian Orey; left Sept. 17. 1940.
for the Senior High School; sec
today!
home today.
SIMON H. WALL, late of Rockport, account presented for allowance by
retary-treasurer. George Cunning Waldoboro at Union.
supporter cf the vice grand. Mrs. deceased.
Belle J. Wall of Rockport Ensign Otis. Exr.
Jan. 17—Appleton at Erskine; Laura Fuller.
ESTATE GEORGE E CLARK, late of
was appointed Exx September 17, 1940
CALL 487
Registration at Thomaston will ham, principal of Rockport High
Rockland, deceased.
First and final
Rockport at Union.
The installing officer was Miss without bond
be at Watts hall, 7 a. m. to 9 p. m. School.
ELLEN C. BORNEMAN. late of War account presented for allowance by
Jan. 24—Appleton at Rockport; Lillian Orey, district deputy presi ren. deceased. Harold W. Flanders of Velma Clark, Exx.
Trophies will be awarded the
The Municipal Officers request all
Wltnf«. HARRY E WIIBUR. Es
dent, and she was assisted by depu Waldoboro was appointed Admr.. Sept
who can to register during the day. winning teams, boys and girls, at Erskine at Waldoboro.
17. 1940, and qualified by filing bond quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
Feb. 7—union at Appleton; Wal ty marshal, Mrs. Laura Fuller; dep Sept
Your help in reducing an antici the end of the season, with eacn
County. Rockland. Maine
ROCKLAND ME.
25. 1940.
uty warden, Mrs. Mary Mitchell;
Attest:
pated rush in the evening will be school in the league making an al doboro at Rockport.
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE,
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
Feb. 11—Union at Waldoboro.
deputy secretary. Mrs. Mary Alley;
appreciated by the registration lowance of $4 for the purpose, and
Register
Register.
deputy treasurer, Jessie Sattelee;
Feb, 14—Rockport at Erskine,
THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARD COAL
U7-8-123
117-8-123
Officials,—adv,
12J-124 the selection of tbe trophy left

THOMASTON

IN A TIGHT CORNER

“But We’re Smiling All the Time/’ Reads
London Letter To Camden Postal Clerk

CAMDEN

ROCKPORT

9

JUST RECEIVED

Odd Coats,

$4.95

Odd Vests,

$1.95

B.L. SEGAL

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

Every-Other-Day
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The Lincoln Baptists

OCl ETY.
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Officers Knox County Teachers’ Association

Hold Quarterly Meeting In
Morrill With Many
Fine Speakers

This And That

Red Cross Work
Chairman Rice Tells of
Chapter’s Accomplish
ments In Six Months

With 205 in attendance, the larg
Knox County Chapter,
est delegation of recent years at
American Red Cross, Oct. 10.
tended the Fall session of the Lin
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
coln Baptist Association held Wed
The records show that the women
nesday at Baptist Church in Mor- '
of Knox County have sent the fol
By K. 8. F.
rill, thereby testifying to their ln- I
lowing garments to war sufferers,
terest in tlie theme of the day which '
between February and September
The Scribblers’ Club will meet
Lincoln once said, "Financial of this year:
Monday afternoon with Mrs. Sarah was "Revitalizing Our Baptist
success is purely metallic. The
McCullagh, Rockport.
Faith.” The keynote of the day
Ninety-one dresses, 10 small boys'
man who gains it has four metallic suits, 48 layettes, 424 knitted wool
Harvey Richards, on vacation
was struck by Rev. William Stackattributes—gold in his palm, sliver sweaters. 12 pairs babies' knitted
from his duties at C. M. Havener's
Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie left house of Warren in the opening
on his tongue, brass In his face, wool bootees, four crocheted wool
store, ls the guest of his brother last night for New Brunswick on a
and iron In his heart.''
week's vacation. They will attend morning worship service when he
in New Jersey.
shawls, two knitted wool scarves.
• • • •
the centennial celebration of the said that a new and clearer vision
More than 600 pounds of wool has
"Connotation: Snobbery — the been made up into warm clothing,
of God Is necessary if people are
The Pilgrim Homemakers will Baptist Church at Williamstown.
pride of those who are not sure of which will help to prevent untold
to make life worth /living in the
meet Wednesday night at 7 30 with
their own social position.”
suffering this winter.
Mr. and Mrs. William Kelley of turmoil of the present day.
Mrs. Corwin H. Olds. Circle supper
• • • •
Rev. Charles Marstaller of the
A recent payment of $82 to Senter
Arlington, Mass., are weekend guests
will precede the session.
Littlefield Memorial Church cf
Peanuts have been used for a Crane's has reduced the unpaid bill
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall.
Rockland preached the morning
great many things but the latest for materials and findings to >141.
Mrs. Lillian M. Baldridge, 56 Old
Is for insulation. This time the We do not wish to ask anyone for
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. St. Clair have sermon, taking as text "As Isare
County road, has returned home
hulls alone are used and the new contributions before our National
after visiting relatives and friends extended an invitation to the mem dug the wells of his father so should
process ls found to be quite as Roll Call Drive which starts Nov.
bers of Mrs E. P. Glover's Sunday we open these old wells that have
ln Boston and Portland.
efficient as cork and much cheap 11. On the other hand, we owe pie
School Class for a picnic supper been closed by the enemies of the
er to produce, and thus conserve money and don't like to ask our pa
Mrs. Waldo Adams of Dubuque at their Crescent Beach cottage on Lord: Freedom. Faith, Fellowship,
one more article of waste.
tient creditors to wait, and we would
Iowa, has been visiting during the Wednesday evening Oct. 16 at 6 Fidelity, and Fervor.” All these
• • » V
be very greatly obliged to receive
month of September Mr. and Mrs. o'clock. Will those having auto things are necessary if lives are to
count
for
good.
voluntary gifts to help us pay off
Who
might
Vlrglnio
Gayda
be?
mobiles
please
provide
transporta

William T White, Lake avenue.
The afternoon devotions were
The name sounds Spanish. He ls this amount promptly.
tion as far as possible for those
conducted by Rev. W. F. Brown of
Keryn ap Rice, chairman.
a writer of one kind and another
Mrs. Orace 6. Daniels is a surgi who have none. There will be an
Camden, who emphasized that there
of what is termed as “hot stuff,”
evening
of
games
and
thfe
usual
class
cal patient at Knox Hospital.
Left to right: Milford Payson of Camden, the new president; Mary E. Taylor of Camden, vice president: and he tells the world that the
is needed the faith of a Paul who
sing at the close.
George Cunningham of Rockport, retiring president; Mildred Merrifield of Washington, secretary-treasurer;
could
say
at
the
close
of
his
life.
North Americans — United States
Robert W. Tilton, 56 New County
Allston E, Smith of Rockland High School, executive committeeman.
and Canada—are the most Ignorant
Mrs. Louis Marcus is spending "I Know and I have believed.”
. road, is attending Topsham Pair
Rev. J S. Pendleton of Waterville,
people of the white race.
several days in Biddeford as a guest
Season’s Meetings Had a
this week.
• • • •
executive secretary of the Maine as well as any life is obedience.
of relatives.
Successful Inception In
Miss
Ann
Norwood
and
Miss
Eliza

Baptist Convention, gave informa
By the use of a new synthetic
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge L. St. Clair
Coffee-Dessert Musicale
tion
of
the
four-year
program
of
resin-plywood
the
need
for
paint
beth
Kenniston
of
Warren
sang
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Smal
The Congregational Ladies' Circle
to protect wood will be reduced as
ley are enjoying the White Moun will serve its first supper of the the Northern Baptist Convention, "Whispering Hope." their accomThe first meeting of the Rubin
this new treatment of wood reduces
tain and Green Mountain scenery season Wednesday night, with Mrs. which, together with the church pahist, Miss Virginia Wyllie. also of
stein Club last night ln the Uni
school
advance
program,
offers
a
so

the
weathering
injury
to
a
mini

Warren
Other
accompanists
were
over the weekend.
C. H. Olds as chairman.
lution to some of the problems con Mrs. Bertha Mears, Mrs. Lillian
mum and this plywood treatment versalist vestry was a gala occas
A
review
from
The
Courier-Gazette
of
happenings
which
Interested
Col. and Mrs. Basil H Stinson and
can be dyed to the colors desired. ion. It was a reception m the form
Lord and Mrs. Helen Overman.
Charles Thornton is the guest of fronting churches today.
of a coffee-dessert muslcale for
• • • •
The missionary hour, under the
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1915.
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart C. Burgess at his son. Wendall Thornton in West
In the closing address Rev. Alger
past and present members. The
direction
of
President
Mrs.
Donald
tended Topsham Pair Wednesday.
Geary of the First Baptist Church of
China naturally should be an
Newton, Mass., while on vacation
decorations under the supervision
Perron, presented Mrs. Rosalie Portland gave a stirring address on
ally of Great Brittan and even if
from Burpee's store.
of President Dorothy Lawry were
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Scott and
Lamson of Orono as speaker. Prof “Witnessing For Christ." He ap
there
can
be
little
more
than
moral
Hie baby show was a feature ol. of Thomaston and Miss Clara Carexceedingly artistic with the bright
daughter Alice and Abner Marson
and Mrs. Lamson were for some pealed to the young people especial Pleasant Valley Orange Fair. The gill of Warren,
support on either side. It helps to
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
Autumn colors adding to the
of Gardiner were dinnerr guests re
years connected with the University ly and pointed out that a real wit
has friends.
handsomest children were: Under j Vinalhaven, Sept 27. Arthur realize that one
cheery atmosphere.
The table
• • • •
cently of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall. sponsor a beano party Monday aft of Shanghai. China, and are now ness tells the truth about what ne j
one year, Wilson Barron Ames; un- Carnes and Miss Adah Hyland,
ernoon at 2 o'clock ln G.A.R hall.
appointments were very original
members of the faculty of the Uni knows without fear of consequences, i der two years. Dorothy Aylward; | RockIand oct 2. Sidney L. WlnsNews that a new blood pressure the favors for the ladies being
Bernard Nelson was given a send- A special door prize of a full course versity of Maine, where Mrs. Lam and that the truth Is known by
,ow of Vlnalha;en and Miss Cora serum has been discovered is of as tiny handpalnted green flower pots
off party Wednesday evening at the chicken dinner and two other free son acts in the capacity of student study of the Bible, by prayer and [ under three years. Eleanor Butler
great importance as the election filled with growing plants and for
E. C. Moran, Jr., was teaching m. Coombs of Rockland
home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Con specials will be given. Mrs. Blanche councillor. She gave a picture of by exercise of the spiritual life.
that holds out hone tins Fall.
Shadie
is
chairman.
the gentlemen carnations, with
The conference ended with the'
,and French in Rockland High
vinalhaven. Sept. 30, August
non. Mr. Nelson went Thursday to
• • • •
the vigor of Christianity in China,
little yellcw spade placecards at
Poland Spring where he will ride
School.
j
Peterson
of
Vinalhaven
and
Wilhelclosing
prayer
by
the
moderator
a
vigor
which
seems
to
have
its
Conditions in the world today
Mrs. Bernice Jackson, departThe candlesticks were
ln the 89-mile trail ride Friday and
Milton W. Weymouth was elected mina R. Mood, formerly of Balti- prove that the price of liberty is tached.
Rev.
W
C
Osgood
of
Islesboro,
who
origin
In
the
very
suffering
of
the
large appks which held yellow
Saturday.
Refreshments
were ' ment president of Ladies of G.A.R. Chinese people who even now are had presided In an efficient manner master of Aurora Lodge. F A M.
more,
never paid. It is something like candles.
served and a delightful evening was : inspected the circles in Norridge- working toward reconstruction and during the day.
Mrs Mary Maddocks. 79. died in
Waterville. Oct. 4, Samuel L. the installment system of year ln
I
wock,
North
Anson
and
Madison
reRefreshments were in charge of
passed. Mr. Nelson was the recipi I oently. She was accompanied b' rehabilitation of China as soon as
I Brimlgion of Bangor and Miss and year out payments. The ques
Churches represented at the meet this city.
Mrs. Blanche Morton, with Junior
ent of many Jokes and a purse of
ing
according
to
the
registration
the final victory of which they are
New hay was selling ln town at; Laura E Frost of Mariaville.
tion in this country ls how will Rubinstein members acting as
money. Present were Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Minnie Smith, department never in doubt, is won. The mis committee composed of Mrs. Bertha
a ton
Rockland. Oct. 9. Eugene V Mol- the payments ever be met?
press
correspondent.
They
visited
waitresses. The program commit
Bernard Nelson. Mr. and Mrs. Wal
sionaries will stay where they are Mears and Mrs. Melvin Dorr, were:
I. L. Snow & Co. bought the, way of Boston and Jeannette M
tee and the board were hostesses.
ter Connon Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Norridgewock schools, where Mrs. needed regardless of advice from the Belfast, Camden, Islesboro. Liberty,
A long motor ride the Dorcas
Jackson spoke on patriotic work,
wrecked schooner John S. Bcacham Huntley of Rockland.
The program, under the direc
Wiggin Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cross,
North
Montville,
Northport,
Rock

•
•
•
•
United
States
government
to
with

Club
took
Oct.
7
up
over
the
and Mrs. Smith on lighthouses.
for >476.
tion of Mrs. Nettle Frost, was of
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Glidden .Mr.
land.
First,
Littlefield
Memorial.
draw'.
Mrs. Lydia A. Fish died in Thom Appleton Hill region where na unusual execellence and the ar
Mrs. Ada Bird Keene, 58, died in
and Mrs. Austin Nelson, Misses
St.
The open forum conducted by Rockport, West Rockport.
ture's proudest pageant of beauty tists were greeted with instant ap
aston, aged 72.
Brooklyn.
Dorothy Thomas. Mary Paladino, CUSHING
Rev. George Bolster of Bangor, dis George First, Tenant’s Harbor,
ls rampant ln all Its glory of reds plause.
George
Burd,
Camden
business
Benjamin
Segal
bought
the
Pills

Emma Harding. Barbara Batchel George E. Cooley
trict secretary of Eastern Maine, was Thomaston, Warren, and Morrill,
and yellows Interlaced with the Welcome.
man
died
at
the
age
of
82.
bury house on Rankin street.
der. Prances Marsh: Robert Black
After several months of ill at a source of information, inter the host church.
Ml«h Dorothy Lawry. President
Oranville Shibles, Rockport, went brilliant greens that never forsake "Federation
Clarence
Blackington
bought
a
man, Arnold Nelsen and Russell tacks which necessitated his go mingled in which was much of the
Echoes.”
By Mrs. Chester Wyllie,
the beautiful New England hill
to
North
Carolina
as
district
man

Mrs Nathalie Snow
drug
store
in
Fiskedale.
Mass.
Connon.
Clerk of the Association.
ing to the Veterans Hospital, To humorous. The teaching and re
sides. Could lt be possible that
read by Mrs Blanche Morton.
ager of the National Survey Co.
Weston
Gray
received
his
license
Mrs
Ruth
Collemer
gus several times, the death of emphasizing of the Baptist prin
Allen M Moody, who was impaled there lives a being whose in- Plano The Lark."
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for Oeorge E. Cooley occurred Oct. 2. ciples Is the one means of revitaliz
Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary will as a commercial wireless operator.
grown
souls
throbs
loose
this
Ollnka-Balaklrew
Frank A Tlrrell, Jr., of Bangor on an Iron spike when the top rail
Furs; Burdell's Dress Shop for He was born in Providence, Peb ing the churches and members. The meet Monday night at 7.30 with
"En Automne."
Moazkowfakl
proudest pageantry that nature
Mrs
Ma
belle
Strong
was
admitted
to
practice
In
Suof
8
Lincolnville
bridge
gave
way,
Dresses. Complete stocks always 16, 1892. son of Victor H„ and forum was followed by a session of Mrs. Evelyn St. Clair and Mrs. Belle
lavishly
unfolds
to
the
seeing
eyes?
Vocal
—
"Cry
of
the
Waters.'
8 Rockland hospital
on hand. New merchandise coming Susannah (Johnson) Cooley. In prayer offered by Rev. Vaughn Robarts the hostesses. The weekly preme Court, and was about to lo-'
Campbell Tipton
Archie Smalley of Tenant's Har It ls said that New England! holds
"Pale Moon."
Logan
ln every day at moderate prices. early life he went to live at Block Overman, Rev. J. Charles MacDon j beanos will be resumed Tuesday- cate In Rockland.
the
key6
to
this
great
combination
Mbs Raychel Emerson,
Archibald F. Green, who gradu bor was appointed fish warden.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block, Island, where he remained sev ald. and Rev. Melvin Dorr Jr,
night.
accompanied
hy
Mrs
Berrv
John Lamby cf Friendship was of brilliancy in landscape color. Violin—"Helre Katl."
Hubay
ated from Tufts Medical College,
School street. Rockland.
107-tf eral years, after which he went to
The evening service was primarily
Miss Bertha Luce,
fatally injured when his automo Oo out. while the picture lasts and accompanied
was
a
house
officer
at
the
Brigham
hy Mrs Ruth Sanborn
Ruth Mayhew Tent held a very
Bristol R. I. and from there he a young people's service and several
get
the
deep
breath
of
wealth
from
bile overturned on the "Colonel's
"Serenade."
Tosaelll
enlisted in the World War as a delegations were present. Rev Mel successful beano party Monday aft Hospital in Boston.
"Forgotten."
Cowlea
Stairs" hill near South Waldoboro natures storehouse of tonic color "81
Vous
LAvez
Comprla."
Derza
volunteer. He was wounded.
vin Dorr, president of the B.Y.P.U., ernoon followed by supper with
hill. His companion, Emil Neimi. ing. It will give cheer to every
Mrs. Ard rile Lundell
The
following
births
were
reGRAPHIC'S
About four years ago he came introduced Rev. J. Charles Mac ] large attendance. Carrie House
heart
and
strength
of
faith
in
Je

Mrs Berry, accompanist
was severely injured.
ComiouE to this town to stay with his sis Donald of Rockland, who conducted : was chairman assisted by Josephine co,rded_'
Plano—Lea Sylvalns,
Chaminade
Mrs Sarah L. Pascal was elected hovah's generous hand to the
Aufschrlng.
Schumann
Warren.
Sept.
22.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
|Lothrop.
Olive
Crockett
was
wel

ter Mrs. Maude Young, wife of the evening devotions, following a
children
of
men.
Osvottc
Bach
president of the Camden Y.M.C.A
Leon Wotton, a son.
• • • •
Miss Dorothy Havener of J'.plot
comed
back
after
a
long
absence
on
Harry
Young,
who
preceded
him
brief
song
period
led
by
Chester
1HLAIRE
Auxiliary.
Rubinstein
Club
Waldoboro. Sept. 17, to Mr. and
in death two years ago.
The planes used in the United "Ave Marla" (by request).
Wyllie of Warren. Rev. Mr. Mac account of illness and Martha SeaD. J. Dickens of Camden attend
Bach-Qounid
He was married tn April 1936 to Donald said in part that the secret vey was present after a visit with Mrs. Fred Winchenbach. a son.
States
Army and Navy for ad
Cloug’i-Leltcr
Rockland. July 18. to Mr. and ed the annual convention of post- vanced training cost anywhere "Ec.tasv,’
Lucia Coddard of this town, who of lasting Joy In the Christian life her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Miss Lotte McLaughlin.
office clerks in (Los Angeies.
Lester Plummer. Much business Mrs Fred Rackliffe, a son.
accompanl?d by Mrs Sanborn, w.th
survives him. Mr Cooley was a
>300.000
Dolphus Eno, 85. a brickbumer from >35.000 to
GEORGE RAFT
violin obligato bv Miss Luce
and
Waldoboro.
Sept.
26.
to
Mr
•
•
•
•
was
discussed.
It
was
voted
to
person of pleasing disposition and
Two n*trios: Two Chaminade
ANN SHERIDAN
at the Thomaston brick yard, was
Too bad the American Youth
number*
hold a rummage sale Oct. 21. Maude Mrs. Willis Vinal ,a son.
HUMPHREY BOGART a good neighbor never complain
and|Mled
when
he
fell
from
the
top
"Andante” and "Scherzettlno."
Sunday
and
Monday
Rockland. Sept. 18, to Mr.
Congress got so out of hand. They
Cables chairman. A donation was
ing. even when suffering from one
M’s Faith Bern, ard Mrs Nettle
of
one
of
the
kilns.
“They Drive By Night” of his most severe attacks. Less
Mrs. Patrick Sweeney, a daughter
needed real leaders with character
Averill
They All Dared To Love in a given to the Rockland Nursing As
Islesboro Inn at Dark Harbor filled with Christian principles and Soprano solos
Disney Cartoon “Bill Posters”
Baltimore, Sept. 27. to Mr and
sociation. Mary Cooper was ap
than three hours before his death
Hell
of
Hate!
■'D
No*
Go.
M»
Love " Haggrrmsu
Munir al Single
N
they got theorists'* and light
' Del Mir. Dulee Ardor."
Gluck
pointed Patriotic Instructor. Jen Mrs. C. Leslie Farr, a son—Frank was burned.
he told a friend who called, that
. . . Furious family feuds in
William
Black
Co
,
died
at
VinalM
-s
Rrychel
Emerson,
thinkers.
nie Pietroeki sang "South of the Chandler Farr, 2d.
he was fine.
Ambush!
accompanied
by
Mrs.
Berry
TONIGHT
e e e •
Hope, Sept. 26. to Mr. and Mrs. haven.
VIolln-Mlnuet.
Beethoven
Border.” and Lizzie French gave
Funeral services were held at
♦ ♦ ♦ *
Gardner
Big Doable Feature
A cubic foot of dry sand weighs From the Cane Brake.
George
Leighr,
a
son.
some
conundrums
sent
by
Eliza
Union church Sunday with WilFilmed in Color
Miss Bertha Luce
Two Action Thrillers Two
more
than
a
cubic
foot
of
wet
sand
Warren.
Sept.
22,
to
Mr
and
Mrs
MINTURN
Plummer.
The
chairman
of
the
llams-Brazier Po6t A. L„ of which
CHARLES STARRETT
MOONIJfiMT SONATA
Mrs Minnie Parker who spent Can you tell why?
next supper is Inez Packard and Leon Wotton, a son.
he was a member, attending in a
• • e e
Sons of the Pioneers in
SYLVIA SIDNEY
Friendship, Sept. 4. to Mr. and the Summer in Vinalhaven and
| For The Courier-Gazette |
Susie Karl. A post card shower was
body. Military services were con
Braves of the Seminole Indian There are pageant* In the sky.
“Bullets For Rustlers” ducted at the grave, after the
HENRY FONDA
given the president in honor of her Mrs. Charles Cushman, a son—Lin Rockland arrived home Wednesday
and cloud- play leading parts;
also
FRED MacMURRAY birthday. It was a great surprise wood George.
Victor Littlefield of Orono has tribe, still technically at war with Moon
regular service by Rev. Henry Van
Oentle breeze the curtains ply
Jean Parker
James Dunn
Friendship, 6°pt. 4, to Mr. and returned home after visiting the the United States, are going to rn these rh iiigjng scenes of art
and much appreciated.
Deman of Friendship. Interment
in
register for conscription. There Sliver mist In dreamy clouds
Mrs. Wardell McFarland, a son— Eugene Spragues.
“Son Of The Navy”
was In the Norton cemetery. Bear
All scattered or maaslve movement*,
“
THE
TRAIL
OF
THE
Arthur
K
First Chapter of
Mrs Albra Stanley of Bass Har are 05 members of the tribe in the Pill
ers were members of WUliamsthe panoply of air, through
“TERRY AND THE PIRATES” Brazier Post.
Rockland. July 18, to Mr. and bor Light Station has been visit Florida Everglades subject to the Moonlights glory beyond compare
LONESOME
PINE
”
SUN.,
MON.,
TUES.
draft,
who
will
register
Oct.
16.
CASH NIGHT. >100
Mrs. Fred Rackliffe, a son.
ing her parents Mr and Mrs. War
This no amateur adventure
with
• • e •
Have you re-registered?
Eons since their flrst premiere.
Camden. Oct. 3, to Mr. and Mrs ren Staples.
Intolerance: The rolling stock of
Fred Slone
Nigel Bruce
Some wise observer has found We dare not to make censure
George Start, a son.
Mr. and Mrs Alden Stanley
Older they than we of here.
a "narrow gauge' mind.
Beulah Bondi Fuzzy Knight
Thomaston, Oct. 2, to Mr, and spent last weekend at Southwest that more hearts pine away in Master of the world, we thank Thee
secret anguish for uraklndness For these scenes beyond compare.
Mrs. Charles W. Creighton, a son.
Harbor with their daughter Mrs.
from those who would be their real Thrown upon a stage triumph
Rockland. Sept. 24, to Mr. and Fred Thomas.
Children's Matinee 4 P. M.
comforters than for any other Tours and ours of everywhere
Mrs. E. M. Howard, a son—Elbridge
Mrs. Mildred Nelson who passed
Shakespeare Dryden. Hume or Bacon
Marshall.
the Summer with her parents Mr calamity in life. Here Is a thought Could not with these scenes compete;
to
take
seriously
and
each
should
Master of all masters .made them
Thomaston, Oct. 13, to Mr. and and Mrs. Willis Conray, has re
Tuesday and Wednesday
For our infinite souls release
watch his step.
Mrs. Edwin Anderson, a son—Don turned to Portland.
• • • •
In their majesty of beauty
Two Major Features Two
ald Francis.
Calm or storm, as In our lives
Mrs. Margaret Hughes and
In Siam, when the noon day Wi find treasure there to bless us
South Thomaston, Sept. 5, to Mr daughter Patricia who have been
FULLER
heat comes on the men find the And give us grace to satisfy
and Mrs. H. W. Frohock, a son— visiting Mr. and Mrs. Harry John
K 8 F.
coolest places they can and rest
Rockland
Sylvanus Everett, 2d.
son returned to Providence Mon until It’s not so hot when they
• • • •
DARRYL r ZANUCK'S
day, accompanied as far as Rock take up the work again. The SiProduction ol
The marriages for this period land by Mrs. Johnson.
mesc are not so anxious to save
The brush that brings lustrous
were:
daylight, as they want to get rid
Rockland.
Sept.
18,
Guy
B.
ThiMr. and Mrs Charles Manchester of lt.
beauty to the hair. There is
beault and Miss Marita Curtis.
left this morning for Northeast
e e e e
no more welcome gift.
Rockland, Sept. 25, Clarence A Harbor, where they will make their
He: ‘‘But how do our neighbors
Thistle and Cora F. Jones.
home. Mr. Manchester lias employ affect our family budget I should
Rockland,
Sept.
25,
Joseph
W
by
LOUIS
BROMFIELD
Delivered in Gift Boxes
ment at Southwest Harbor.
like to know?"
Edgar Wallace’s
Glidden of Nobleboro and Miss
She: "They’re always doing some
TYRONE POWER Ruth M. Harden of Rockland.
reedy for presentetion
“RETURN OF
thing that we simply can't afford."
Chicago. Sept. 22, L. M. Keene of
o • • e
LINDA DARNELL
Lfarqrcus
THE FROG”
Fremont, Neb., formerly of AppleCharles Lamb said, "The great
DEAN JAGGER
DECKLE-EDGED
also
ton
and
Mrs.
Jennie
Tremaine
of
•a Brigham Young
est pleasure I know is to do a good
A Twentieth Century-Fox Picture
Cleveland.
action by stealth and have it
Rockland, Sept. 29. Connevy E.
found cut by accident."
• • • •
Rising and Nettie A. Montgomery.
NOW PLAYING
Invitations
Rockland. Sept. 29, Norman A
Soap heads the long list of pur
‘.‘YOUNG PEOPLE”
Read of Belfast and Esley Bicknell
chases made In this country by
YOUR CHILD’S coughing at night
Tha moet exquisite wadding an
with
—caused by throat “tickle” or ir
of Rockland.
nouncements or invitations you
Finland. They would like to wash
ritation, mouth breathing, or a
SHIRLEY TEMPLE
have aver seen are now on dis
Rockland. Sept. 29, Peter Mahon
out memories of the Germans and
cold—can often be prevented by
play in out engraving department.
of Roxbury. Mass., and Miss Agnes
JACK OAKIE
they also suggested tHat those Rus
Prompt service end delivery
rubbing the throat and chest
50 engraved announcements ot
Donahue of Vinalhaven.
sians
that
had
stopped
there
need

with plenty of Vicks VapoRub at
Invitations. >8.9$ SO deckle-edged
through your Fuller Brush Dealer.
Calais, Sept. 16. Milton Hasting.;
ed
cleaning
up.
announcements or invitations,
bedtime.
• • • •
of Charlotte and Martha V. Molonly >11.9$. Prices INCLUDE the
VAPORUB'S SWIFT poultice-andThe United States made a gain
holland of Isle au Haut.
plate!
vapor action loosens phlegm, re
of 8 634.836 in population between
Camden, Sept. 22. Capt. Fremont
lieves irritation, clears air pas
Pusluge Extra
F.
sages, tends to stop mouth breath
the years 1930 and 1940 The peo
C. Arey and Jessie M Clark.
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Week Days,
Vinalhaven, Sept 25, Llewellyn! ing, and invites *
ple in other parts of the world
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
93 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 431-W
healing, restful
3.00, 6.30, 8.30 Knowlton and Catherine Ednie.
Sundays,
must have felt that this great war
sleep. Try it.
<VAPORUR
123-125-127
Warren, gept. 2§, vyuiigqi Smithy

Attending the Edward Mayo-Es
ther Dunham wedding at the First
Baptist Church in Holyoke, Mass.,
today are Miss Prances Chatto, Miss
Rose Delmonico, Miss Lucinda Rich,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wentworth,
Miss Viola Joy. Miss Maizie Joy and
Miss Mary Poster. Clarence Water
man will act as usher.

Mrs. Bernice Jackson, department
vice president of Third District
American Legion Auxiliaries, in
stalled officers of Woodcock-CassieCoombs unit ln Vinalhaven Thurs
day night.

Rubinstein Club

25 YEARS AGO

m1

♦♦♦♦

Christmas Qift

that Women Treasure
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,

# An>«rica’1,

CU/UJp^S

DOUBLE THRILL

„, . -V6HT
COUGHS

E
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L CLARK, Local Dealer
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Iftimrf)
ICKS

WEDDING

was oo ttio way,
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Every-Other-Dav

Four Million Youths

•

STEAMBOAT DAYS

-

Will Eventually Be En
rolled In N. Y. A.—
Rockland's Part

.In Informal pictorial history of steam navigation in Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

|
|
|
|
I

I
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront.

Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
Since 1930. the United States
Youth has increased by three million. For these youth, neither industry nor the educational system
has found a place. By 194b we shall
have an all time high of four million such youth.
Under N.Y.A. In the las! five
years, more than two million boys
and girls have been returned to

■ r--------------

- -.-----------

school, placed in temporary Jobs;
and otherwise spared the demoralizlr.g experience of being out of
school, and out of work.
At peak enrollment in January.
1940, the N.Y.A. had found parttime Jobs for 435.000 schoolboys
and girls. N.Y.A. wages to stu
~ per
dents at an average of $6.50,
month"apiwe"are"’eno“ugh"'to’ tide
! them over and keep them in
school and coUeges for a few extra
1 y€ars

[
|

I

American Boy
Famous Magazine Com
panion To Thousands—
Appeals To All Ages

Hundreds of thousands of boys
'and >'oun« men read
American
Boy Magazine every month and consfder “ more 85 8 livln« companion
than as a magazine.
"It’s as much a buddy to me as
Tlie N.Y.A. has set out to sup
plement the country’s inadequate my neighborhood chum," writes one
facilities for vocational education. ligh schocl senior. "The American
Throughout the country the N Y A. Boy seems to understand a boy's
is' operating 579 "Resident Cen jrcblems and considers them in
ters,” in which 15.000 boys and meh a sympathetic and helpful way.
girls are learning trades; and pay ft gives advice and entertaining
ing tuition and keep, by working eadlng cn every subject In which a
oung fellow Is Interested. It is
at them.
lartlcvlarly helpful in sports. I
Under supervision of local edu
cation and government officials— nade tur schcol basketball team be
N Y A. youths have found a wide muse of playing tips I read In The
American Boy.”
range of socially useful work to be
Many famous athletes ln all sports
done in their communities. N.Y.A
workshops last year, repaired more •redit much of their success to helpthan 5COOOO pieces of school fur u! suggestions received frem sports
articles carried in The American
niture, constructed 720 schocl
buildings and renovated 4520 more. 3oy Magazine. Virtually every issue
iffers advice from a famous coach
Rockland through the fine co
:r player.
Fcotball, basketball,
operation of Mayor Veazie has the
rack, tennis, ln fact every major
honor of building and floating the
•port is covered in fiction and fact
first sea-plane float on the Maine articles.
Coast.
Teachers, librarians, parents and
Rev. Waite, State Supervisor of
eaders of boys' clubs also recom
aeronautics, declares that the mend The American Boy enthusias
local N.Y.A. boys under the di tically. They have found that as a
rection of Perley Niles and Clar
general rule regular readers of Tlie
ence Wiley did a most admirable
American Boy advance more rapidly
Job.
and develop more worthwhile char
The construction of this sea acteristics than do boys who do not
plane float is a contribution by read It.
the N.Y.A. to the home defense
Trained writers and artists, fa
program.
mous coaches and athletes, explor
Thus in many ways the N Y.A. ers, scientists and men successful
is meeting the needs of the day. in business and industry join with
Albert Berkins.
an experienced staff to produce ln
District Director, N Y A. Tlie American Boy. tlie sort of read
ing matter boys like best.
MORRILL WILLKIE CLl’B
The American Boy sells on most
Senator Roy L. Fernald of Wln- newsstands at 25c a copy. Subscrip
.eiport Waldo County chairman of tion prices are $2.00 for one year or
the Maine Willkie for President $3.50 for three years. Foreign and
Club, announced today the forma Canadian rates 50c a year extra.. To
tion of the 11th WUlkie for Presi subscribe simply send your name,
dent Club in Waldo County. This address and remittance direct to
club was formed at Merrill with tlie The American Boy. 7430 Second
Blvd., Detroit, Michigan.
117*125
'ollowing officers:
President, Roy Sheldon; vice
“I hear you and the leading lady
jresident. Edwina Woodbury; sec
retary. Dtna Achorn: treasurer are on the outs."
Electrician: "Yeah, it was one
Frank Brown; directors, Edward
Greeley, Keith Cross, Lemuel Wood- of those quick change scenes with
iury, Alonzo Kenney, and Gladys the stage all dark. She asked for
he rtlghts end I thought she said
Weymouth.
lights."
ST. GEGRGE REGISTRATION
The selective service registration
Extremity Is the trier of spirits;
if Wednesday for St. George wUl be Common chances common men
held at the High School. Tenant’s
could bear:
Harbor, from 7 a. tn. to 9 p. m.
Wben the sea Is calm all boats alike
Show mastership in floating.
Atibserihe »« The Courier-Gazette
—William Shakespeare

portance than the others, for its
beam is a small one, not having
the strength and distance of the
others.
This beam is of tne same charac
ter as that used in the flying serv
ice to keep planes on their course
when visibility and flying condi' tlons are poor, but a different fre
quency and air channel is used
! for it.
The electirc power which opi erates this beam, as well as the
light of the tower, comes from the
regular light and power service
which supplies Lubec and the rest
of Washington county by the BanI gor Hydro Hectric Co.
So well proportioned was the Portland that she In ked small. Actually the side-wheeler presented above
Instead of the bell a powerful
groved 2283 tons to 1661 for our City of Bangor. She was 280 feet long to Bangor’s 227 and was 42 feet wide |
double fog horn, operated by com
(o Bangor's 38. On the other hand, the considerably narrower and somewhat shorter Bangor had ISO# horse
pressed air is used. Its blast can be
power engines against 1460 accredited lo the ill fated Portland. Photo from R. Loren Graham.
| heard 16 miles at sea. U sounds
two. two-second blasts every 30
off his lines at 7.00 p. m. and to note that she seemed in normal
NO 67
seconds. The air compressor which
condition,
although
she
was
rollsteamed
down
the
harbor.
No steamboat history of Penob'
Portland Lightship of which Capt. llanna of Round Pond is skipper, provides power for the horn is op
Twenty minutes later, Wesley ing and pitching badly.
scot Bay would be complete without
and Emerson Sadler of Rockland, first engineer.
erated by a gasoline engine and
Fifteen minutes later Captain
the tragic story of the loss of the Pingree, keeper of Deer Island
steamer Portland That ill-starred 1 l'ht- saw the Portland passing Frank Stearns of the schooner Onward he sailed! A vision ln his soul above sea level. It is a white light there is an auxiliary engine and
compressor for use in an emergency.
liner never plowed Penobscot waters A5
turned toward the open sea, Florence E. Stearns, bound for Glou- Nor would turn bark though coward*
of the flasher type. The light shows
—Sam E. Connor in Lewiston
writhed in fright.
passed a paddle-wheel
yet her melancholy passing was so
exchanged whistle signals with jester
Whose fear-fliled eyes held but the j for two seconds in all directions, Journal
the
Kennebec,
which
had
sailed
steamer
headed
westward.
He
could
lerrored
night,
*
,
closely tied In with the people and
Blind to the guiding star which had Actually It Is showing all the time,
the steamboat lore of the Penob earlier but was returning to the not identify it positively but
control
| because it requires 15 seconds for GOOSE ROCKS
scot region that the story Is right shelter of the harbor. The skipper thought that it was the Portland Of all his being: lightening up the the heavy glass reflector to make
The Pall winds have come along
whole
of
the
Sylph
No
8.
then
about
eight
because
site
was
the
only
vessel
of
fully a part of this series.
Of life for him What caused one mor a complete circuit about the light. on time as usual and it makes It
| miles from Boston Light Ship, saw the kind likely to be anywhere near
tal slight
Two seconds of this period is re hard work to get ashore after mall
flaunt all fear?
both vessels, the Kennebec going in at that hour. The schooner Edgar ToFaith!
twas this heavenly light
There are more lobster fishermen
quired for the opening in the re
By special permission of or. • an(j
portiand outward bound. Randall was fourteen miles south- That led him
o’er the billows to his
flector which causes the flash, to ln this vicinity this Fall than
goal!
Thcmas H Eames of Arlington Cen- 0apUjn william A Roix of the east by east of Eastern Point, Glouusual.
ter. Mass. author, and arrangement sleamer Mt Desert was bringing his cester. at 11 45 p. m. when there And to today men aeek a fairer land. pass before the light.
the deeps of time doth glit
The Keeper has Just returned
In the early days of the light
with Prof Milton Elis of Unlverharbor as the Port- loomed through the thick snow and That o'er
tering lie:
sity of Maine, managing editor of ]and caIne out. and the vessels driving spray a large vessel with- , Soul-vlalonlnga bid thoae come whose house service great bells were used from a four-day furlough spent at
dauntless band
at these stations as an added warn his home at Machias.
The New England Quarterly, there,
one another near Graves out lights. The Randall swung ' Shames
to turn back -whUe their great
Asst. Keeper Hill is at his home
ing signal when there was a heavy
Captain nigh
?n
Ledges. The sky was overcast with away from her and drove by safecidedly ’’different'' tale of Maine's a fresh northeast wind blowing and ly. but Captain D. J. Pellier could Cries. Course on men! Through trials fog on the sea. The big brass bell, In Ellsworth for four days.
on every hand
We have most of our Fall work
greatest marine disaster.
which for years tolled its warnsoon thereafter snow commenced to see that she was a paddle-wheel My star caCed Faith still points to
Heaven’s strand!"
ings at this station, still stands on , finished and about all we have if
The Wreck cf the Steamer Portland fall. The occupants of the Mt steamer with badly damaged super—Ernst Ballantyne.
its frame, but is no longer in com- to wait for the cold weather and
Desert s pilot house kept looking structure, and he believed it to be
• • • •
i Thomas Harrison Eames >
that will soon be here.
mission.
astern expecting the Portland to the Portland.
PORTLAND LIGHTSHIP
The maritime history of New Eng- .
, . . . .
The Quoddy Head light station | Tender Ilex recently landed our
, .
.
.
.. " . . turn about, but she continued seaIf the steamer seen by Captains
land records no greater disaster §
Editor of Guardians of Our Coast: : is one of the important ones of the annual supply of oil.
Stearns and Pellier was the Portthan the loss of the 2283-ton pas- j
I was transferred to Portland i service, for It is one of the four
We miss the Summer visitors
. _ „ ....
«... i At 9 30 the Bucksport schconer land, as seems very likely she may
senger steamer Ftortiand which was |
g
off
had g
brfakdown Lightship as chief engineer Aug in Maine which sends cut a radio calling at the Light. There were
°*n ° t
r<hirSe,«oH
*h
about four miles southwest of and attempted to run into Olouces- 1—quite a change for me, as I beam for the guidance of shipping more than usual this Summer.
(Keeper Kllton sent a photo
£“n*
Renees
Thatchers Island, and was runnin ter as suggested by her apparent have been on the run for years in the north Atlantic. The others
Now we are at anchor with 150 are: Mt Desert Rock light. Port graph of his Light which will ap
1
P
g
.. for Gloucester Harbor Her master
master, westerlv
westerly course when she nasseri
passed tFv>
the
csew, numbering 176 persons No
fathoms of chain and a five-ton land Lightship and Monhegan pear in an early issue of the
William Thomas on deck and keep- Stearns; or her engines may have I a^J^"r"
other storm has made so deep an
Island light. The last is of less im- Guardians' column.—Ed 1
Ing a sharp lookout for other craft, been disabled temporarily and alimpression on New Englanders as
Portland Lightship is 640 gross
saw the dim white form of the lowed the northeasterly seas to
did that one. Although over a
ton and a very able ship. She
hundred ships were lost along the
makes 10 knots. Capt. Hanna, the
coast from New York to Maine, the
skipper, is from Round Pond find
disaster to the Portland overshad
is a man of the old School—a
wonderful shipmate.
owed all the rest, and the hurricane
is always remembered as the "Port
Bnerson Sadler
land Storm." “The night the Port
South Portland, Oct. 10.
• • • •
land went down" is still a live topic
PORTLAND HEAD
of convirsaXion throughout New
England, but especially so along the
Quiet on the waterfront.
coast from Provincetown to Casco
Letter writing Oct. 6 to 12—here
Bay.
'■ we go!
The Portland was built ln 1890 at
What happened? We wonder;
Bath. Maine, and was regarded as
| it looks as If the outfit has gone
one of the finest vessels of her type.
on vacation. Letters seem to be
She was a wooden paddle-wheel
; extinct.
steamer 280.9 feet long, with a
The glorious days of late should
beam of 42.1 feet; but her maximum
I give every correspondent a desire
width across the guards was about
, to Impart to others a vivid picture
j of their surroundings. Come on.
26 feet greater, because they pro
jected approximately 13 feet be
I fellows.
yond the hull on each side. Her
Mrs. Sterling and Mrs. Hilt were
draught of ten feet eight inches, and
: calling recently on Mr and Mrs.
her rather light construction made
R. T. Sterling, Jr. ln Portland.
it possible for her to navigate the
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow were
Kennebec and Penobscot Rivers, al
guests last Saturday evening of
though she had been built for the
Mrs. Sterling.
Poitland and Boston service of the
The New York crowd. F. O Hilt
Portland Steam Packet Company.
A. W. Hathorn, John Kinney and
She was propelled by a beam en
Willard Hilt returned home Tues
gine of 1400 l.h.p. which enabled
day.
her to attain a speed of 15 statute
The Sterlings entertained at
miles per hour.
dinner last Sunday. Mr. and Mrs.
• • • •
Raymond Cameron, daughter Pa
tricia of Cape Elizabeth. Mr and
Saturday morning, Nov. 26. 1898,
thrilling NEW
Mrs. Robert Sterling. Jr. of Port
was fair with a light west wind;
IN All MAJOR DIMENSIONS
land and Robert Farley of South
but Increasing cloudiness set ln.
★
Portland.
and weather reports indicated ap
Capt. Cameron of the Coast
NEW LONGER WHEELBASE
proaching disturbances of moderate
Guard Station in Popham recently
intensity, one moving eastward from
called on his son Raymond who is
the Lake region and another ad
substituting here in the absence
LONGER, LARGER, WIDER
vancing up the coast. By late after
of F. O. Hilt.
noon the weather had become very
FISHER BODIES
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow of Port
threatening; a yellow light, similar
WITH NO DRAFT VENTILATION
land entertained the Hilts at din
to that seen Just before the hurri
ner Wednesday evening.
cane of 1938, overspread the sky;
Author Eames sends along this picture of a life preserver and some
and storm warnings were issued wreckage from the Portland, picked up on the shores of Cape Cod.
DE LUXE KNEE-ACTION
MOST EASTERLY LIGHTHOUSE
by the weather bureau. The Port
ON AU MODELS
“Stand out on that point of rock
land was at India Wharf ln Boston
and had been taking on freight for Portland emerging from the snowy swing her around Into the trough and you'll be as far east as you
with balanced
,(Oul AND REAR, AND IM
It’s the longest, largest, most luxurious car
tne overlght run to Portland. Many darkness. Sbe passed close to his so that she headed in a more or can get and still be on dry land ln
wore a radiator ornament . . . the Style Car of
PROVED SHOCKPROOF STEERING
Maine people who had been spend vessel and disappeared into the ' less northwesterly direction. In the the United tiates."
the United States!
Howard Gray, standing in the
ing Thanksgiving with relatives and growing storm.
latter case, with foam around her
the leader has ever built... with
more
Performance?—even more powerful and even
friends in and near Boston had
During the next two hours the she might have seemed to be un light chamber. Indicated a point of
90-H.P. VALVE-IN-HEAD
more economical than Chevrolet’s recordmade reservations on the steamer wind and snow increased rapidly, i derway when seen through the I rock jutting into the waters of
wheelbase and "three-couple roominess"
"VICTORY" ENGINE
breaking road action of last year! Riding com
and began coming aboard. Hollis accompanied by falling temperature, j snowy night from the unsteady deck the Bay of Fundy as he spoke.
fort?—“the smoothest, steadiest ride of all,’*
“It’s the most eastern point in
H. Blanchard, who had been pro The two disturbances mentioned of a small vessel. The fact that
in all sedan models... with dashing new
★
with De Luxe Knee-Action and balanced
moted from Pilot to Captain of the in an earlier paragraph met off Captain Pellier reported damage this country,” he explained.
ORIGINAL
VACUUMMr.
Gray
is
keeper
of
the
springing front and rear on all models!
Portland two weeks before, held a Cape Cod and united to produce a j to the superstructure lends plausi“Aristostyle" design and a new beauty
POWER SHIFT
telephone conversation with Cap mad hurricane with velocities so bility to the hypothesis, because if Quoddy Head lighthouse, most
But, come, you be the judge of the new
tain Alexander C. Dennison, of the l^igh that the wind gauge at High- ’ her engines stopped, even for a very easterly beacon in the United
AT NO EXTRA COST
1941 Chevrolet! Eye It—Try It—Buy It! See how
leading
Body
by Fisher, found only on
States,
located
In
the
town
of
Lubec
Portland’s sister ship Bay State, land Light registered ninety miles short time, she would swing broadBUILT AS ONLY CHEVROLET BUILDS IT
finely and faithfully it is designed to be first
then lying at Portland. They dis per hour before it was carried away, side to the oncoming waves and He has been stationed there for
again in popular favor and popular demand!
Chevrolet and higher-priced cars I
★
would be likely to sustain heavy the past six years, although he has
cussed the weather conditions and . by the blasts.
Captain Dennison expressed his in- | As the head wind and sea arose, damage as a result of their smash- been in the lighthouse service
SAFE-T-SPECIAl
tentlcn of remaining in port, but' the Portland found It increasingly Ing blows. It is to be assumed that longer than that.
hydraulic brakes
The station Is equipped with a
Parade along the avenue in thia sparkling
Captain Blanchard said that he in- , hard to make headway against if a mechanical failure occurred, It
tended to make the run. At 5.30 p. ' them despite her 1400 horsepower was repaired, because she was complete generating plant capable
beauty, and you’ll attract every eye . . . for the
m. General Manager John F. Lis- engines, and an hour and a half sighted next morning keeping her of providing all the power It
Flo,
many
new
1941 Chevrolet la the smartest car that ever
comfort, «ofo»V and conv.nionco
comb telephoned from Portland to after she had been sighlted by Capt. head to the seas, as could not be needs, operated by gasoline motors,
f.atur.l
C. F. Williams. Boston Agent of the Thomas she was still off Gloucester done If she had been without power, which can be put into action al
Two-tone colors on all Special De Luxe models—optional at small extra cost.
line, asking to speak with Captain Captain Reuben Cameron of the
There appears to be no record of most instantly ln the case the
Blanchard but the captain could not schooner Grayling, when he reached the Portland's having been sighted regular supply front' the Bangor
be found at the time. As quoted ln port on the morning of November again that night. She may have Hydro-Electric is cut off for any
the Boston Herald, Mr. Liscomb in- 30. reported that at 11 p. m. on succeeded in passing far to the reason.
This lighthouse stands 50 feet ln
structed Mr. Williams to tell Cap- Saturday evening when about twelve northeastward of Thatcher’s Island
tain Blanchard that he wanted him miles south by east of Thatcher’s before losing headway, but the re- the air and its light is 80 feet
to hold the Portland at her pier Island, he sighted the Portland ports of Captain Stearns and Peluntil at least nine o’clock, and if bearing down upon his vessel Pear- lier suggest that by midnight the were swept away by the sea and
the weather was then threatening, ing that those on board tlie steamer storm had proved too much for her sank, formed a trail along the bot
net to start. Mr. Williams re- might not see the Grayling in time and had begun driving her gradual- tom of the bay and across Stellwa- 689 MAIN ST.,
THOMASTON, ME.
ROCKLAND,
TELEPHONE 1250
piled that he would deliver the to avoid a collision, he burned a ly across Massachusetts Bay to her gen Bank, from which fishermen
message to Captain Blanchard, flare, which attracted their atten- rendezvous with destruction. All even now sometimes find in their
Whether or not the captain received tion. and the Portland turned night long she had to battle against trawls some article from the unfor
and understood the order Is not aside, passing close enough for those big rollers and the ninety-mile gale, tunate vessel.
UNION, ME.
V1NALHAVEN, ME.
known, but it is a fact that he cast on the schooner to Identify her and The fragments of equipment which
(To Bo Continued)
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FIRST BECAUSI IT’S FINEST!

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

CARROLL’S GARAGE

PEASLEE & ROSS

BARKER’S GARAGE

